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Absffact

Satellite cells are muscle precursors cells located between the external lamina and

sarcolemma of skeletal muscle fibers. The processes of satellite cell activation (withdrawal

from quiescence, entry into the cell cycle and gaining the capability for motility) underlie the

earliest steps in growth and regeneration of skeletal muscle. Understanding the balance

between activation and quiescence should reveal regulatory mechanisms that could impact

treatment of conditions where growth and repair are crucial to muscle function and quality

of life. Therefore, this thesis examines the roles of nitric oxide (NO) and hepatocyte growth

factor (HGF), two known mediators of satellite cell activation, in regulating activation and

quiescence in normal and dystrophic muscle satellite cells. Both single muscle fiber and

whole muscle culture models were employed in these experiments. Fibers or muscles were

mechanically stretched using the FlexCell system in order to induce activation by a

physiological mechanism, and activation was measured, by marking the later entry into S

phase using bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) uptake and counting the number of BrdU+ cells

located on a single fiber. Stable levels of BrdU uptake in non-stretched cultures over the

whole period under study conhrmed that any intervention was an activating or inhibiting

stimulus in comparison to a reproducible control condition.

Experiments on the time course of stretch-activation for normal, dystrophic (mdx) and

NOS- 1 (-/-) satellite cells showed that stretching for %fu and 2 hrs activates normal satellite

cells on single fibers, and that resting activation levels of both mdx andNOS-1(-/-) animals

are 5-10X higher than normal. Stretchingmdx or NOS-1(-/-) satellite cells on single fibers

decreased activation levels.
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Experiments were designed to reveal the roles of NO and HGF in stretch-activation

by treating single f,rbers with BrdU and one of three treatments 1) a NOS inhibitor (L-

NAME), 2) exogenous HGF or 3) a combination of 1 andZ. The experiments showed that

stretch-activation is NO-dependent, but that NO dependence can be overcomeby 2 hrs of

stretch in the presence of HGF. They also showed that quiescence is NO-dependent.

Visualization experiments to examine NO production using DAF-2, a compound that

fluoresces specifically in the presence of NO, showed NO release after stretching in normal

and dystrophic satellite ceil cultures. Dystrophic cultures produced much less NO, and

regulated NOS activity and NO release after stretching in a manner distinct from normal

satellite cel1s.

The expression of the HGF receptor, c-met, was also demonstrated to be regulated

by NO levels, and cells responded after lz hr of stretch by upregulating the level of mRNA

in normal and dystrophic animals, The number of cells that expressed c-met on a single fiber

increased after lz hr of stretch on normal single fibers, but not on mdx muscle fibers.

Experiments on normal skeletal muscle with cycloheximide indicated that c-met was a

delayed-early gene in skeletal muscle activation.

The results presented in this thesis provide direct evidence of NO release by stretch

and substantial evidence that NO plays an important role in maintaining satellite cell

quiescence and in initiating activation by stretch. Time course, inhibition and c-met in situ

results support the hypothesis of at least 2 types of cells located in the satellite position on

normal single muscle fibers, an "early activating" NO-dependent, c-met expressing

population, and a "laler activating" population that does not express c-met tntil after Yzlu



of stretching. One of these populations appears to be absent in mdx muscle. Data strongly

implicate mechanical stimulation in conjunction with NOS manipulation as a potential

treatment to normalize hyperactivation of satellite cells in Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy.
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Satellite cells are skeletal muscle precursor cells which are located on single muscle

fibers and are required for the growth and repair of skeletal muscle. While satellite cells are

normally inactive in adult muscle, with appropriate stimulation they will enter into the cell

cycle (defined as activation) and then make the new muscle cells and larger fibers required

for muscle growth. ln aged muscle, satellite cells are resistant to activating stimuli. In

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD), where muscle is undergoing degeneration, satellite

cells appear to require less stimulation than normal cells to become active. Both aging and

DMD conditions lead to muscle wasting and abnormal muscle function. The gas nitric oxide

(NO) and the growth factor hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) are thought to be essential for

normal regulation of activation, with NO preceding HGF in the activation cascade. However,

the experiments that previously elucidated this signaling pathway either involved satellite

cells isolated away from their position adjacent to fibers and their culture in vitro, or

involved a non-physiological (crush), or other kinds of injury to whole muscles in vivo.

Other experiments using single muscle fibers, incorporated the addition of satellite cell

activators to the culture medium, a phenomenon that is clearly not physiological.

The goal of the research presented here was to establish a more physiological model

through which satellite cell activation could be studied, and to determine how NO and HGF

were involved in signaling satellite cells to activate in this model. We also wanted to

examine how activation differed between normal and dystrophic muscle, using the mdx

mouse (the mouse model of DMD). Comparing normal and dystrophic satellite cell

activation would allow us to determine the nature of any major variations in the process of

activation in normal and dystrophic muscle. Altemate pathways to activation would suggest



that satellite cells may respond to a balance of factors or pathways that regulate activation

and quiescence, and enable regeneration even in the pathological, genetic, or

pharmacological absence ofNO or HGF. Understanding the findings of these studies has the

potential to lead us toward the development of new drug targets and therapies for the

treatment of DMD and age-related muscle wasting, which are disabling to young and older

Canadians and many individuals world-wide.

1. Skeletøl muscle morphology

The capacity of skeletal muscle to deliver start-and-stop voluntary movement makes

it unique among the organs of the human body. This function is achieved by contraction and

relaxation of individual muscle fTbers within the greater muscle, many of which are as long

as the muscle itself. Skeletal muscle fibers are made of myofibrils connected in parallel by

the cytoskeleton and held togetherbyamembrane, the sarcolemma. Myofibrils are composed

ofnumerous sarcomeres, the working units ofmuscle, linked together in series. Sarcomeres

are defined as the area between 2 Z lines and contain actin and myosin, the contractile

machinery of skeletal muscle. Also contained within sarcomeres are structural proteins

includingdesmin,tropomyosin,nebulin,andtitin(1). Thesestructuralproteinsareinvolved

in maintaining actin and myosin in position, both within a single sarcomere, and across

multiplesarcomereswithinthesamefiber,duringcontractionandrelaxation(Figurel). This

allows for all of the myofibrils within a single muscle fiber to operate collectively.

In order for action to be transmitted from one muscle fiber to another or to the
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attached tendon, they must be connected in some manner. Connective tissue surrounding

individual fibers (endomysium), groups of fibers (perimysium) or the entire muscle

(epimysium) ensures that this occurs.

I .I. Skeletal muscle cytoskeleton

As the function of skeletal muscle inherently exposes it to large amounts of force that

could potentially damage muscle fibers, the sarcolemma plays a protective role for individual

muscle fibers. It is also involved in the communication between intracellular and

extracellular components of muscle. This mechanical strength and communication is

accomplished by the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex IDCG; (2)).

The DGC is comprised of a multitude of proteins including dystrobrevin ( a, and B),

sarcoglycan (s, F, y, ð), dystroglycan (a, and B), syntrophin (a, þ1, þ2), sarcospan and

dystrophin (reviewed in (2)). Loss of the DGC for any reason leads to increased

susceptibility to mechanical injury, increased Ca2n permeability, and disruption of signaling

cascades (3). Associatedwith the DGC areproteins involved in signal transduction, enzymes

and structural proteins. One of the enzymes associated with the DGC of particular interest

is Nitric Oxide $ynthase (NOS) which associates with dystrophin by binding o1-syntrophin

through aPost Synaptic Densityprotein-95 discs large/ZO-1 homology(PDZ) domain (4-6).

1.1.1. D]¡stroPhin

Dystrophin is a large protein (427 l<Da, or 3685 amino acids) that is expressed in

skeletal and cardiac muscle, as well as in the brain (7). The largest gene in the human
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genome at2.5 }l4b, it is located on the X chromosome and produces mRNA that is 14 kb in

size (7). Structurally, the rod-shaped protein is composed of 4 domains. The N-terminus is

composed of a240 amino acid actin-binding domain that is highly homologous to the actin-

binding domain within o-actinitin and spectrin (8). Adjacent to this is a coiled-coil domain

composed of 24 related triple s-helix motifs of approximately 109 amino acids each, for a

totalof 2849 amino acids (9). The function of this part of the protein is thought to be to give

the protein a flexible structure (7). However, it is highly conserved, suggesting that it may

also contain other functional domains that are as yet unidentifred (7). It is also possible that

this region is a physical spacer to separate the cytoskeleton and the sarcolemma (10).

Between the coiled-coil domain and the C-terminus is a 280 amino acid cysteine rich region,

which binds B-dystroglycan (9). Finally the C-terminus of 420 amino acids is involved in

membrane association and binding of dystrobrevins and syntrophins (2;8;9). Smaller

isoforms ofdystrophin exist, and are expressed in various tissues including retina, central and

peripheral nervous systems, liver and kidney (reviewed in (2)). Full length dystrophin

expressed in skeletal muscle is concentrated at the sarcolemma, the muscle-tendon junction

and the neuro-muscular junction (7). It also attaches the contractile components to the

sarcolemma (7). Loss of dystrophin, such as occurs in Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD)

and mdx mouse muscular dystrophy, results in the complete loss of the DGC, and extensive

alterations in mechanotransduction and cellular signaling (reviewed in (2)).

1.1.2. Nitric oxide synthase

Nitric Oxide Synthase (NOS) produces NO by converting L-Arginine (L-Arg) to
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citrulline (reviewed in (11)). It also produces S-nitrothiols and peroxynitrite (5). NOS was

first identified in 1989 (reviewed in (11)), is approximately 300 kDa, and is quite complex

(12). It is in fact 2 enzymes that are linked together (1,2) by a calmodulin recognition site.

One enz)¡me is a cytochrome, located at the N-terminus and the other a cytochrome

reductase, located at the C-terminus (reviewed in (11)). Biologically active NOS is a dimer

of 2 NOS proteins and 2 calmodulins. The dimer is stabilized by the cofactors

tetrahydrobiopterin (BHo) and the ironprotoprophynn haem, as well as byits substrate L-Arg

(11). In order to convert L-Arg to citrulline, NOS takes the substrate L-Arg along with

oxygen and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate in its reduced form (lt{ADPH),

converts L-Arg to a N'-hydroxy-L-Arginine (ltIHA) intermediate, and finally produces

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP), citrulline and NO. This reaction

process requires 5 cofactors: flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD), flavin mononucleotide

(FMN), haern, BHo and calmodulin. FAD and FMN are involved in transferring electrons

from NADPH to the haem domain, haem catalyzes the oxidation of L-Arg, BHo is thought

to play a redox role and is required for NOS expression, and calmodulin increases the rate

of electron transfer and triggers the transfer of electrons from the cytrochrome reductase to

the haem (1 1).

There are 3 isoforms of NOS: neuronal, or type 1; inducible, or type 2; and

endothelial, or type 3 (5;13), all named for the tissue in which they were first identified (12).

The NOS enzyrnes are regulated dynamically and are all upregulated by hypoxia and

cytokines (5). NOS-1 and NOS -2 arc both upregulated during development and also with

increasing concentrations of Caz* andcalmodulin (5).
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The NOS enzyme most prominent within skeletal muscle is NOS- 1 p, an altematively

spliced isofonn of NOS-1 (14), which is upregulated by activity, age and crush injuries (5)

and downregulated by denervation (5;6). NOS-1p is localized to the sarcolemma via its N-

terminal PDZ domain interactions with cr-1 syntrophin, as well as to the neuro-muscular

junction (5), the muscle-tendon junction (6) and activated satellite cells (15). NOS-2

expression varies within normal skeletal muscle, but can be found at the sarcolemma and

post-synaptically, whereas NOS-3 is associated with mitochondria (5;6).

NOS- I ¡r has an activity that produces 2-25 pmolNO/min/mg of muscle (5). Activity

levels can be controlled by the presence or absence of calmodulin, the state of the muscle

(whether it is contracting or resting), as well as by the phosphorylation state of NOS, with

a decrease in activity if NOS-1p is phosphorylated (11). Endogenous inhibitors of NOS

include: PIN þrotein inhibitor of NOS) which binds NOS and inhibits oxidase activity,

caveolin-3, and CAPON (reviewed in (5)). Heat shock protein-9O (hsp-90) is involved in

activation ofNOS by incorporating haem into NOS- 1 when haem is limited ( I I ). The proper

localization of NOS to the sarcolemma is also required for enzymatic activity, so loss of

dystophin results in the displacement of NOS (16) and downregulation of its activity (17).

Finally, NO production can also be stimulated by shear stress and pulsatile vascular flow,

recalling that regulation applies to all NOS isoforms ((18); reviewed in (19))

2. Physiology and biomechønics of skeletal muscle

2.1. Energy Usage
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The ability of skeletal muscle to produce force is dependent on the available energy

supply, which is in the form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). The energy in ATP is released

by the breaking of a phosphate bond, resulting in inorganic phosphate (Pi) and adenosine

diphosphate (ADP). The supply of ATP is, however, not unlimited, and therefore the ADP

must be recycled back to ATP in order to be used again. This can occur within muscle by

3 separate mechanisms. The first of these is through direct phosphorylation of ADP by the

conversion of creatine phosphate to creatine, producing 1 ATP molecule/ creatine phosphate

molecule. Creatine phosphate is stored within skeletal muscle in small amounts, and

therefore this mechanism of producing ATP is not sustainable for long periods of time. On

the other hand, producing ATP by this mechanism is extremely fast, making it a preferred

mechanism if energy is required quickly. The second way to produce ATP is by converting

glucose into pyruvate through the glycolysis pathway, yielding 2-3 ATP molecules/glucose

molecule. This mechanism, while not as fast as direct phosphorylation produces more ATP

molecules and is sustainable for a longer period of time. Finally, glucose can be converted

all the way into carbon dioxide and water if it is converted to pyruvate through glycolysis and

then the plruvate is transported into mitochondria and taken through oxidative

phosphorylation. These reactions produce a total of 36 ATP molecules/glucose, and is

sustainable for indefinite periods of time, however oxidative phosphorylation is a slow

process relative to glycolysis and the creatine-phosphate pathway (20).

The differences in speed of these 3 reactions, and the level of their sustainability,

rnake the processes of energy production well suited for muscles where fibers have fiber-type

specific requirements. Those fibers that are required to produce large amounts of force over
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a short period of time (also known as fast-twitch muscles such as gastrocnemius muscle) use

direct phosphorylation and glycolysis. Those muscles that are used over extended periods

of time with low force-generating requirements (also known as slow-twitch muscles such as

soleus and other postural muscles) use oxidative phosphorylation for energy production. A

third major fiber type is fast-twitch oxidative-glycolytic, which uses a wider range of

metabolic pathways under normal conditions.

The glucose required for ATP production is transported from the blood stream into

muscle by glucose transporters during periods of digestion and stored for later use as

glycogen. Glucose enters into skeletal muscle by the action of insulin and the recently

described hepatic insulin-sensitizing substance (HISS) (2I -24).

2. 2. Muscle contraction

Muscle contraction is achieved by a sliding action of the actin and myosin filaments

along each other; in other words, the myosin filaments crawl along actin filaments toward

the Z-line by the action of cross-bridge cycling at the myosin filament head region. This

brings the Z-lines closer to each other, shortening the sarcomere. In order for myosin to

move along the actin filaments and move closer to the Z-lines, a cycle of ATP binding, ATP

hydrolysis and ADP release is used. This cycle is called the excitation-contraction cycle

(ECC).

The ECC is initiated by the release of acetylcholine (ACh) from nerves at the neuro-

muscular junction, as a result of an action potential. ACh binding to muscarinic receptors

on the post-synaptic membrane causes opening of voltage-operated C** charnels on the
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sarcolemma, which induces the release of Ca2* from the sarcoplasmic reticulum by ryanodine

receptors. The first stage of the ECC is ATP binding to a myosin head, causing myosin to

release bound actin. The active site on myosin closes around ATP, and ATP hydrolysis

ensues. The energy released by hydrolysis is held within the myosin molecule for a short

period of time and causes a conformational change (a high energy conformation), causing

"cocking" of the myosin head. This change in conf,rguration of the myosin head towards the

Z-disc allows it to associate weaklywith an actin molecule, one molecule closer to the Z disc

than the previous interaction along the actin filament. Myosin releases the phosphate

generated from ATP hydrolysis, causing strong binding of the myosin head to the new actin

molecule, and then myosin reconverts to a low energy conformation, which moves the

myosin head's C-terminus 60 angstroms to the Z-disc, and releases ADP. The cycle is now

complete and the myosin has moved one actin closer to the Z-disc (20;25), shortening the

sarcomere by approximately 40^ Qq. The relaxation of muscle occurs when the

intracellular Ca2* levels decrease, due to sequestering of Ca2* back into the sarcoplasmic

reticulum (reviewed in(27)).

2.3. Biomechanics of skeletal muscle

The amount of force that can be generated by the contraction of muscle is governed

not only by the amount of intracellular Ca2*, but also by a very basic biomechanical

relationship. The sarcomere length-tension relationship describes how much force the

contractile components of a sarcomere can generate at a given length (Figure 2; (28)). The

optimal length for maximal force production of a sarcomere is between2-2.5 ¡rm. This is
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the range at which there is maximal overlap of actin and myosin crossbridges. At sarcomere

lengths greater than 2.5 pm, the overlap is less than optimal for a maximum number of

crossbridges to act in parallel cycles. At lengths shorter fhan2.5 pm, steric hindrance of the

myosin crossbridges makes it difficult for actin to bind strongly to myosin, thereby

decreasing the force produced (28;29).

This length-tension relationship does not, however, describe accurately what occurs

within a muscle, as there is more to muscle than its contractile components. For this reason,

the biomechanical relationship maybe more accurately described as the amount of force that

can be produced by an entire muscle at a given length. This takes both the contractile

component and the parallel elastic component, formed by connective tissue and other

molecules contained within a sarcomere and a fiber, into account. As can be seen by

comparing Figure 2 with Figure 3, the biomechanical relationship is not as straightforward

as the length tension relationship when elastic components are included in the assessment

of force production. The graph essentially indicates that as length increases, so does the

active tension, until at resting length, the maximum amount of active tension is produced.

Past resting length, passive tension from the elastic components within muscle tissue begins

to increase, until it surpasses the active tensionproducedbythe ECC, C**,andactin-myosin

cycling. This more complex biomechanical relationship results in 2 peaks of maximal

tension, one generated by the contractile component, and one generated by the elastic

component (28;29). The sum of the two functions gives the net length-tension relationship

of a complex tissue.

Skeletal muscle can undergo 3 very different types of changes in length. It can be
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actively shortened or alternatively, passively or actively lengthened. Active shortening of

muscle is termed concentric contraction. It involves sarcomere shortening, leading to

shortening of muscle and, for example, a decrease in joint angle (28). Maintaining muscle

in a shortened position for some time (typically hours to days) causes sarcomeres to be held

at a length shorter than optimal for maximal force production. In order to return to a resting

length of the sarcomeres in a fibril that develops maximal tension, skeletal muscle tissue

adapts physiologically by initiating degradation of some sarcomeres in series, to shorten the

muscle f,rber and fibrils within the tissue. Thus the biomechanical tissue relationship and the

length tension contractile relationship are interactive.

Muscle can be lengthened in 2 different ways, either actively or passively. Active

lengthening, or eccentric contraction, is caused by lengthening a contracting muscle during

loading, and is typically used to decelerate joint movement (28). Active contraction of the

lengthening muscle still causes activation of the ECC, subsequent increases in intracellular

Caz* , andbinding of actin and myosin crossbridges. However, in comparison with concentric

contraction, shortening of sarcomeres is not possible, due to the load applied to the muscle;

therefore the muscle lengthens while bearing a load. This lengthening mechanism could be

explained simply if it was assumed that the mechanism would be the reverse movement of

myosin on actin, in other words an exact reversal of the contraction mechanism detailed

earlier. While we know this is not the case, the exact mechanism of lengthening

accompanied by activation of the ECC is unknown. Active lengthening contractions of

muscle cause the most disruption of muscle fibers, and often lead to an increase in the

amount of new muscle tissue that is made, either in series at the muscle-tendon junction or
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in parallel as new fibers. These features of new fiber formation from eccentric exercise are

described as a characteristic mechanism ofmuscle damage in fibers that lack dystrophin (see

Section 8). Alternatively, muscle can also be lengthened passively, with no activation of the

ECC, no increase in intracellular C**, and no external loading. Maintaining muscle in a

lengthened position for a period of time, either through active or passive stretching, leads to

sarcomere elongation above a length that can deliver maximal force. As a result, muscle

tissue again adapts, in this case by adding sarcomeres in series to retum the muscle back to

optimal resting length. The mechanisms by which skeletal muscle fibers respond to

stretching through signaling to satellite cells are the focus of the research presented here.

Both passive and active stretch, applied in a chronic fashion, will result in an increase

in muscle mass, due to activation of muscle precursor cells (see Section 3). However, the

location at which sarcomeres are added during adaptations to muscle lengthening differs

between passive and active stretch. Passive stretch leads to addition of sarcomeres in series,

while active stretch leads to increased number of sarcomeres in series (lengthening) and in

parallel (hyperlrophy) (30) The amount of intracellular Ca2* also differs with the type of

stretch: active stretch implies that the ECC is engaged and Caz* is released, while passive

stretch does not. Protein synthesis, which is required for new sarcomere addition and

maintenance of the whole contractile and Ca2* handling apparatus, does increase during

passive stretching. Protein degradation is also increased in response to passive stretch,

however to a lesser magnitude than the synthesis induced by passive stretch. Therefore

passive stretch leads to an overall increase in protein content (31). The response to active

stretching is not as straightforward as seen with passive stretching. The initiation ofprotein
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synthesis and degradation is dependent on the f,rber type that is experiencing stretch. If slow-

twitch muscles are actively stretched, there is a decrease in protein degradation and no

change in the amount of protein synthesis. For fast-twitch muscles, there is an increase in

protein synthesis and no change in protein degradation (32). Regardless of the differential

responses observed between ltber types, ultimately, there is an increase in protein content

within a muscle undergoing active stretching, allowing for growth of the muscle by addition

of sarcomeres in series and in parallel. Finally, the number of muscle precursor satellite cells

recruited to add sarcomeres depends on the amount of damage that is induced by either

passive or active stretch. As active stretch induces greater amounts of damage compared to

passive stretch, active stretch would presumably recruit more cells than passive stretch.

Many of the elements of the following sections of the introduction have been

previously published in Muscle and Nerve, 2005 (33), which is provided as an appendix.

3. Søtellite cells and skeletøl muscle regeneratíon

Satellite cells, first identified using electron microscopy by Mauro in 1961 (34), are

muscle precursor cells that lie between the extemal lamina and sarcolemma of skeletal

muscle fibers (35). In young muscle, satellite cells display organelles including ribosomes,

rough endoplasmic reticulum, and Golgi complexes, indicative of cells that are metabolically

active (36). In normal adult muscle, these organelles are much reduced in volume, and cells

are mitotically and metabolically quiescent (36). With appropriate environmental signals,
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satellite cells enter into the cell cycle to provide the precursors needed for new sarcomeres

in new muscle formation, growth and repair (37). Only during periods of growth and repair

from injury or in disease conditions, such as in Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), do

the satellite cells in adult muscle resemble those of young muscle (38).

The term "satellite cell" will be used here to refer to those myogenic precursor cells

that reside in the so-called satellite position on fibers. These cells are considered distinctive

from the myogenic populations that may reside in the interstitial space in a muscle, and are

also distinguished from those circulating orbone marrow-resident and bone marrow-derived

stem cells that may have the capability of entering the myogenic lineage. The growing field

of stem cells is reviewed elsewhere (39-54). It should be noted that there may be additional

non-myogenic or otherwise uncommitted or multipotent stem cells located in the satellite

position on fibers (55) mixed with satellite cells thatarecommitted to the myogenic lineage.

ln addition, a recent report by Collins et al (56) showed that there is no need to invoke non-

satellite stem cells in order to reconcile the speed and magnitude of a muscle's regenerative

capacity with the number of satellite cells on a fiber.

The capacity of satellite cells to increase muscle mass and repair muscle after d amage

makes them essential for the normal adaptive functions of skeletal muscle. ln addition, the

ability of skeletal muscle, and possibly activators from other sources, to regulate when, how

many, and which satellite cells enter the cell cycle provides evidence of an extensive control

system underlying this phenotypic plasticity, since muscle satellite cells rarely "run out"

unless challenged by lifelong inflammatory processes or fiber damage (such as in DMD).

At this time, the regulatory systems that control entry to, and departure from, the cell cycle
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during growth and repair are only partially understood, although there is an expanding suite

of satellite cell markers and experimental research methods for their investigation.

3.I . Satellite cell markers

Satellite cells can be identified by position, or by in situ hybndization or

immunostaining for various gene transcripts and proteins. Satellite cells are positioned

between the fiber membrane, outlined by dystrophin in the fiber cytoskeleton and laminin

in the extracellular matrix (ECM) of normal muscle (57-59), or within the laminin

surrounding dystrophin-deficient fibers (a5;60). Electron microscopy, for many years the

gold standard tool for identifying satellite cells, is an important, albeit technically lengthy

method for experiments on satellite-cell dynamics during development and regeneration

(34;36-38;6I-64). Even ultrastructural studies of satellite cells can be confounded by partial

sections of infiltrating macrophages or the absence of anucleus from a cell process observed

between the sarcolemma and external lamina of a given f,rber, and tangential EM sections can

blur the discrete ECM layer external to a putative satellite cel1. By fluorescence microscopy,

satellite cells are typically located byposition and, in relation to their activation state, can be

identif,red by additional immunostaining for one of the proteins that identifies a satellite-cell

product, aprotein that specifies the myogenic lineage ofprecursors, or an important receptor.

Satellite cells, both quiescent and activated, are typicallypositionedjust external to the layer

ofm-cadherin protein that is found in the very narow cleft between satellite cell and muscle

fiber (35;65;66), although there may be cells in the satellite cell position that do not overlie

m-cadherin (65). Localization of the family of proteins expressed by the muscle regulatory
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factor genes (MRFs) myf5, MyoD, myogenin, and MRF4 in nuclei of activated satellite cells,

and transcripts of muscle regulatory factors such as myf5 in perinuclear cytoplasm are also

used effectively to identify satellite cells in regenerating muscle, and myogenic precursor

populations between fTbers (54;55;65;67-72). The cytoskeletal protein desmin can be used

to identify satellite cells in murine muscle as it is present in proliferating satellite cells (73).

Satellite cells also deposit s¡ndecan-3 and syndecan-4 proteins in the ECM (74;75), and

paxT-expression specifies the satellite-cell population in development and persists in mature

muscle satellite cells (64;76).

The expression of c-met receptor protein, the receptor for HGF, and mRNA

expression provides an additional marker that can be used to identifli satellite cells, since c-

met is expressed in both quiescent and activated satellite cells (77). Unfortunately,

immunostaining for c-met protein is not reproducible across laboratories, possibly due to

differences in the immunostaining protocol. C-met protein is observed in the attenuated

cytoplasm of satellite cells in normal adult muscle; in the hypertrophic cytoplasm of satellite

cells in dystrophic muscle; in mononuclear, probable myogenic precursors between f,rbers;

and in the smallest new myotubes in regenerating muscle, prior to the formation of satellite

cells on those new fibers (35;77-82). Notably, there are no reports that have tested the

hypothesis of a precise one-to-one correlation between satellite cells, identified by electron

microscopy and by c-met immunodetection methods.

It is widely recognized that c-met protein expression is not exclusive to skeletal

muscle satellite cells. Rather, c-met expression is reported in a wide variety of epithelial and

mesodermal tissues, including liver, retina, smooth muscle, and lung, and additionally in
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tumor and metastases of the prostate, thyroid, brain, and breast tissues (a8,83-92) where it

is used to identify cells of stem-like or multipotent capability. However, in studies of muscle

in normal, regenerating, and disease states, c-met expression is useful as it marks both

quiescent and activated satellite cells (77). It is also expressed by myogenic precursor cells

outside the satellite compartment in muscle. The variety of model systems (single fiber

cultures, dispersed cell cultures, muscle sections, muscle homogenates, whole mount muscles

or embryos, and intact, regenerating or pathological muscle in various wild-type strains or

transgenic mice on a variety of genetic backgrounds), isolation procedures (enzyrnatic

digestion, flow cytometry, migration assays, dissection), and experimental designs (e.g.,

notexin or cardiotoxin injection to induce muscle degeneration, irradiation, injury, aging, and

exercise) reported in charactenzing satellite-cell c-met expression and localization have

probably contributed to the divergent observations reported in the literature.

Each of the above proteins (the MRF's, desmin, syndecan-3 and -4,pax7 and c-met)

or the respective transcripts can be employed with variable specifìcity to identify satellite

cells, noting the important and sometimes subtle distinctions drawn from studies in various

laboratories, and the specific hypotheses under examination. lndeed, anypopulation of cells,

satellite cells being one of many, would typically be characterized by a range of each

property, such as protein expression or phenotype, distributed across the types and states of

a normal tissue such as muscle. It should again be emphasized that satellite cells are defined

differently among laboratories, to include or exclude stem-like cells in a satellite position.

ln view ofthe differences in precursor position, and changes effected in satellite cells by

processes used to isolate myogenic populations, the expression, and the functional profile of
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expression of each putative marker protein will also vary and require characterization for

each model, design, and hypothesis. To a relatively large extent, use of the single muscle-

fiber model allows a much cleaner visualization of cells in the satellite position that express

c-met, mrf s or other genes. The literature lacks complete consensus on whether CD34 or

muscle regulatory factor genes are expressed by quiescent satellite cells or whether their

expression is restricted to activated satellite cells, stem cells, and myogenic cells in the

interstitium (55'92;93). However, it is generally agreed that MRF's are only expressed by

activated satellite stem cells.

3.2. Heterogeneity of muscle precursors

The ability to identify satellite cells using histological methods will remain

controversial until their characteristics and activities are further elucidated. However, it is

recognized that the existence ofmultiple populations ofmyogenic precursor cells (including

satellite cells) allows muscle tissue to respond differentially to each particular stimulus, type

of injury, or physiological demand, and thereby enable a highly controlled response. The

range of characteristics displayed by muscle precursor cells is most often available

experimentally from differences among cells isolated from muscle. For example, different

lineages of muscle precursors can be isolated from the variety of slow- and fast-twitch

muscles in typical proportions, and each can differentiate to express distinct profiles of

protein isoforms typical of slow and fast muscle (94). It is also demonstrated that muscle

precursor cell populations within craniofacial muscles are distinct from those of limb

muscles (for example jaw muscles express super fast myosin heavy chain proteins), which
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may influence their ability to regenerate after an injury (95).

Not only are myogenic and satellite cell populations observed to differ in

charactertzed lineages and differentiation potential among various muscles ofthe body, there

is additional evidence to suggest that more than one type of precursor cell with myogenic

capacity is involved in regeneration within a single type of skeletal muscl e (47;50;55;72;96-

98). By identifyrng the differential efflux of Hoechst dye 33342 from cells using

fluorescence-activated cell-sorting analyses (99), different populations ofprecursor cells in

muscle have been separated into a "conventional" or main population of myogenic cells such

as is charactenzed in normal muscle regeneration, and another that comprises the "side-

population" cells (50). Altemative terminology has referred respectively to these two cell

populations as one that is relatively more "committed" to the myogenic lineage (thought to

include satellite cells) and another that is more "primitive" (100) and multipotent or stem-

like which may include some cells also in a satellite position that are not committed to a

myogenic lineage. However, the function or identity of these two populations is in dispute

(55;92;93;101). Interestingly, similar populations can be sorted from hematopoietic and other

tissues, and side-population cells can develop into different types of tissue, depending on

culture conditions or the tissue environment in vivo after transplantation.

Heterogeneityamongmyogenicprecursors is also examinedbyothermethods. Three

potential sub-populations of myogenic cells have been identified, based on their ability to

withstand different levels of inadiation (47), and two populations have been isolated from

regenerating or norrnal muscle based on morphology, proliferative capacity, and ability to

differentiate in vitro (96). In the latter study, myogenic cells with these different features
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were all able to differentiate and contribute to myotubes, and desmin expression increased

as myogenic cells within regenerating muscle became activated and differentiated. Those

distinctive populations may also differ with respect to their myogenic commitment, if the

results in (96) are considered in the context of other reports (40;42;48;50;98;100;i02) in

which the adhesion behavior of myogenic cell populations (selected by a serial pre-plating

technique) was studied in combination with myogenic potential and the expression of genes

such as CD34, CD45, and Sca-1. Although reports on myogenic cell heterogeneity have not

typically examined satellite cells specif,rcally in their location on fibers, the reported

differences among these populations and marker proteins probably reflect the combined

contributions of satellite cells (likely to be in the large majority), interstitial and circulating

myogenic precursors, and also multipotential stem or stem-like cells resident in muscle

tissue. Notably, a typical preparation of single fibers isolated from muscle will include only

those progenitor cells situated in a satellite positions, which certainly helps interpretation of

data from a variety of experiments and methods.

3.3. Satellite cell heterogeneity

There are a few studies that directly implicate cells in the satellite position on fibers,

as being heterogeneous in nature. Satellite cells in extraocular muscle, identified byposition

and expression, are significantly different from those in limb muscles, and display slow,

continuous proliferation and ongoing fusion to fibers, reflecting ongoing fiber remodeling,

even in normal animals (57). Two types of satellite cells have also been reported using

immunostaining. The majority of satellite cells were defined by CD34 or myf5 expression
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in combination with m-cadherin, and a minority (about 5%) were negative for both CD34

and myf5, although there is general understanding that myf5 is only expressed by activated

satellite cells (65; 1 03-1 05).

The literature therefore describes a wide range of muscle-derived muscle precursor

cells, satellite cells, more stem-like cells, and non-satellite myogenic cells, which have

varying profiles of gene expression and behavior (41;45;48;50;92;99;100;106;107).

Differences in experimental design, staining protocols, and models at least partly preclude

comparisons of data frorn the various reports. Such a variable combination of approaches

and hypotheses in the literature suggests that an international collaboration would fruitfully

cross-reference the character of such cell populations by each of the commonly applied

methods. As yet it is not known how many functionally distinct satellite cell populations are

contained within skeletal muscle and have functionally significanl capacity to contribute to

muscle growth and regeneration. There are reports that provide evidence for heterogeneity

among satellite cells and among myogenic precursors, based on generally well characterized

markers of function (e.g capacity for self-renewal, ability to give rise to multiple tissue

lineages, higher proliferative capacity and possibly slower or faster rates of cycling),

activation state, position and gene expression. However, integrating the functional

distinctions between satellite and stem cells is very challenging: to date, the latter are mostly

isolated from muscle prior to their charactenzation, and observations of cell behavior can

vary according to markers of satellite-cell identification, their unknown origins, modeling,

and potential differences related to muscle disease and regeneration.
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3.4. Skeletal muscle regeneration

The complexity of the skeletal muscle regeneration process in repairing muscle tissue

damage and forming new hbers has been explored carefully for many years (63).

Regeneration begins simultaneously with key events, such as satellite cell activation and the

inflammatory response to damaged fibers (108). As the removal of damaged tissue begins,

muscle f,rber regeneration ensues under extensive controls, by the state of both the external

lamina and sarcolemma (109), growth factors (110), and mechanical events affecting fibers

in the ECM-wrapped complex with satellite cells (108) as well as reperfusion. Muscle

regeneration can be usefully considered in four stages, apart from events in non-myogenic

tissues in muscle that also contribute to tissue repair: ( 1) satellite cell activation, (2) myoblast

or precursor proliferation, (3) differentiation, and (4) return to quiescence, as reviewed

briefly in the following paragraphs.

3.4.1. Stage 1: Satellite cell activation

Activation is defined as the process by which satellite cells leave quiescence and

become mitotically active and mobile (reviewed in (33;111)). Once activated, the

proliferating cells generate precursors for new muscle formation. For our purposes, the focus

will be on satellite cell activation from f,rber-derived signals until the time HGF binds to the

c-met receptor, defining activation as satellite cell entry into the cell cycle and mobilization

from a quiescent state (G0). Cell cycle entry, or withdrawal from G0, begins the process of

preparing for DNA synthesis. The process includes hypertrophy of the satellite cell

(reviewed in (35)), as well as an increase in motility, resulting in migration away from the
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parent fiber (1 I2;113). This explicit definition of activation necessitates experiments that

are designed to examine the very early stages of activation from quiescence. There are

however, various definitions for activation within the field. For this reason it is essential that

markers of satellite cells be considered within the context of the definition of activation

applied in a particular experimental context.

Activation can be measured using a wide variety of methods. Changes in

morphology and contents have been extensively used to develop structural criteria for the

activation state of satellite cells. A quiescent satellite cell is a spindle shaped cell with little

cytoplasm and few organelles (37) whereas an activated satellite cell has hypertrophied

organelles and an expanded cytoplasm (35). Another method that is used widely to mark

activation is the incorporation of tritiated-thirmidine orBrdU into new DNA (37). Although

this is a very useful method, it requires that cells enter into S phase, and therefore does not

mark activation as it begins, but rather uses DNA synthesis as an effective marker of earlier

activation. Application of this technique requires sufficient controls to maintain a baseline

quiescence among a non-stimulated population and necessitates catching the appropriate

interval when DNA synthesis will starl or progress in one cycle, but not enter a second cell

cycle. Proliferating nuclear cell antigen (PCNA), which appears in cells during DNA

slmthesis (114) can also be used as a marker for prior activation, as can the onset of muscle

regulatory factor gene and protein expression (104). Further investigations are needed to

distinguish among specific markers of activation in satellite cells, and those, such as c-met,

which are accepted as marking satellite cells independent of their activation state. At present,

the earliest known marker of activation in progress in satellite cells is the co-lo calization of
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c-met with its ligand, HGF (35;81). Finally the expression of immediate early genes, c-fos

and c-jun can also be used to mark prior activation, as the proteins are present in satellite

cells 3 to 6 hours after injury (115). Interestingly, c-fos expression is prominent in normal

diaphragm muscle satellite cells in vivo, which appear to be more activated without injury

than satellite cells in limb muscle, likely by respiratory movements and fiber shear.

lnterestingly, in liver tissue, c-fos mRNA expression is increased as soon as 15 minutes after

activation of hepatocytes (116).

3.4.2. Stage 2: Satellite cell proliferation

The second stage in skeletal muscle regeneration is the proliferation of satellite cells

andmyogenic precursor cells (113;1 17). Daughtercells (myoblasts) then committo enterthe

myogenic lineage by the expression of myf5 and MyoD, approximately 6 hours after

activation in vivo (104). Committed myoblasts continue to proliferate and express muscle

regulatory genes, including myogenin, until the balance ofprotein expression pushes the cells

toward differentiatron (70;71;7I). p27Kipt, a cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor which

negatively regulates the cell cycle regulator, negatively regulates satellite cell proliferation

(118), such that the inhibition of progression in cycling effectively decreases satellite-cell

proliferation. Two growth factors, insulin-like growth factor- 1 (IGF- 1) and mechano-growth

factor (MGF; an altematively spliced version of IGF-I) are involved in increasing

proliferation of activated satellite cells (1 19;120). MGF mRNA peaks 1 day after a stretch-

stimulation protocol (meant to mimic active stretch) and IGF-1 mRNA levels peak 5-7 days

after the same protocol (121). Passive stretching also increases MGF and iGF-1 levels,
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however the level of response is lower (119;120).

A major limitation in studies of muscle regeneration is that expression of myogenic

marker genes and proteins cannot be used alone to determine whether all satellite cells that

are initially stimulated to activate will ultimately progress to proliferation. For this reason,

in studying satellite cell and muscle precursor behavior, it would be very effective to

combine nucleotide incorporation into new DNA with techniques to localizeprotein or gene

expression as tandem markers of proliferation in myogenic cells (70;122). These

experiments may reveal a non-uniform distribution of proliferative progenitor cells (67).

3.4.3. Staee 3: Precursor differentiation

Differentiation is the process wherebyproliferating myoblasts derived from activated

satellite cells and other myogenic precursors withdraw from the cell cycle and either fuse to

existing fibers in repair of damaged segments or fuse to each other to form new fibers (I23).

Fusion events occur after cells execute mitosis and enter into Gl (I24). The onset of

differentiation in cell or fiber cultures can be marked by the expression of the myogenic

regulatory genes myogenin and MRF4 $a;7I;72;I25), although myogenin can be expressed

in the late proliferation stages of myoblasts during regeneration in vivo (70). Early

differentiation can also be measured by an increase in creatine kinase activity in muscle

tissue (I23), particularly the isoform creatine kinase-BB (1,26;127), and later, by the shift in

expression of contractile protein isoforms from immature or developmental isoforms to adult

isoforms (L28;129). The requirements for, and initiators of, myoblast differentiation and

fusion as new fibers grow and subsequently become innervated, have been the focus of
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extensive research (71 72;105;123;130-133). Since satellite cells are self-renewing and

satellite-derived myoblasts do not uniformly fuse into fibers, at least some myoblasts likely

maintain, resume, or take up the satellite cell position, as evidenced by retention of markers

of earlier DNA slmthesis (62;134;135), and may ultimately retum to quiescence (136;137).

3.4.4. Stage 4: Return to quiescence

The ability of satellite cells to retum to quiescence has been less thoroughly

investigated than activation, proliferation, and regeneration. Under normal conditions the

proportion of satellite cells that actually reside in G0 rather than in a long lag phase in Gl

is not known, as are many important aspects of satellite cell quiescence. For example, it is

uncertain whether the same satellite cells that originally respond to an activating stimulus

will return to quiescence, or whether the satellite cell compartment is repopulated only by

daughter cells. It is also not established whether the requirements for maintaining quiescence

in the absence of an activating stimulus are the same as those required for a possible return

to quiescence after activation and cell division. The details ofthese events likelyhave impact

on the extent and decline of life-long regenerative capacity and relate to regulatory signals

during development that are recapitulated during regeneration. Furtherrnore, these signals

may be affected by the transgenic expression strategies often used for study of muscle

regeneration. It is likely, however, that the expression of a repertoire of proteins must be

upregulated during late differentiation in order to mediate satellite cell quiescence.

Myostatin is acknowledged as a key regulator of quiescence because its

overexpression blocks regeneration (138). Satellite cell release from the effects ofmyostatin
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expression in the myostatin knockout mouse enables significant increases in muscle growth

and regeneration (139;1a0). The precise identity and charactenzation of all the quiescence

factors, beyond myostatin and other members of the transforming growth factor-B

superfamily, and their interaction with genes that are upregulated during early activation,

have yet to be determined.

4. Models used to study søtellite cells

Models used to examine satellite cell activation from quiescence include isolated

satellite cell cultures (141;142), single muscle fibers (82;II2;143JaÐ and in vivo studies

in various experimental regeneration protocols (35;65;81). Each model is capable of

studying satellite cells to a variable degree of complexity. However, the maintenance of

satellite cell quiescence during isolation procedures is essential to address the timing or

nature of satellite cell withdrawal from G0 and entry to cycling during activation. This is

accomplished in the cell culture model by isolating satellite cells from older animals, since

those cells have a longer latent period of quiescence that is maintained after an activating

stimulus, before they make DNA, compared to satellite cells from younger animals

Qal;Ia\. The single fiber culture model involves isolating myofibers, usually from the

flexor digitorum brevis muscle (FDB) of mice or rats (144;145), although fibers can be

prepared from other muscles. This process of isolating fibers should maintain satellite cells

in the normal, quiescent state, and in their characteristic position between the basal lamina

and sarcolemma of skeletal muscle fibers. However, protocols for methods of isolation,
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digestion, plating, and culture vary among laboratories, and variations may cause inadvertent

activation of satellite cells that may not be revealed by the markers of function, expression,

or position that are selected for study. The basic method was pioneered byBekoff and Betz

in1977 (146) and later established by Bischoff (144). It allows for the isolation of intact

single whole muscle fibers with their satellite cells still attached and quiescent. Muscles are

isolated and digested in collagenase-I, and then fibers are separated from one another using

gentle trituration with a wide bore pipette. Fibers are then separated from debris and dead

fibers through gravity sedimentation. The clean fiber suspension is then plated on dishes

using a vanety of adhesives (Vitrogen, Matrigel etc.). Over time, variations of this basic

method have arisen. One variation used extensively within the literature is that established

by Rosenblatt et al (I47). This isolation is not as concerned with keeping satellite cells

quiescent as it employs collagenase digestion in a shaker. This allows for a shorter length

of time needed for digestion in collagenase, however, the constant motion of the liquid may

activate satellite cells. In this method fibers are not subjected to gravity sedimentation; rather

they are transferred individually to a fresh dish. This is required as the longer f,rbers (from

EDL muscle for example) which are used by many investigators who use this variation,

become tangled in the columns, and this leads to fiber death.

Finally, in vivo studies can provide the most comprehensive picture of satellite cells

during activation in situ in muscle (78;78;81). However the effects of treatments directed

to satellite cells require careful interpretation, due to the complex contributions from non-

muscle tissues, perfusion-dependent changes, constraints oftissue sampling, animal activity,

and systemic physiology that each may introduce significant variability to indices under
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study.

5. Søtellite cell øctivators

5.1. Nitric oxide

Nitric oxide (NO) is a low molecular weight, hydrophobic gas (30 Da) that is highly

reactive (12;13). NO was first implicated in cellular processes in 1988 (148-150) when it

was identified as the endothelium relaxation factor which caused vascular relaxation. It is

nowknownto be involved in liver regeneration (116), inhibition ofplatelet aggregation (19),

control of vasomotor tone and tissue respiration (5).

NO is unique as a messenger molecule, in that it interacts chemically (covalently)

with its target molecules and has an extremely short half-life (151). This short half life is a

direct result of its highly reactive nature; however, NO has been found to be highly diffusible

(6) and is able to move between 150- 300pm during its estimated half-life of 4-15 seconds

(151). ThesecharacteristicsofNOensurethattheeffectsofNOsignalinghappenveryclose

to the site ofNO production, leaving no opportunity or requirement for a storage mechanism

for the reactive gas (6). The features of transience and volatility suggest the NO signal is

potent, and the recent wealth of literature on NO bears out this notion. NO reacts with

oxygen (Or) or peroxide (Or-) to make free radicals like peroxpitrite (ONOO-), which are

involved in mediating cellular oxidative damage (6). NO can also react with transition

metals including haem iron and iron-sulfur centres to make metal-NO addition products, or

with reduced protein -thiol goups (RSH, RS ) which results in formation ofRS-NO proteins,
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influencing protein function (6).

The role of NO in muscle (smooth, cardiac and skeletal) is pleiotropic. Briefly, in

smooth muscle, NO produces vascular relaxation (reviewed in (5)) and inhibits proliferation

of vascular smooth muscle cells (12). ln cardiac muscle, NO is involved in Ca2* release in

cardiomyocles (152), leading to increases in force production. The release of Ca2* occurs

due to stretch, after which NO is released, and in turn causes the opening of ryanodine

receptors due to ryanodine S-nitrosylation and subsequent increases in intracellular Ca2*

concentration.

NO also influences the ECC in skeletal muscle; however, its impact appears to

depend on the mechanism ofNO delivery, including the timing and form ofNO delivery, and

the source (location) ofNO (5), as well as Or levels and the local pH (6). In skeletal muscle,

NO attenuates Ca2n release from ryanodine receptors (5;6), however, it also increases Ca2*

release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum, which in turn increases the open probability of the

ryanodine receptor (5 ;6).

Not only is NO involved in modiffing the ECC, but it also influences many aspects

of muscle growth and repair (35) as well as glucose uptake, gene expression (153) and

mitochondrial respiration (5) in skeletal muscle. NO is involved in modifying pre-synaptic

function at the neuro-muscular junction by acting as a retrograde signal that inhibits

acetylcholine release (6) and acts in general as an anti-inflammatorymolecule (154). NOS-1

is anchored in location in skeletal muscle via the DGC (see Section I.1r2) and the neuronal

NOS-1 synaptic protein, CAPON was recently described in skeletal muscle (60).

Relevantto muscleregeneration, Anderson(35) reportedthatNOplayed animportant
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role in mediating activation and repair in skeletal muscle. A bolus release ofNO by a skeletal

muscle fibers, which occurs in circumstances of injury, was postulated to diffuse through the

fiber to the satellite cells that are adherent to the fiber, and to activate them. This NO release

was proposed to be the first signal for satellite cells to activate (IIz1aD.

ln muscle in vivo, the systemic exposure to a non-specific NOS inhibitor, N'-nitro,

L-Arginine methyl ester (L-NAME), just prior to a crush injury inhibited the rapid

component of satellite-cell activation by NO (35). L-NAME treatment also prevented the

hypertrophy of satellite cells and co-localization ofHGF and c-met proteins in satellite cells,

one of the earliest signs that activation was inhibited by NOS inhibition. Satellite cell

hypertrophy, co-localization of HGF with c-met, and satellite cell activation were observed

in the injured muscle of saline-treated mice at 0 and 10 min, but were delayed 10 min or

more by the L-NAME treatment (35). Without NOS inhibition, satellite cells showed rapid,

NO-dependent cell and organellar hypertrophy, co-localization of HGF and c-met proteins,

and reduced adhesion to fibers (35).

In vivo studies have also shown that short-term treatment with L-Arginine resulted

in an increase in activation, as marked by increased DNA synthesis in mdx animals (111).

Further studies of satellite cells resident on single fibers have confirmed the involvement of

NO (1 12), Although activation ofindividual cells is considered an all-or-none process when

defined by BrdU staining (positive or negative), the satellite cell population showed a dose-

related response to the activating stimulus of L-Arginine (I12). NO is also known to regulate

the release of HGF from satellite cell cultures after mechanical stretching (141), and increase

the number of sarcomeres in series during muscle growth (155).
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5.2. Growthfactors

Hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), also known as scatter factor due to its ability to

initiate cell motility, was hrst detected in the plasma of rats which had undergone partial

hepatectomy, and was shown to be a potent mitogen for hepatocytes in culture (i56). HGF

has since been isolated from liver, kidneys, human lung and skin hbroblasts, and human

plasma (157-16l). HGF first identified in skeletal muscle in 1993 when it was shown that

growing and regenerating muscle expressed HGF (162). Bischoff ( 143) showed that satellite

cells on single fibers become activated by an extract of crushed muscle (CME). According

to studies of proliferation, measured using BrdU or tritiated-thymidine incorporation into

DNA, the HGF contained in CME (81) is released upon injury or gentle compression from

skeletal muscle, and is responsible for inducing activation of quiescent satellite cells in cell

cultures (14I;142;163;164), in fiber cultures (112) and in vivo (81).

HGF is synthesized and secreted as a biologically inactive precursor, pro-HGF, which

is a single chain protein (165) of 728 amino acids (157). Active HGF is a heterodimer of u

and B subunits, which are both products of the proteolytic cleavage of pro-HGF

(157;165;166) and are linked together by a disulfide bond (165). The o subunit, which has

a size of 60 kDa, is composed of a N-terminal leader sequence that is hydrophobic, contains

a hairpin loop and has 4 kringle loops. The B subunit is smaller at 32-36 kDa, and has a

sequence with high homology to the catalytic domain of serine proteases; however it does

not exhibit enzymatic activity due to the replacement of 2 amino acids within the active site

of the enzymatic sequence (165).

Activation by HGF occurs through the HGF receptor, c-met (84), a tyrosine kinase
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expressed by satellite cells (77). The binding of HGF to c-met triggers the enzyrnatic

activity inherent to the tyrosine kinase. This causes rapid autophosphorylation of the

receptor (80;8a) and initiates multiple signaling cascades including the mitogen-activated

proteinkinase (MAPK) andphosphatidyl inositol-3 kinasepathways(167),that are involved

in driving the transcription of genes required for growth and cell division (168). HGF is

expressed in, and enhances proliferation of, satellite cells and inhibits differentiation of

myogenic pÍecursor cells (169).

Other growth factors, including fibroblast growth factor-1 , and -2, platelet-derived

growth factor, and IGF are not demonstrated to induce satellite cell activation de novo from

a quiescent state (170). Rather these growth factors appear to be more specif,rcally involved

in promoting the proliferation and differentiation of satellite cells that were already activated

at the time of exposure to those proteins, than in activation per se.ln the absence of an

effective marker for quiescence, it is important to demonstratethatunder control conditions,

the maintenance of satellite cells in a quiescent, stable, non-proliferative state during the

same interval in which growth factor or other stimulation induces proliferation. Fibroblast

growth factor, although a potent mitogen for muscle, does not reproducibly activate satellite

cells from quiescence (163). Given that activation also triggers cell cycling, the distinction

is often difficutt to address without specific attention to experimental design. This

consideration had particular implications for the present thesis. Fibroblast growth factor does

stimulate an increase in the proliferation of already-activated satellite cells, and represses the

ability of activated satellite cells to differentiate. IGF, by comparison, is known to promote

both processes (110), and is involved in the hypertrophy response to stretch (reviewed in
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(1 ss)).

5.3. Physiological stimulation from exercise

Muscles exposed to enough physical activity and exercise are reported to experience

traumatic micro-tears. The traumacan be either direct or indirect (108), and results in

activation of normally quiescent satellite cells upon sufficient disruption of the sarcolemma

(108;109). This was demonstrated by a variety of indices. In rat muscle after resistance

exercise induced by motor nerve stimulation, satellite cell activity increased; by 5 hours after

a single bout of exercise, intracellular signaling via phosphorylation of extracellular signal-

regulated kinase-2 (ERK2) and p70 56 kinase-1 (S6Kl) had increased; by 10-24 hours after

exercise, there was higher mRNA expression of IGF-1 and the variant isoform, MGF, cyclin

Dl, and myogenic regulatory genes (myogenin) (171).

Different types of activities will evoke different magnitudes of response by satellite

cells (as discussed in Section 2), as will different frequencies and magnitudes of one type of

activity. In vivo, satellite cells are known to proliferate in response to exercise, stretching,

and weight loading, and their proliferation is reduced by loss of weight-bearing in the

hindlimb suspension model of microgravity (37;I72;I73). It is not known, however,

whether exercise is able to induce widespread activation of satellite cells or whether it is a

more localized signal that might induce a response near the neuro-muscular or muscle-tendon

junctions or in a region within the muscle architecture defined by the highest strain on

muscle fibers or segments $7a;I75).

Mechanisms bywhich the mechanical stimuli of exercise are able to induce satellite
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cell activation are not well understood. it has been proposed that decreased pH, reduced

calcium cycling, glycogen depletion, and ATP depletion maybe involved in the transduction

of the exercise signal into a response (176). It is also known that one bout of exercise is

suff,rcient to stimulate a more than 20-fo1d increase in c-fos mRNA within 4 minutes (I74).

Since c-fos expression can be used as a marker of activation that occurred a short time

earlier, this information suggests that satellite cells have a rapid response to exercise in vivo,

similar to the rapid response by satellite cells to injury of muscle (35), consistent with

experiments on single cells, muscle fibers and muscles that are stretched in culture.

6. Potefltiul quiescence føctors

Examination of the literature reveals considerable debate over the gene expression

profile during satellite cell quiescence, which is by definition a cell residing in G0 of the cell

cycle. One example of this debate concerns the expression of the myf5 gene, a marker of

myogenic commitment in skeletal muscle satellite cells (as reviewed in (55) and Section 3.3

of this thesis). It is possible that this controversy may be explained by the number of satellite

cells in G0 of the cell cycle, as opposed to a Gl lag phase in individual experiments. It is

important to note however, that the majority of gene expression profiles examined up to this

point have been of genes that are involved in the activation of satellite cells, and not those

involved in the return to, or maintenance of satellite cell quiescence.

Published data indicate that a key feature of activation is the loss of adhesion between

satellite cells and the muscle fibers to which they attach (35;112). This implies that adhesion
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is a primary requirement for quiescence, suggesting that endogenous or exogenous

expression or secretion of adhesion factors, for example integrins or other components of the

extracellular matrix, may aid in the return to an inactive state. Another possible participant

in the retum to quiescence is the growth factor myostatin, which has been shown to inhibit

both satellite cell proliferation (139) and differentiation (l7l). Finally Q6, a quiescence-

induced gene which is upregulated in lung fibroblasts returning to quiescence (178), and

reportedly expressed in skeletal muscle (I79), may play a vital role in stabilizing and/or

restoring the quiescence of satellite cells.

6.1 . Integrins

Integrins are a family of cell-surface receptors involved in adhesion. They are

comprised of o and B subunits (as reviewed in (i80)). While there are at least 24 different

combinations of o, and B subunits, those important in muscle differentiation are ov, o581,

a,6Bl and a7þl; o5B1 being the receptor for fibronectin, and o681, the receptor for laminin

(i80). Sastry and colleagues suggested (181;182) that a5B1 and o6B1 integnns strike a

balance in determining the cell cycle fate of primary myoblasts isolated from nine day old

Japanese quail embryos. ln that model, ectopic overexpression of o5B1 integrin retained

myoblasts in a proliferative stage, allowing for fusion only in low to no-serum conditions.

On the other hand, ectopic expression of the o6Bi integrin in the same myoblasts resulted

in an inhibition of myoblast proliferation and enhancement of differentiation (181;182). For

this reason, o6Bl may be involved in myoblast cell cycle withdrawal'
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6.2. Myostatin

Myostatin was f,rrst identified and placed within the TGF-p superfamily in 1997 by

McPherron and colleagues (139). Loss of myostatin gene expression is the cause of the

double-muscled phenomenon in cattle (183), and loss of the myostatin gene in mice results

in a"Iarge and widespread increase in skeletal muscle mass" (139). Myostatin protein is

present in satellite cells of pectoralis major and biceps femoris in chickens (184), and is

ubiquitous in muscles of both mice and humans (reviewed in (185)). It was further

demonstrated that myostatin inhibits proliferation (186-188) and differentiation (177;188)

in CrC.,, cells, a mouse myoblast cell line used to study satellite cell proliferation and

differentiation. The ability of myostatin to halt proliferation is due to its ability to

downregulate cdk2 (186), the cdk that binds cyclin E (25). This cyclin E-cdk2 complex

regulates the transition from G1 to S, suggestingthat downregulation ofthe complex blocks

CrC,, cells from entering into S phase (DNA sl.nthesis), thereby inhibiting proliferation

(186). The eventual inhibitory effect that myostatin has on differentiation is also due to

downregulation of the proteins required for differentiation in skeletal muscle, MyoD and

myogenin (188). The capacity of myostatin to halt cells from entering S phase suggests that

myostatin upregulation would stop satellite cells from proliferating, which could possibly

initiate quiescence. Furthermore, since myostatin inhibits differentiation, it may keep

proliferating satellite cells from fusing into myotubes to contribute muscle nuclei. This

fusion process would have the potential to deplete the satellite cell contingent of skeletal

muscle tissue if prolonged. These observations imply that myostatin plays a role in the

induction and the maintenance of satellite cell quiescence.
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6. 3. Quiescence-induced genes

Quiescence-induced genes, or quiescins, are 10 genes that were found to be

upregulated in lung fibroblasts returning to quiescence (i 78). The majority of the quiescins

code for previously identified proteins, including the extracellular matrix components,

collagen o1(I, Itr and Vf), collagen o2(I) and decorin (178). Two of the genes that were

upregulated in the retum to quiescence were not previously identified, and were named Q6

and Q10. Q10 is expressed at low levels in cycling and senescent fibroblasts, and at higher

levels in quiescent f,rbroblasts (179). Q6 on the other hand is only expressed in quiescent

cells, and has been identified in skeletal muscle extracts (179). Since muscle fiber nuclei are

post-mitotic, and do not enter the cell cycle, it is unlikely that they would be the nuclei

expressing Q6, as they are terminally post-mitotic rather than quiescent. This notion

suggests that it is the satellite cells in particular that express Q6 during quiescence.

There are data to suggest that induction of quiescin gene expression is initiated by

cell-cell contact in the growth cycle (178), suggesting that Q6 maywork in combination with

integrin o6B1 (described above as binding laminin and involved in cell-cell adhesion). It has

also been suggested that since integrins influence gene expression through the regulation of

ERK pathways - via focal adhesion kinases (FAK) (189) - that the same process may help

regulate expression of the quiescins (179). In other words, when integrin o6Bl

downregulates FAK activity (181), it may induce Q6 expression. Coppock and colleagues

also showed that the addition of TGF-p to cultures ofrapidly growing fibroblasts induces Q6

expression in those cells (179). Since myostatin is a member of the TGF-P superfamily

(139), myostatin may induce Q6 expression in a similar manner. Finally, it has been shown
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that integrin signaling is not independent from growth factor signaling and therefore, u,681

and myostatin may work together in order to withdraw a satellite cell from the cell cycle

(1 82).

7. Aging

As individuals age, the ability of skeletal muscle to function decreases. This is

caused by a progressive decrease in musculoskeletal activity and loading, and leads to a loss

of muscle mass (atrophy; (190)), and an increase in connective tissue content. In fact, by

the age of 70, up to 30% of muscle mass has been lost (reviewed in (191)). This atrophy

leads to disruptions in gait and an increased tendency to fall (I92), along with a decrease in

the ability to live independently, a decreased quality of life of older individuals, and an

increase in morlality (193).

The mechanism bywhich aged muscle undergoes sarcopenia is under agreat deal of

investigation, as the social costs of this disease within an aging population are climbing. ln

2001, 1 out of every 8 Canadians was over the age of 65. By 2006, this percentage is

expected to rise to 1 in every 5. ln terms of the burden on the health care system, in the late

1990s, falls accounted for 65% of injuries,S4Yo of injury-related admissions to the hospital

and 58Yo of deaths related to injuries in the senior population. In 2002, the Canadian

govenrment spent 27 billion dollars on issues related to the senior-citizen population (194).

7.1. Molecular and cellular changes due to aging
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Many discoveries related to the mechanism by which muscle atrophies and becomes

weaker were revealed by limb immobilization studies, where entire limbs have been casted

for varying lengths of time, or through hindlimb suspension (HS) experiments. Changes in

gene and protein expression, morphology as well as function that accompanymuscle loss can

then be measured. There has also been extensive research using the aging population to

examine ways to combat atrophy. As a result of such studies, it is now thought that

sarcopenia, or muscle wasting, is a secondary disease process that is caused by a combination

of muscle atrophy and motor unit loss (195). Sarcopenia can be induced by neurological

changes, alterations in metabolic, hormonal or nutritional factors (195;196), or after a

reduction of physical activity ((197-200); reviewed in (201)).

While HS and disuse models can be used to mimic the loss of muscle mass that

accompany and result from the aging process, they are unable to account for multiple

changes that occur within aging skeletal muscle. For this reason, it is important to consider

age-related changes in the response by satellite cells to stimulation in the context of changes

within whole skeletal muscle (i.e., as a tissue) due to aging, including the accumulation of

free radicals (202;203), loss of vascular perfusion and peripheral neuropathy (204), in

addition to the altered biomechanics that result from decreased use and can be effectively

modeled using HS and disuse models.

One of the major contributors to muscle wasting is increased protein catabolism

(205;206), and a decrease in protein synthesis (206-208). Loss of muscle mass is evidenced

by a decrease in the number of fibers within a muscle, as well as a decrease in the numbr

of sarcomeres, in parallel and in series ((155;209); See Section 2.3). Satellite cell number
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also decreases (as much as 1O-fold) as aging progresses (210;211), limiting the magnitude

of a regenerative response after an activating stimulus such as exercise. úr immobilized

muscle, after 2 weeks of HS, there is an absence of c-met, m-cad, myÊ5 and syndecan-4

expression, all genes required for myogenic lineage specification. However, in the same

muscles, there is no change in paxT expression (212) after 2 weeks of immobilization,

meaning that the number of satellite cells did not decrease over time in young muscle with

HS, but that the expression of myogenic specification genes was lost. This loss of myogenic

gene expression associated with HS may explain the increased chance of satellite cells

becoming adipogenic instead of myogenic with increasing age (213). HS in young animals

did not however explain the general loss of satellite cell as identified morphologically in old

muscle (2Il).

The functional phenotype of satellite cells as precursors decreases with age, in

addition to the decrease in the satellite cell number. This decrease in function is evidenced

by changes in proliferation and differentiation of young muscle that was previously atrophied

by HS (2I2). By the same token, there is a lack of satellite cell response in old muscle to

intermittent mechanical reloading during HS, which is a common characteristic of reloading

in young animals (191). Experiments have shown that satellite cells that are isolated from

young muscle following HS-induced atrophy and cultured for 24 hrs, show reduced MyoD

expression (a measure of cells in the proliferative stage of myogenesis) when compared to

MyoD expression in cells from young muscle that did not experience HS (2I2). The ability

of satellite cells from atrophic muscle to form myotubes in culture is delayed by 2 days

compared to control (non-atrophic) muscle, or to muscle that has undergone reloading during
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HS. There is also a decrease in the formation of large myotubes in cell cultures from

atrophic young muscle. Notably, these changes are reversible after 2-3 weeks of reloading

(2I2). ln aged rats, however, reloading after 2 weeks HS induces less satellite cell

activation than in young rats (reviewed in (191)). This means that there is an increase in the

amount of mechanical activity required to counteract the tendency to progress into atrophy

with age, since activity induces significantly lower responses from stress- and damage-

responsive or inflammatory genes. These observations suggest that processes that regulate

muscle growth and the hypertrophy response to exercise also adapt to the consequences of

aging (214).

Cellular changes within muscle fibers that accompany aging include a shift within

the muscle fiber itself to smaller amounts of cytoplasm within each nuclear domain in a fiber.

However there is no change in either the number of myonuclei or the number of nuclear

domains ( 1 9 1 ). The cellular environment in aged muscle is also quite different than in young

muscle. It is believed that this is primariiy due to changes in levels of growth factors that

either increase or decrease regenerative capacity (reviewed in (196)). For example, there is

a decrease in IGF-1 (215) and MGF (216;2I7) in aged muscle, limiting proliferative signals

to satellite cells. The expression of myostatin, which is a cell cycle inhibitor, increases with

age (2I8), reducing the general tendency for muscle precursor cells to enter the cell cycle and

make new muscle even when required. This reduction in myogenic cell proliferation is

thought to be responsible for the replacement of muscle with connective tissue in aged

muscle (155;209). NOS-I expression is decreasedby 43% when muscles are immobilized

for 10 days (219), and it is likely that this would be observed in aged muscle. Since NO is
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known to be involved in the first stages of satellite cell activation, this reduction could

account for altered activation kinetics after stimulation.

7.2. Functional changes due to aging

Atrophy also has significant effects that result in decreased function. The decrease

in muscle mass leads to a decrease in the amount of force produced per unit cross sectional

area (220-224), a decrease in the rate of relaxation after contraction (225) end an increase in

the passive stiffrress of muscle (possibly due to the increased collagen content; (226)). There

is also a decrease in Ca2* levels after an active stretch compared to control weight-bearing

muscles. It is believed that Ca2* levels change due to changes in the membrane, and an

increase in the amount of reactive oxygen species (ROS) present in aged muscle. Both Ca2*

and ROS could potentially damage (227;228), change the control mechanism of

(27;225;229), or uncouple (230) ryanodine channels on the sarcoplasmic reticulum, or the

voltage-dependent channels located on the sarcolemma. The ability of muscle to establish

a working ECC mechanism in a timely fashion is diminished with age, meaning that any new

muscle fibers formed in the muscle of an older individual would not be functional. This was

shown in studies of myotubes in culture. When myotubes were cultured from muscle cells

from young patients (up to 21 years-of-age), the coupling mechanism appears within 6 days

in culture (23I). This time-frame increases with age, since myotubes grown from muscle of

48 year-Olds establish a coupling mechanism only after 9 days in culture. The latency prior

to establishing the ECC mechanism is due to the delayed appearance of ryanodine receptors

and voltage-operated Ca2* channels. Cells isolated from 76 year-Olds failed even to
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differentiate into myotubes in culture after 9 days, and no coupling mechanism was evident,

as there was a complete absence of voltage-operated Ca2* channels (231). The same study

indicated that the changes seen in old myoblasts in culture were not due to cell senescence

or reduced mobility. For this reason, it seems reasonable to conclude that the cellular

environment influences the ability of myoblasts and satellite cells to respond to signals that

induce repair. This is supported by studies that indicate that when satellite cells from young

muscle are transplanted into old muscle, they are not able to regenerate new muscle fibers

properly. By contrast, when satellite cells from old animals transplanted into young muscle

form normal muscle fibers in a timely fashion (232), and when a young animal was joined

by parabiosis to an old animal, the ability of the older muscle to repair after injury was

restored (233). However, it is important to note that there are reports which argue for the

occurrence of intrinsic changes within satellite cells with age. One of these studies showed

that if satellite cells are removed from either environment (i.e. from muscle in young or older

animals) and placed in culture, they respond the same way they do in vivo (212).

These changes can also occur quite quickly after immobilization, with a 30Yo

decrease in muscle mass after 6 days (190) and decreases in force production after 9 days

immobilization (234).Immobilization studies in young animals, which are used to model

age-related atrophy, show that satellite cells from atrophic muscle are not able to proliferate

or differentiate as well as satellite cells from non-immobilized muscle of the same age.

Myotubes formed by satellite cells that are isolated from atrophic muscle are also smaller

than normal (212). However when immobilizing casts are removed from limbs and animals

are allowed to resume normal weight-bearing for 2-3 weeks, these satellite cells respond
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identically to satellite cells from non-immobilized muscles. This is additional evidence that

the satellite cell environment, either atrophic or normal, contributes to the functional

phenotype of satellite cells.

Studies involved in finding ways to alleviate muscle atrophyhave shown that not all

muscle loss can be attributed to decreased activity levels, as endurance activity on its own

was not able to stop decreases in muscle strength (235). In fact, resistance exercise is

thought to be better for maintaining muscle size during otherwise atrophy-inducing

conditions (236), possibly because resistance exercise induces upregulation of MGF and

IGF-I, whereas endurance activity only upegulates IGF-I (237). It is possible to increase

muscle mass even in the very elderly with resistance exercise. However the use of additional

supplements along with resistance exercise increases the effectiveness of the recovery from

atrophy as increases in muscle mass, muscle size, gait speed and balance in elderly patients

rise further than in those receiving exercise alone (reviewed in (236)). From these data it

becomes clear that while atrophy is a debilitating condition that affects the aging population,

there are ways to stimulate satellite cells to be responsive to activating stimuli in a more

"normal" fashion. Understanding this mechanism ofrestoring the normal muscle phenotype

of younger individuals will be important in decreasing the financial and human impact of

atrophy and increasing the quality of life of the senior population.

8. Duchenne musculør dystrophy and mdx mice

Dystrophin, the product of the DMD locus, (238), is absent from the sarcolemma of
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muscle fibers in DMD and the mouse homologue, the mdx mouse. Lack of dystrophin

causes disruption of the DGC (reviewed in (2)), resulting in displacement of NOS-1 to the

cytosol and its downregulation (16;17). This change maybe the cause of the abnormal

activation of satellite cells in mdx mice, and possibly also in DMD patients.

Clinical signs of DMD include hypertrophied calf muscles, accompanied by delayed

walking and an awkward gait (reviewed in (239)). Creatine kinase levels are elevated in the

serum, (reviewed in (239;240)) and other developmental delays are common (reviewed in

Q39;2a\). Over time, patients exhibit progressive muscle weakening, loss of ambulation,

contractures, respiratory and cardiac insufficiency, cardiomyopathy, and eventually death.

The mdx mouse was first identified by Bulfield (242) as a potential model for DMD,

and has provided extensive insight into the pathology and pathophysiology ofDMD. Initially

there are repeated cycles of muscle degeneration and regeneration, similar to that seen in

muscle of DMD patients. However, unlike the conditions in DMD,the mdx mouse is able

to recover significantly (but not completely) from this process and live to a relatively old age

before the disease process causes death (243). It appears that this ability of mdx mouse

muscle to withstand multiple rounds of damage to a greater extent that muscle in DMD

patients is due not only to a slower disease process than that seen in DMD (62), but also due

to a sustained compensatory hypertrophy mechanism Qa$ and upregulation of utrophin (a

protein highly homologous to dystrophin) (2a5) which can at least partially take the place of

dystrophin at the sarcolemma.

While the dystrophic phenotlp e in mdx mice is milder than that seen in DMD, the

mouse strain is still avery relevant model for studying disease, treatment, pathogenesis and
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muscle regeneration. The dystrophic muscles exhibit contraction-induced injury Q46),

especially during eccentric exercise, identical to that seen in DMD. As well, the diaphragm

muscle of the mdx mouse exhibits a dystrophic phenotype which is substantially closer to that

seen in DMD muscle than shown by limb muscles Qa7;2a$. Bothmdxmouse muscle and

muscle from young DMD boys initially show hypertrophic responses to the degeneration-

regeneration cycle, which is thought to be a compensatory mechanism to help maintain

strength. In DMD patients, this response decreases over time, as the capacity of skeletal

muscles to replace damaged fibers decreases, and the muscle is replaced with connective

tissue and fat. ln the mdx mouse, the hypertrophy mechanism does increase the size of the

muscle over the life of the animal until quite late in life. However, the muscles arc each

weaker in terms of force output per muscle cross-sectional area compared to normal muscle

(249), indicating that the hypertrophied muscle is not fully functional, healthy, skeletal

muscle.

8.1. Initiation of the dystrophic phenotype

One of the original hypotheses used to explain the initiation of the dystrophic

phenotype was that damage to muscle was due to disruption of the weakened sarcolemma.

However, it has been shown that in very young mdx animals, muscles are resistant to injury

from a mechanical stimulus (250). Muscles from young mdx animals also have similar levels

of stiffness compared to normals, suggesting that at an early age the dystrophin-deficient

membrane complex can accommodate mechanical stress, possibly through elements that

would stabilize either the sarcolemma and./or the muscle tendon junction (suggested by
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(250)). Alternatively the small body weight, immature muscle phenotype attachment to

cartilaginous bone elements, and reduced activity pattern may each contribute to alleviating

the onset of fiber damage. These data seem to suggest that the initiation of the disease

process is not due to mechanical perturbation (250). Another mechanism that may initiate

the dystrophic process is the presence of abnormally high concentrations of Caz* in muscle

fibers, which have been shown to be linked to increased levels of protein degradation (251).

It has been shown that there is an enhanced open probability of mechanosensitive Ca2*

channels, located at the sarcolemma of mdxmuscle (252),leading to increased influx of Caz*

and increased intracellular Ca2* levels under resting conditions. When subjected to stretch,

these channels close in the membrane of mdx muscle (25I), which is the opposite response

to that in normal muscle, where mechanosensitive channels remain closed until stretching

opens them (ibid). It has also been suggested that the loss of NO signaling may cause

induction of the disease process from an ischemia-related mechanism (250). The normal

vascular relaxation (dilation) that occurs at times of high demand (e.g. exercise) is

diminished in contractingmdx muscle. This appears to result in lower perfusion at times of

high demand compared to normal. High levels of ischemia are then thought to lead to

muscle damage. This idea of an ischemic onset to dystrophy is supported by studie s of mdx

mice which overexpress NOS- 1 and show less severe dystrophy ( 1 54). However, if ischemia

were a major contributor to the disease process, widespread degradation of muscle would be

expected along the vascular tree, and this is not the case. ln fact, dystrophy is characteized

by focal damage throughout the muscle bundle. Also, it may be the case that reduced

perfusion serves to provide some additional regenerative capacity, since in tissue culture the
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muscle stem cell-like phenotype is enhancedin60/o oxygen culture conditions (202).

8.2. Skeletal muscle changes due to dystrophy

While the mechanism that initiates the disease process is still under contention, the

progression of the disease, once initiated, is known to involve mechanical damage to the

sarcolemma. As the muscle matures, there is a decrease in the number of folds of membrane

at the muscle-tendon junction, leading to a decrease in the surface area of membrane that is

available to bear stress and tension (253). As well, when normal muscle fibers are stripped

ofthe sarcolemma and stretched in experimental conditions (254), the amount of damage is

the same as that observed in mdx muscle f,rbers. This suggests that the DGC stabilizes the

membrane and protects the fiber from damage (255). Further support for there being a

change in response to mechanical stimuli during maturation is supported by data from Petrof

(256) which show that mechanical stress-induced injury is greater in muscle of older mdx

mice than that produced in muscles of youngmdx animals.

Sarcolemmal damage may not, in and of itselt be enough to generate the phenotype

of massive cycles of degeneration-regeneration, and the accompanying decreases in muscle

function, that are so evident in DMD and mdx muscle. For this reason, a"2-hit hypothesis"

was proposed outlining a mechanical and then a metabolic progression of disease (257). The

first "hit" proposed in the pathophysiology of dystrophy is the disruption of the membrane

due to mechanical damage. This is believed to become exacerbated by the loss of NOS-I

from the sarcolemma (secondaryto dystrophin deficiency), which leads to ischemic damage.

This process does not, however, necessarily prevent recovery of muscle fibers, since fibers
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are able to repair small tears in the sarcolemma without inducing necrosis. However, there

is a second "hit"proposed; the disruption of signaling pathways due to the loss of the DGC

and its associated signaling proteins, which may cause an increased susceptibility to

metabolic stress. These two processes together are proposed to push fibers down a necrotic

rather than a repair pathway in DMD and mdx dystrophy. As well, MGF is absent from mdx

and DMD muscle (258). As previously noted, MGF is involved in inducing proliferation,

and is followed in this induction pathway by expression of IGF-I which increases

proliferation (See Section 3.4.2). The complete absence of MGF may therefore cause the

atrophy of muscle by abrogating the ability of dystrophic muscle to sustain high levels of

proliferation. In turn, the decrease in muscle mass could lead to an increase in connective

tissue deposition. Fibrosis also tends to increase when regeneration processes are imposed

on an ischemic tissue. By comparison, other authors report that although repair capacity does

decline with age in muscle in DMD and mdx dystrophy, these muscles are still able to

regenerate a significant amount of new contractile tissue fairly late in the disease (259:260).

Others suggest that it is the dysregulation of fibrosis and production of collagen that are the

primary reason for eventual failure to regenerate (261-26\.

Damage to muscle fibers recruits satellite cells into the cell cycle. Ultimately,

satellite cell proliferation will replace damaged muscle fibers or fiber segments in normal

muscle. However, due to the loss of NO release from the sarcolemmal region of dystrophic

frber (from the downregulation of NOS-1), satellite cells within mdx muscle are thought to

respond to a greater degtee than necessary, and/or to respond to stimuli that would not

normally activate satellite cells. ln other words, the satellite cells may be "hyperactive"(35).
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It is hypothesized that this hyperactivity is due to the loss of pulsatile NO that is normally

released from muscle fibers under resting conditions (2I9), which is thought to maintain

satellite cell quiescence (35). This constitutive or uncontrolled hyperactivity, along with the

real need for satellite cell activation to replace damaged or necrotic fibers, results in rapid

senescence of the satellite cell population within mdx and DMD muscle as dystrophy and

aging progress (244;264;265). The ability of mdx muscle to regenerate after injury therefore

decreases with age (135), and becomes significantly replaced by connective tissue,

effectively modeling the overall pathophysiology of DMD (266;267).

During the course of the dystrophin-deficient muscular dystrophy, force production

by dystrophic muscle decreases. This is certainly due to a decrease in the number of fibers

as the dystrophy progresses, and eventually to the decreased cross-sectional arca of the

muscle. However, the decrease may also be due to a disturbance of the normal excitation-

contraction process as a result of membrane disruption from contraction-mediated damage

(3). It is also possible that the gradual decrease in force generating capacity is due to gteater

susceptibility (and therefore the greater loss) of fast twitch fibers to damage in dystrophy,

probably due to their greater force production and speed of contraction compared to slow

twitch muscle fibers (268). The shift in fiber-type distribution to a slower phenotype may

however, be a mechanism by which the muscle decreases energy requirements, promotes

fiber survival, and increases muscle endurance (256). Interestingly, the fiber-type shift may

be limited by the apparent ischemia that accompanies perfusion of dystrophic muscle.

Another possible reason for reduced force production is a change in the myosin motor in mdx

compared to normal muscle (269). This causes a decrease in the number of crossbridges
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made in mdx diaphragm, as well as a decrease in the amount of force generated per

crossbridge (269). These data led to the hypothesis that there is a myosin motor dysfunction

in the mdx diaptvagm muscle. However, there is no difference in physical tensile strength

between normal and mdx muscle sarcolemmal membranes, which is more of a property of

the lipid bilayer than the cytoskeleton (270;271). This observation has led to the idea that

there are important distinctions between strength and stability (271) that would reflect the

differences in function between the membrane and the cytoskeleton. It also suggests that

changes to either the membrane or the cytoskeleton would have different consequences to

structure and function adaptations to the primary dystrophic process and to disease

progression.
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9. Significance

While information exists on NO and HGF signaling in skeletal muscle and gives an

idea about how these 2 molecules interact with each other, models used to elucidate these

roles did not adequately capture physiologically relevant events. The work presented in this

thesis was designed to examine the roles of NO and HGF in satellite cell activation using a

more physiological appropriate model. This was accomplished by using the single fiber

model, where satellite cells are maintained in their native position adjacent to muscle fibers,

and passive stretching as the activating stimulus, a phenomenon which occurs often to

skeletal muscle in vivo. Also, how the response to stretch, and the signaling due to this

stimulation, changes in dystrophy was examined, as the control of satellite cell activation in

dystrophy is largely overlooked.

Elucidating the requirements for NO and HGF, and their interactions or

independence in satellite cell activation in normal and diseased muscle will fui1her our

understanding ofthe repair mechanism and open avenues for the potential to promote muscle

tissue repair. Possible deficiencies in the signaling pathways that are responsible for the

hyperactivity and early senescence in dystrophic mdx muscles will be revealed by such

experimental approaches to these requirements and interactions. Altemate pathways to

satellite cell activation, in either normal or diseased muscle would suggest the possibility of

therapeutically driving satellite cells down these pathways to effect muscle growth, repair or

stabilization. Coupled with the information on the roles of NO and HGF, these new data

could also lead to the identification of new drug targets, with the potential for developing
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new therapies for muscle diseases in which abnormal activation, such as in DMD and age-

related atrophy, contributes to a decrease in function.
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10. Hypothesis ønd specific aims

The overall hypothesis underlying this thesis is that both NO and HGF/c-met

signals are required for normal stretch-activation of satellite cells on single fïbers. As

well, we hypothesized that alternate pathways to satellite cell activation are present in

disease conditions.

Specific Aims:

1. Determine the time course of stretch-activation of normal, mdx and NOS-l(-/-)

satellite cells.

2. Characterize the interactions or independence of NO and HGF signaling events in

satellite cell activation in normal andmdx muscle.

3. Visualize NO release from cultures of isolated muscle cells and determine how

stretch influences this release.

4. Determine the gene expression profile of quiescent and activated normal satellite

cells and determine if c-met is an immediate early gene.

5. Determine whether there are alternate pathways to satellite cell activation, apart from

an NO-HGF mediated pathway.

The experiments described here were conducted using the single fiber model which allows

for the maintenance of satellite cell quiescence under normal conditions without vascular,
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nerve and other non-muscle influence (82), and also using short term whole-muscle cultures.

Fibers and muscles from normal mice and frommdx and NOS-1(-/-) mice were used to

investigate differences in the regulation of satellite cell activation by stretch, NO and HGF/c-

met in normal and diseased muscle.
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Figure 1. Molecular structure of a sarcomere (adapted from (1))

The contractile and structural components of a sarcomere. Actin and myosin are the

contractile machinery of skeletal muscle. Structural proteins help maintain actin and myosin

in position within a single sarcomere, and across multiple sarcomeres within a muscle fiber,

ensuring that sarcomeres within a muscle fiber act as one functional unit.
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Figure 2. Skeletal muscle sarcomere length-tension curve (28)

A simplistic interpretation of the ability of a sarcomere to develop maximal force by the

amount of overlap of the actin and myosin crossbridges. At resting length, actin and myosin

overlap maximally. At longer lengths, there is a decreased overlap of crossbridges, resulting

in decreased force production. At shorter lengths, steric hinderance results in sub-optimal

binding, and decreased force production.
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Figure 3. True biomechanical length-tension relationship of skeletal muscle (28)

Force production is not only dependent on the contractile component. It is also determined

bythe elastic component of a sarcomere. At resting length, optimal overlap of the contractile

component occurs, resulting in maximal active force production. At shorter lengths, the

curve appears much like that seen in Figure 2, with low active and passive forces. At longer

lengths ho¡ever, the elastic component of the sarcomere becomes stretched, leading to an

increase in passive force, while active force (produced by actin and myosin) decreases. The

resulting curve does not show a complete loss of force at longer lengths, as seen in Figure

2. Instead is shows a small dip as active force decreases and before passive force, generated

by the elastic component, surpasses the active force and leads to an overall increase in force
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Chapter 2.
C-met expression and mechanical activation of satellite cells on cultured

muscle fibers

Journal o f Histo chemistry and Cytochemistry, 2003 Nov ; 5 I (l I) : I 437 - 45 .



ABSTRACT

Single fiber cultures can be used to model satellite cell activation in vivo. While,

technical deficiencies previously prevented study of stretch-induced events, here a method

was developed for studying satellite cell gene expression by in situ hybridizatton using

protocol modifications for fiber adhesion and fixation. The hypothesis that mechanical

stretching activates satellite cells was tested. Fiber cultures were established from normal

flexor digitorum brevis muscles, and plated on FlexCell dishes with a layer of Vitrogen.

Aîler 2 hours of stretch in the presence of BrdU, satellite cells on fibers attached to Vitrogen

were activated above control levels. In the absence of activating treatments or mechanical

stretch, in situ hybridization studies showed 0-6 c-metf satellite cells per fiber. Time course

experiments demonstrated stable quiescence in the absence of stretch and significant peaks

in activation after 30 min and 2 hours of stretch. Frequency distributions for unstretched

fiber cultures showed a significantly higher number of quiescent c-met* satellite cells than

were activated by stretching, suggesting that typical activation stimuli did not trigger cycling

in the entire c-met* population of satellite cells. These methods have a strong potential to

further dissect the nature of stretch-induced activation and gene expression among

characterized populations of individual quiescent and activated satellite cells.
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INTRODUCTION

Satellite cells are muscle precursor cells that lie between the extemal lamina and

sarcolemma of skeletal muscle fibers. ln normal adult muscle, these cells are mitotically and

metabolically quiescent (36). Once stimulated to leave quiescence, they become activated,

a state defined by satellite cell entry into the cell cycle and preparation for DNA slmthesis.

This initiates the process whereby precursors are provided for new muscle formation in

growth and repair (37). For this reason, satellite cells are essential to normal functions of

skeletal muscle. In vivo satellite cells are known to proliferate in response to exercise,

stretching and weight overload, and their proliferation is reduced by loss of weight-bearing

in the suspension model ofmicrogravity (172;272). However, the mechanism that integrates

mechanical stimuli into satellite cell dynamics is not well understood.

According to studies of proliferation, measured using BrdU or tritiated-thymidine

incorporation into DNA, hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) and nitric oxide (NO) activate

satellite cells from quiescence. HGF is contained in an extract of crushed muscle (CME) and,

similar to NO, is demonstrated to activate satellite cells in vivo and in vitro (35;81 ;ll2;141-

143;163;273). Much, however, is still not known about the normal activation pathway or

how the population of quiescent satellite cells is distributed on individual normal fibers. ln

part, this is due to the technical complexityof sampling, and studying satellite cells that form

such a small constituent of the mass or volume of skeletal muscle tissue. Determining the

proportion of satellite cells that is available for activation by a given stimulus would help to

interpret the effectiveness ofregeneration or growth that follows. C-met protein, the receptor

for HGF, is expressed by both quiescent and activated satellite cells (46;77;81) although
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other gene markers have also been used to study satellite cell populations and responses (e.g.,

(55;92;104)).

Isolated cultures of satellite cells have been used for many years to study the

dlmamics of satellite cell proliferation, gene expression and myogenic differentiation that

ensues after fusion of the precursors. As such, isolated cell cultures are useful for simulating

some aspects of muscle regeneration in vivo. However, cell cultures are recognized to be

somewhat limited for modelling activation per se, since their isolation disrupts the

intercellular relationship between a fiber and quiescent satellite cells. Cell cultures are most

useful in exploring activation when they are isolated from older animals as they exhibit a

long latent period prior to activation (DNA synthesis) and can be maintained for control

purposes, in a quiescent state for almost 48 hours in culture. The initial entry of those

satellite-derived cells into cycling activity can then address the process of activation from

quiescence (e.g. (1ai la\). Otherwise, dispersed cultures more aptlymodel tissue responses

and new myotube fonnation after injury Q74).

The use of single muscle fibers in culture is an alternative approach to study

activation and subsequent events in early regeneration. The method of single fiber isolation

was pioneered by Bekoff and BeTz(146) and firmly established by Bischoff Qa3;144). The

method allows for the isolation of single intact fibers with satellite cells in their characteristic

position, still in a quiescent state beneath the extemal lamina, and not incorporating labelled

nucleotides into new DNA under control conditions. This method therefore usefullymodels

many in vivo conditions of the satellite cell micro-environment while maintaining

interactions between fibers and satellite cells (1 12;143;144;27 5;27 6). To date, the application
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of single fiber cultures to study mechanical signal transduction is not reported.

The FlexCell culture system delivers a stimulus of cyclical stretching to cells in

culture. Using this system, stretch was shown to activate isolated quiescent satellite cells in

culture within 2 hours, as judged by significant increases in BrdU incorporation (142). Cells

of other origins are also known to proliferate and enter tissue-specific processes as a result

of stretching(277;278). Stretch-induced activation has not been examined using the single

hber model, since the conditions required for the experiments have not been developed.

While previous experiments without stretching, reported a low level of spontaneous

activation by satellite cells (112), the frequency distribution, denoting the population

response by satellite cells, was not reported. We hypothesized that mechanical stimulation

via stretch would activate quiescent satellite cells on single fibers, once appropriate

conditions for maintaining the cultures were identified. We also applied the in situ

hybridization protocol to single fiber cultures to enable observations of molecular events at

the level of individual satellite cells. In situ hybridtzation for c-met mRNA was used to

determine the distribution of quiescent satellite cells on single fibers after modifications to

the procedure.
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METHODS

REAGENTS

Vitrogen 100 was supplied by Cohesion Technologies (Palo Alto, CA). Dulbeccos

Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), antibiotic/antimycotic, chick embryo extract, fetal bovine

serum (FBS), tr51psin, and gentamycinwere suppliedbylnVitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Araldite

resin was supplied by Cedarlane (Homby, Canada). All other electron microscopy materials

were obtained from Electron Microscopy Sciences (Fort Washington, PA). BrdU, Serum

Replacement-2 (S-9388; different from the serum replacement used in earlier studies by

Yablonka-Reuveni and colleagues, and which is currently not available), HGF,

diaminobenzidine, anti-BrdU antibody, HRP-linked anti-mouse antibodies, and diethyl-

pyrocarbonate (DEPC) were obtained from Sigma (Oakville, Canada). The c-met plasmid

template was a gift from Dr. Carola Ponzetto, University of Turin, Italy. FlexCell plates

were obtained from FlexCell International (Hillsborough, NC), and Falcon 35 mm plates

were obtained from Becton Dickinson (Franklin Lakes, NJ).

PLATING FIBERS WITH VITROGEN

Fibers fiom the flexor digitorum brevis muscle (FDB) of mice were isolated

accordingto published methods, as establishedbyBischoff (143;144) andmodifiedbyothers

(72;112;274). Once fibers were isolated, they were plated in 6-well FlexCell plates with

either a rigid or flexible surface substrate that was pre-cooled and coated with 80 ìl pure

VitrogenlOO. The rigid plastic layer under the elastomer substrate provided a control,

unstretched condition. In situ hybndization experiments had fibers plated on 35 mm culture
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plates (Falcon). Fibers were allowed to adhere for 20 minutes at37"C and 5o/o COr, after

which basal growth medium was added to each well (2 mVwell) as reported (112) using

DMEM, 20% Serum Replacement-2, lo/o FBS, 1% antibiotic-antimycotic and 0.Io/o

gentamycin. Fibers were allowed to attach overnight at 37"C and 5o/o CO, prior to

stretching. Fiber preparations that contained tissue debris were discarded and not included

in experiments.

RESIN SECTIONING

Fibers attached to culture plates were fixed for 20 minutes in acid alcohol (90%

Absolute ethanol, 5o/o glacial acetic acid,5To HrO), rinsed in phosphate buffer þH 7.4), post-

fixed in 1olo osmium tetroxide and rinsed in double distilled water. After staining en bloc in

8% uranyl acetate for 60 min, fibers were rinsed in water (1hr), and dehydrated in ethanols

and methanol. After infiltration steps using propylene oxide, fibers were embedded in

araldite resin. The flexible substrate was removed from the hardened resin which was further

embedded in methacrylate to identify and protect the Vitrogen layer. Discs ofhardened resin

containing fibers were removed from petri dishes, and fibers were identified and marked

under a dissecting microscope. Blocks of a few f,rbers were cut from the resin, trimmed and

sectioned (% Vm thick). Sections were transferred to slides, stained with toluidine blue,

viewed under a light microscope and photographed with Fujichrome professional slide film

(ASA 400). Measurements of the Vitrogen layer thickness were made from 9 regions

adjacent to each of 9 different fibers, and calculated as mean + SEM.
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TN SITU HYBzuDIZATION

Fixations using paraformaldehyde and a variation of acid-alcohol fixation were

tested. The former is known to preserve RNA and for this reason is often used for in situ

hybridization (e.g., (i03)). Acid-alcohol f,rxation is also used for fixation of f,rbers in

Vitrogen (1 12) and was modified as follows for these experiments. Fibers were rinsed with

RNAse-free 1X PBS (treated with DEPC) and then fixed in acid-alcohol for 10 minutes.

Fixative was removed and fixed fibers were allowed to air-dry in a laminar flow hood for 10-

15 minutes and rinsed with three times RNAse-free 1X PBS and stored in the same solution

at 4"C until ready to use. The remaining steps of the in situ protocol were carried out as

reported in order to detect c-met transcripts in individual satellite cells on fibers (I03;I22).

Templates for c-met receptor were obtained by transforming bacteria with a pBluescript SK+

plasmid containing bases 300-1572 of themetproto-oncogene cDNA (279;280), generously

supplied by Dr. C. Ponzetto (281). Antisense, digoxigenin-labelled riboprobes were

synthesized following Boehringer Man¡heim protocols, as reported in detail (15). Labelled

probes were nm on formaldehyde-agarose gels, transferred to a nylon membrane, and

visualized using anti-digoxigenin antibodies and alkaline phosphatase colour detection to

confirm the probe size of I.27 kb. The target mRNA was 9 kb. Hybridized transcripts were

localized in satellite cells resident on fibers. In other experiments, a sense riboprobe for c-

met showed no signal, similar to other procedural controls that omitted probe, anti-

digoxigenin antibody or colour detection steps.

STRETCHING SINGLE FIBERS
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After fiber attachment overnight on Vitrogen-coated FlexCell plates, 0.02% BrdU

was added to medium and fibers were placed immediately in a FlexCell system. Fiber

cultures were subjected to mechanical stretching at 4 cycles/minute (8 seconds on, 7 seconds

off) with 20kùa stretch. This applies approximately a 10% stretch (282), which is within

the physiological range for muscle contraction. Control plates were also placed in the

FlexCell system but did not stretch. ln initial experiments, f,rbers were stretched for 0 or 2

hrs. In addition, time course experiments included fibers stretched for 0 hr, 15 min., 0.5, 1,

t.5, 2, and 3 hr periods. After a given period of cyclical stretch, fibers were maintained at

37"C and 5yo COz, still in the presence of BrdU, untll24 hours had elapsed from the

initiation of stretching, and then fixed using acid-alcohol. Fibers were immunostained to

detect the incorporation of BrdU using anti-BrdU (1: 1000) and secondary HRP-linked anti-

mouse antibodies (1:300) visualised with diaminobenzidine (25 mglml) (ll2). The number

of satellite cells that accumulated BrdU per fiber was counted blind, without knowledge of

source, by systematically scanning the entire area under each coverslip. Only small numbers

of mononuclear cells not adherent to fibers were observed, and they were not counted in this

population study as they could not be attributed to a particular fiber of origin. Myonuclei

were not positive.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Datawere comparedbyanalysis ofvariance (ANOVA) withrepeatedmeasures where

appropriate (Statpak, NorthWest Analytical Inc.), with pair-wise comparisons between

groups using Least Signif,rcant Difference (LSD) tests. Frequency distributions were
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compared using Chi-square statistics applied to raw data (not percentage data). Significance

was determined at the p < 0.05 level.
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RESULTS

While mechanical stretching is known to increase activation of quiescent satellite

cells in dispersed cultures and in vivo ((I4I;142);Tatsumi et al. personal communication),

it is not known whether cultures of isolated muscle fibers can be used to model mechanical

activation of satellite cells, Use of fiber cultures would also enable the study of satellite cell

gene expression, since these cells are easily accessible to staining procedures. To our

knowledge this is the first report in which satellite cells on single fibers were prepared

successfully for in situ hybridization studies of c-met mRNA expression, and displayed

stretch-induced activation.

TN SITU HYBRIDIZATION FIXATION AND STAINING

Fixation is typically required during immunostaining and in situ hybridization

protocols, and the latter often employs paraformaldehyde. However, fibers plated on

Vitrogen showed a marked and problematic loss of adhesion after brief paraformaldehyde

fixation. Here the in situ hybridization protocol used to identify c-met-expressing satellite

cells was adapted to incorporate fixation with acid-alcohol which is used during BrdU

immuno-detection ( 1 1 2). Fixation included the typical in situ hybridization wash procedures.

This acid-alcohol fixation retained the adhesive properties of Vitrogen, without degrading

the c-met mRNA signal supplied by in situ hybridization.

In situ hybridization procedures produced intense, specific staining for c-met

transcripts. The cells were identified in a satellite position outside the sarcolemma, as

observed by focusing through the fiber thickness. C-met-positive cells had a narrow rim of
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darkly-stained cytoplasm located around pale nuclei (Figure 1A). The number of c-met-

positive cells identified in fiber cultures 18 hours post-plating and without stretching was 0-6

cells per fiber, with a mean (+ standard error) of 1.38 + 0.07 . The frequency distribution of

c-met-expressing satellite cells is shown in Figure 18.

STRETCH-INDUCED ACTIVATION AND PROLIFERATION

Initial stretching experiments indicated that a Vitrogen substrate was essential for

stable fiber adhesion in FlexCell plates. Fibers were observed embedded at various depths

in the Vitrogen layer, as visualized with resin sections, from a position anchored on top of

the Vitrogen to one completely surrounded by Vitrogen. The Vitrogen layer itself varied

from 40-200 pm in thickness when examined in % pm thick resin sections (Figure 2).

Although fibers initially adhered in the absence of Vitrogen coating, many fibers rapidly

detached from the collagen-coated elastomer layer when the plates were subjected to stretch.

Once fiber attachment was stabilized by Vitrogen, the fiber model was used to

identify mechanical stretch as an activating stimulus. Satellite cells on stretched fibers were

significantly activated after 2 hours (p<0.05, Figure 3), as previously reported for dispersed

cultures of satellite cells (141;142).In the absence of stretch (on rigid substrate) very few

satellite cells stained positive for BrdU, indicating that satellite cells were quiescent. To

conf,rrm that attachment was required for transduction of the mechanical signal, fibers plated

directly on collagen-coated FlexCell plates without Vitrogen, did not show activation of

satellite cells after 2 hours of stretch (Figure 3).

A comparison of the distributions of 2 hr stretched and unstretched fibers (Table 1,
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Figure 4) show a significant increase (p:0.01, { :9.2I, dË2) in the number of BrdU+

cells/fiber in the stretched compared to unstretched fiber cultures. The frequency distribution

of c-met * cells per fiber compared to that of BrdU+ satellite cel1s per fiber on the 2 hr

stretched fibers (Table 1, Figure 4), shows a significantly greater number of quiescent

satellite cells positive for c-met (1.38 + 0.07) than BrdU+ cells (0.4 t 0.03) after fibers were

stretched (Table 1, p<0.001, f : t+l.tZ, dÊiz).

After determining that a period of stretching stimulated satellite cell activation on

single f,rbers, the time course of activation was examined (Figure 5). ln all of the 6 repeated

experiments, satellite cells in unstretched cultures showed a very low level of activation,

which was maintained for the duration of the experiment. Again, satellite cells attached to

single fibers were activated by stretching (2 way ANOVA, p<0.0001; df : 6, 1). The

increase in activation occurred rapidly, as soon as 30 minutes after initiation of stretch

(p<0.05). Activation peaked at 30 minutes of stretch, declined and then rose to a second

peak above control levels at 2 hours (p<0.05).
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DISCUSSION

These experiments established the number and distribution of quiescent c-met*

satellite cells on a population of normal single fibers. Stretch was also determined to

stimulate activation of satellite cells on cultured single f,rbers, while quiescence was

maintained in the absence of stretch. A time course study was conducted to elucidate the

nature of stretch-induced activation, and showed 2 peaks of activation within 2 hours of

stretching. The demonstration of a time-dependent relationship between stretching and

activation of satellite cells has direct relevance to the response to exercise and the repair

capacity of skeletal muscle.

Vitrogen was essential for adhesion of single fibers to FlexCell plates. In contrast,

reports on dispersed cell cultures of skeletal muscle and other cell types that were plated on

collagen-coated FlexCell plates did not require Vitrogen (I4I;142;282). Without a Vitrogen

coating, in the present experiments, there was no increase in activation observed after

stretching fibers, likely a result of poor adhesion to the collagen-coated substrate, and shear

between long, contractile fibers and the underlying substrate. The Vitrogen substrate did not

activate satellite cells, as indicated by the low levels of spontaneous activation seen in

unstretched cultures. These findings indicate that secure adhesion of fibers is required for

the stretch-stimulus to be transduced to satellite cells through fibers.

The modification ofthe f,rxation protocol for in situ hybridization was necessary since

the typical paraformaldehyde fixation for in situ hybndization was problematic and allowed

fibers to detach from the Vitrogen substrate (Rivera and Yablonka-Reuveni unpublished

observations; Anderson unpublished observations). Previous reports of single fiber cultures
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examined by immunostaining used methanol fixation and were able to maintain the adhesive

properties of Vitrogen (e.9. (72;145)). However, methanol fixation has not been investigated

in connection with in situ hybridization. Acid-alcohol fixation, typically used for anti-BrdU

immunostaining, maintained the adhesive properties of Vitrogen during in situ protocols.

While c-met is also expressed by non-satellite cells in other tissues including pericytes (283-

286), c-met expression is reported as a marker of satellite cells as viewed on fibers in

sections of skeletal muscle (35;78;81), and in single fiber cultures (112), any fibroblast that

theoretically might remain attached to a fiber would not be positive for c-met expression.

The number of c-met + cells/fiber, here identified using in situ hybridization, was

taken to represent the number of satellite cells expressing c-met under quiescent conditions.

This assumption was based on the low levels of spontaneous activation under basal

conditions, measured by BrdU incorporation, in the parallel experiments presented here.

Since c-met is expressed by satellite cells regardless of the activation state (77;81), the size

of the satellite cell population on normal mouse fibers is now available for detailed

comparisons among different muscles, transgenic strains, environments and treatments.

The average number of quiescent c-met* cells per fiberwas 1.38 + 0.07. The number

apparently under-represents the population with the potential to become activated according

to earlier studies. Bischoff (1 44;273) reported 2.I to 3 cells perrat FDB were activated after

48 hours in proliferation medium. Yablonka-Reuveni and colleagues reported 4-5 cells per

rat fiber were positive for proliferating cell nuclear antigen after 36 hours in basal medium

containing 1olo horse serum and controlled processed serum replacement (a product named

CPSR2 by Sigma, and somewhat different from controlled serum replacement used here and
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bv 012)) (72).

Four explanations may account for the apparent differences between the satellite cell

populations identified to date. First, different methods of isolation and culture likely

contribute to populations def,rned by expression of particular gene products (48;55;92).

Second, FDB fibers are longer in rats than mice and would show more satellite cells if the

density per unit length was the same. Third, the method using Vitrogen to anchor fibers to

dishes may affect penetration ofthe riboprobe used to define c-mett satellite cells. Although

a thick layer ofVitrogen substrate could potentially impede penetration of a 1.2 kb riboprobe,

causing some satellite cells to be unidentified by this protocol, this explanation is unlikely

since satellite cells were observed in all positions relative to the fiber and the Vitrogenlayer,

and showed intense staining for c-met mRNA regardless of location. Finally, c-met

expression may be restricted to a subset of satellite cells when probed in cultures under

conditions that promote satellite cell quiescence. This possibility is under investigation, as

it suggests that some activating stimuli may induce significant de novo expression of c-met

in a second population of satellite cells, in addition to activating those cells that already

express c-met mRNA (and presumably c-met protein) during quiescence.

The number of c-met+ cells per fiber apparently over-represents the number of

satellite cells that were activated by stretch in these experiments or by various stimuli

reported previously (Il2). The low numbers of satellite cells positive for either c-met or

BrdU on a single fiber under quiescent conditions demonstrate that the basal conditions

maintained quiescence and allowed only a small number of satellite cells to become activated

during the approximate 40 hrs in culture after plating (Table 1). In the presence of an
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activating stimulus (HGF, CME or 2Yr stretch), there was a contingent of c-met + cells that

were not activated (i.e. not BrdU+). These data imply that activating conditions do not

uniformly engage the entire population of satellite cells that is presumably available for

activation. We are currently exploring the idea that there is a subset of satellite cells that

reproducibly remain quiescent (i.e., BrdU-negative) even in the presence of the activators

known to date.

Satellite cells on single fibers were shown here to be activated by a stretch stimulus.

The activation is likely accompanied by an increase in metabolic activity as suggested by

experiments on dispersed cultures of rabbit muscle cells which showed a doubling (p<0.05)

of calcium-phosphatidylserine-dependent protein kinase C activity afterl hour of stretching

(McComb, Greenway, Scott and Anderson, unpublished results). This observation is

consistent with the reported increase in metabolic activity in other cell types subjected to

stretch (27 7 ;27 8;287).

Two peaks of activation were observed in the time course study of skeletal muscle

satellite cells on single fibers. Both peaks occurred within the 2 hour time frame examined

in a previous repoft on dispersed cells in culture, and occurred to the same extent

(approximately 1.5-1.8X increase) (142). The presence of 2 peaks of activation can be

interpreted in two ways. It is possible that the same satellite cells enter proliferation after 30

min and 2 hours of stretch and each cell requires more that one stimuli to become activated.

This would imply that activation is not an all or none process since satellite cells were not

activated t hour after stretching, but does not account for a mechanism that turns off

activation processes in the intermediate period. The other possibility is that two (or more)
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populations of satellite cells enter proliferation after stretch stimuli of different periods (30

min and 2 hours) due to differences in cell-dependent activation characteristics, and that the

first requires different stimuli to be maintained. This latter possibility suggests potential for

a differential regulation of activation among various satellite cell populations. This would

have an impact on anticipating the level of regeneration or growth resulting from different

stimuli. However, in either case, it is difficult to explain the decrease observed in BrdU

incorporation when fibers are stretched for 1 and 1.5 hrs. It would be expected that the

amount of BrdU observed in cells would be cumulative, since BrdU in present in the medium

from the beginning of stretch until fixation 24 hours later. However, if satellite cells on

fibers stretched for 1 and 1.5 hrs do not exit from G1, or are prevented from making the Gl

to S transition, due to an unfavourable environment to initiate DNA synthesis, then BrdU

may not accumulate in these cells. However, it is also likely that once cells are activated by

stretch-induced HGF release (141), those cells become mobilized and migrate from fibers

(I12), and would not be included in the counts between 1 and 1.5 hours reported here.

Analysis of the number of satellite cells that express an earlier marker of activation (i.e.

PCNA; (i 14) or c-fos (15)) would address the potential for satellite cells to withdraw from

activation under parlicular circumstances depending on different thresholds of

responsiveness to HGF, stretch and other activators including NO.

To our knowledge this is the hrst report using the single fiber model for studies of

stretch-induced satellite cell activation. Control conditions ofthese experiments maintained

satellite cells in the quiescent state in their normal position, and accounted for the potential

regulation of activation by subjacent fibers once mechanical stretch was applied. This
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mimicked invivo conditions more closelythan experiments on stretch-induced activation of

dispersed satellite cell cultures. Fiber attachment was required for the study of satellite cells

during mechanical stretching, which induced satellite cell activation after 30 minutes and 2

hours. The entry to cycling was visualized with anti-BrdU immunostaining and was

maintained at very low levels in quiescent satellite cells on unstretched fibers. ln addition,

acid-alcohol fixation was used to enable in situ hybridization studies of gene expression in

satellite cells attached to the fibers. The size and distribution of the satellite cell population

that expressed c-met was characterizedin detail in non-stretched cultures. Population studies

of activation using frequency distribution were consistent with the idea of heterogeneity

among satellite cells (97;145) as prominently suggested by two peaks of stretch-induced

activation in the present experiments. V/ith the new information that amechanical stimulus

effects the transition from quiescence to activation and proliferation by resident satellite

cells, interactions between stretch and activating treatments can now be explored. This will

allow us to fully characterize the signals transduced by fibers andlor inherent to satellite cells,

that are required for growth and repair.
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Tables

CONDITIONS 0 1 2 J >4 total

I c-met in situ hybridization
Unstretched

t54
(24.e)

223
(36.1)

t43
(23.r)

64
(10.3)

34
(s.s)

618
(100)

2 Control rigid well
2hr stretched

236
(81.4)

39
(13.4)

l4
(4.8)

1

(0.3)
0 290

(100)

Control flexible well
2hr stretched

142
(70.3)

48
(23.8)

10

(4.es)
2

(0.ee)
0 202

(1 00)

J Control unstretched 3799
(6s.7)

t357
(23.s)

476
(8.2)

r07
(1.8)

46
(0.8)

5785
(100)

HGF unstretched t70r
(s8.8)

740
(2s.6)

327
(1 1.3)

79
(2.7)

45
(1.6)

2892
(100)

CME unstretched 1 330
(43.0)

959
(31.0)

513
(16.6)

t95
(6.3)

96
(3 1)

3093
(1 00)

Table 1. Tabulation of raw data and percentage distribution (in brackets) of the number of

c-met positive (1) and BrdU positive (2 and 3) satellite cells per fiber from 3 sets of

experiments. Data for 3 are provided for comparison and were derived from (II2).
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Figure l. A. Satellite cells were identified on single fibers using in situ hybridization and

riboprobes to detect c-met mRNA. Four cells appear on this fiber, as detected by a dark rim

of cytoplasm suffounding paler nuclei, lightly counterstained with hematoxylin. Fiber

cytoplasm did not stain for transcripts of c-met. Inset: A negative control for the in situ

procedure omitting the riboprobe for c-met shows no signal for mRNA.

B. Frequencydistribution (proportion (%) oftotal fibers counted) of quiescent satellite cells

per fiber that were positive for c-met mRNA in a population of 618 normal mouse FDB

fibers, fixed 18 hours after isolation and without stretching. From 0-6 cells per fiber

expressed c-met transcripts, with a mean (+ standard error) of 1'38 + 0.07 c-met* cells per

fiber.
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Figure 2. A light micrograph of an isolated fiber in transverse section partially embedded

in the Vitrogen layer. Sections through all layers were made perpendicular to the original

culture plate (% pm in thickness) and stained with toluidine blue to show the fiber (dark)

and the paler Vitrogen layer (delimited by arrows) above the region ofresin that replaced the

flexible substrate (lower grey region). Note the variation in the thickness of the Vitrogen

layer. Bar :20 þm (original magnification 620X)'
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Figure 3. A graph showing the number of activated (BrdU+) satellite cells per fiber plated

either in collagen-coated FlexCell dishes (as supplied) or the same dishes with an additional

layer of Vitrogen gel. Fibers were plated on flexible or rigid wells and allowed to adhere

overnight (16 hours). BrdU was added, and cultures were subject to stretchingfor 2 hours

(plates with rigid-bottomed wells were placed in vacuum mats but do not stretch). There was

no difference in activation between fibers plated on collagen-coated or Vitrogen-covered

dishes in the absence of stretch for either flexible- or rigid-bottomed wells. However,

stretching for 2 hours induced a significant increase in activation (BrdU+ cells/fiber) when

fibers were plated into Vitrogen-covered dishes (x, p<0.05). Note that there was no change

in activation induced by stretching fibers that were plated onto collagen-coated wells.
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Figure 4. Frequency distributions (proportion (%) of total f,rbers counted) of the number of

activated satellite cells on isolated stretched or unstretched fibers. Activation was determined

according to immunostaining for the incorporation of BrdU into DNA. The distribution of

fibers was shifted to significantly higher numbers of activated satellite cells per fiber by 2

hours of stretching compared to unstretched conditions (p<0.05). Both distributions were

significantly lower than the distribution of c-met* quiescent satellite cells per fiber shown

in Figure 2.
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Figure 5. A graph showing a time course of the number of activated satellite cells per fiber

achieved by stretched and unstretched cultures. There was a significant difference as early

as 30 minutes after the start of stretch and a second peak of activation after 2 hours of stretch

(* p<0.05). Data (mean+ SEM) were collected from 4repeatedexperiments, n:5-14 wells,

with 10-233 fibers each, per time point.
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Chapter 3.
Single fiber isolation and maintaining satellite cell quiescence

Biochemistry and Cell Biology, 2005 83; 67 4-676.



ABSTRACT

The activity of satellite cells during myogenesis, development or skeletal muscle

regeneration, is stronglymodelled using cultures of single muscle fibers. However, there are

variations in reported features of gene or protein expression, as examined with single-fiber

cultures. Here, we examined the potential differences in activation of satellite cells on normal

mouse muscle fibers produced during a standard isolation protocol, with or without agitation

during collagenase digestion. Activation was detected in satellite cells on fibers after 24 and

48 hours of culture in basal growth medium, using immunodetection of the incorporation of

bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) into DNA and quantification of the number of BrdU-positive

cells per fiber. At 24 and 48 hours in culture under nonactivating conditions, the number of

activated (BrdU+) satellite cells on fibers was greater on fibers that had received gentle

agitation during collagenase digestion, than those that were subject to digestion without

agitation during isolation. The f,rndings are interpreted to identify that at least some of the

variation among published repofts may derive from the application of various methods of

fiber isolation. The information should be useful for maintaining satellite cell quiescence

during studies of the regulatory steps that lead to satellite cell activation.
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INTRODUCTION

Single fiber muscle cultures have been used to examine satellite cell gene expression,

myogenesis on fibers, regenerative capacity and activation processes. This model is very

powerful in that it allows for the maintenance of the satellite cell-fiber interaction while

eliminating non-muscle influences and maintaining satellite cell quiescence. While powerful

the use of the single f,rber model, first pioneered by Bekoff and Betz (146) and expanded by

Bischoff (laa) is sensitive to activating stimuli. This makes it technically difficult to

maintain satellite cell quiescence state which is essential for studying gene expression in

quiescence and activation, current areas of importance and interest. However there are

contradictions within the literature regarding the state and expression of satellite cells on

fibers at isolation. Published reports disagree on gene expression pattems in quiescent

satellite cells ((55;6 5;92) and reviewed in(33)), as well as on the requirements for activating

satellite cells from quiescence (reviewed in (3 3 ; 1 1 1 )). For example, the expression of muscle

regulatory genes such as myf5 by satellite cells is generally reported only in activated satellite

cells (77), and continu es in vivo during myogenic regeneration through precursor fusion into

myotubes up to a diameter of roughly 7 5 pm (103). Most reports confirm these findings (92),

although there is at least one report that satellite cells on fibers immediately after isolation,

and presumably quiescent according to other markers, also express myf5 transcripts (55).

The basis of these differences has not been established.

Since the single fiber model was validated, modifications to the method have been

used in various laboratories. The two most widely used isolation methods are those that use

gentle shaking during collagenase digestion (ex. Qa7\ or omit that step (82;112;144). A
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comparison of these two techniques for isolating single fibers was carried out in order

determine if differences in isolation technique and therefore the activation state of satellite

cells at the time of plating could explain some of the discrepancies within the literature.
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METHODS

Single f,rbers were isolated from the flexor digitorum brevis (FDB) of C57BL|6

animals according to (82). Briefly, the FDBs were removed from the animals, and cleaned

of connective tissue under a dissecting microscope in proliferation medium (PM; 1X DMEM

with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2o/o chickembryo extract,l % antibiotic/antimycotic and 0. 1%

gentamycin). After the muscles were clean, they were placed in a dish with 1X DMEM +

0.2Yo collagenase and placed in the incubator (37'C,5% CO) for 2 Yz hours. At this point

muscles were either gently shaken (as describedby Qal; i.e. no wave front ofliquid was

visible on a rotary shaker speed 30, Slow Speed Rotomix, Thermolyne, Dubucq,Iowa), or

not (as described by (82;1I2;Ia$). After 2'Ahotrs, the muscles were removed from the

collagenase using a flamed, wide-bore pasteur pipette, and put in fresh dishes of PM. Muscle

bellies of the FDBs were then separated from any remaining connective tissue and tendon

and then triturated gently using a wide bore pipette. The fiber solution was then cleaned four

times using gravity sedimentation. Fibers were then plated according to (82), in basal growth

medium, which uses serum replacement rather than high concentrations of fetal bovine

serum, in order to limit activation of satellite cells due to culture conditions (1X DMEM with

20o/o conlrolled replacement serum -2, Io/o fetal bovine serum, Io/o antlbiotic/antimycotic and

0.1% gentamycin). Vitrogen was used to adhere fibers to culture dishes. BrdU was added

to the medium to mark satellite cell activation that was due to isolation. Fibers for both

groups (shaken or not) were isolated from the same animals at the same time, and were kept

separate from each other throughout the experiment. At either 24 or 48 hours fiber

cultures were fixed using acid-alcohol and stained for BrdU incorporation. BrdUf satellite
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cells were counted blind without knowledge of source by scaruring the entire area under the

coverslip. Only those cells that were BrdU+ and adherent to a live muscle hber were

counted as activated satellite cells, as reported previously (82;lI2). A typical culture is

illustrated in Figure 1. Myonuclei were not positive. The number of activated satellite cells

per fiber due to time and isolation procedure were analyzed using 2 way ANOVA.

Significance was determined between groups using least significant difference post hoc tests.
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RESIILTS AND DISCUSSION

Satellite cells on fibers that were isolated without shaking exhibited low levels of

BrdU+ (activated) satellite cell at 24 hours and no significant increase by 48 hours (Figure

2). Fibers prepared from FDBs exposed to gentle shaking during digestion showed

significantly higher activation after 24 hours in culture, and activation was further increased

by 48 hours. Results indicated that gentle shaking during collagenase digestion activates

satellite cells from quiescence and suggest that satellite cells are highly sensitive to isolation

procedures. This finding may account for variations among reported expression profiles for

satellite cells in the quiescent and activated state.
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Figure 1. A typical single fiber culture stained for BrdU incorporation,
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Figure 2. Single fibers were isolated with or without gentle agitation during collagenase

digestion. Fibers were cultured until 24 or 48 hrs had elapsed from time of addition ofBrdU,

fixed and immunostained for BrdU. The number of fibers visible under a coverslip varied

between culture dishes, and there were 2-6 cultures per group (total f,rbers counted per

treatment group: n:306 not agitated ,24hs;58 not agitated, 48hrs; 392 agttated, 24hrs; 81

agitated, 48hrs). Data indicate that gentle shaking during isolation activates satellite cells

above quiescence (ANOVA2 p<0.0003, LSD p<0.05*).
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Chapter 4.
Nitric oxide (NO)-dependence of satellite cell stretch-activation and

quiescence on fibers.
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ABSTRACT

While nitric oxide (NO) and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) are involved in satellite

cell activation, absolute requirements for eitherhave not been established. ln human andmdx

mouse muscular dystrophy, satellite cells appear "hlperactive", possibly due to lower or

dysregulatedNOSynthase-1 (NOS-l)activityinfibersandsatellitecells. Experimentswere

designed to test whether NO and HGF both mediate stretch-activation of normal satellite

cells on fibers by employing NOS inhibition (L-NAME) and/or HGF treatments in normal

fiber cultures. The response to stretch by satellite cells on normal muscle fibers was

compared to the response displayed by two independent genetic models ofNOS- 1 deficiency,

mdx andNOS-1(-/-) mutants. ln normal f,rber cultures, NOS inhibition increased activation

and reduced the response to stretching. HGF compensated for NOS inhibition at 2 hr of

stretching. ln normal fiber cultures, exposure to HGF during stretch resulted in decreased

activation, consistent with stretch-related changes in the dose-response to HGF. Activation

in mdx and NOS-1(J-) fiber cultures was 3-4X higher than normal, and was reduced by

stretching. NO is therefore involved in satellite cell quiescence and activation, and responses

to NO and HGF are modulated by mechanical stretch. Findings implicate stretch and NO

manipulation as potential treatment for normalizing satellite cell activation in human

muscular dystrophy.
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INTRODUCTION

Skeletal muscle satellite cells are essential for the growth of normal muscle and the

progression of repair in injured and diseased muscle (37;46;63;65;67;78;20a;288-290).

However, the mechanism of satellite cell activation from quiescence (G0) and entry into the

cell cycle (G1 and eventually S phase), (reviewed by (33)), and the regulation of stretch-

induced activation are not well-established.

One molecule and one growth factor have been identified as activators of satellite

cells in studies on cell cultures, single fiber cultures and in vivo. Nitric oxide (NO) activates

satellite cells from quiescence (35;112;141), and precedes HGF in the activation cascade in

isolated cultures (141) and in unstretched single fibers (II2).

NO is producedbyNitric Oxide Synthase O{OS; reviewed in (1 1)), ofwhichNOs-1p

is the skeletal muscle-specif,rc isoform (14). NOS-ip is localized to the fiber sarcolemma

by association with the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex (DGC) via o,-1 syntrophin (4) and

possibly other members of the complex (suggested by (60;257). NO is normally produced

in a pulsatile manner under quiescent conditions (2I9). Low levels of pulsatile NO are

thought to maintain satellite cell quiescence (35), while activating conditions, such as shear

forces, upregulate NOS-1p expression and activity (29I). This upregulation of NOS-1¡r is

proposed to release a bolus ofNO that activates satellite cells (3 5). Hepatocyte growth factor

(HGF) is made by fibers and stored in the extracellular matrix. Studies involving skeletal

muscle in vivo, single cell cultures, and the single fiber culture model show that HGF binding

to its receptor, c-met (located on muscle satellite cells), initiates satellite cell activation

(8I;LT2;I41;163). However, the details of satellite cell responses to NO and HGF have not
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been tested in a model system that allows cell by cell study of satellite cells on fibers.

Recent work in this laboratory demonstrated rapid mechanical stretch-activation of

normal satellite cells on single fibers (82). kì the absence of stretch, fibers maintained in

presence of bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) showed very low incorporation into DNA,

demonstrating the stable baseline of quiescence. By observing cultures at 24 hours after

BrdU addition, the stability of quiescence in control cultures can be confirmed, and acts as

a baseline for comparison with responses to putative activating signals. Stretching for only

% hr, using a cyclical 10% length change at 4 cycles per minute, stimulated satellite cell

activation. Work by others on stretched cultures of normal satellite cells has shown that

activation results from NO release, which facilitates HGF binding to the c-met receptor

(141). However, since fibers mediate the balance between quiescence and activation and

transmit the signals that activate satellite cells (reviewed in (33;111)), the details of

activation signaling are best investigated using the single fiber culture model, which retains

satellite cells in quiescence until stimulated to activate.

ln dystrophin-deficient myopathy (Duchenne muscular dystrophy, DMD, and mdx

mouse muscular dystrophy), muscle fibers are susceptible to damage from mechanical stress

(292) due to the loss of the DGC from the sarcolemma. This DGC deficiency also displaces

NOS-1p from the sarcolemma and down-regulates NOS-1 activity. As aresult, satellite cells

in dystrophic muscle do notreceive the hber-derived NO signals from NOS-Ip that are

thought to maintain quiescence. Together with the environment of fiber damage and the

secondary inflammatory response, satellite cells are more susceptible to activation (35).

While experiments in vivo, on NOS-1-overexpressingmdx mice and the mdx mutant strain
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have shown that additional NO can alleviate the progression of dystrophy and improve the

related regenerative response (15;154;293), the impact ofNOS-1 downregulation in mdx or

NOS-1 knockout muscle on satellite cell activation is not known.

We hypothesized that stretch-induced satellite cell activation of normal fibers in

culture depends on both NO and HGF signaling, and that NOS-1 downregulation, such as

in mdx fibers, would alter the satellite cell response to stretch. We also hypothesized that

satellite cells on mdx single fibers would not demonstrate anormal response to stretch, given

the down-regulation ofNOS- 1 p in dystrophic fibers. Experiments were designed to examine

the roles ofNO and HGF in stretch-induced activation ofnormal satellite cells, using single

fiber cultures, and how mdx satellite cells would respond to stretch. Since NOS-1

downregulation in mdx muscle is not fully understood and may involve variable upregulation

ofNOS-2 and/orNOS-3, responses of satellite cells onNOS-1(-/-) fibers to stretching served

as a genetic negative-control condition for comparison to satellite cells on normal single

fibers examined during non-specific NOS inhibition. Results demonstrated an important role

for NO in early activation signaling and in the regulation of satellite cell quiescence in

normal fiber cultures, stretch-related responses to HGF, and hyperactivation of satellite cells

on mdx and NOS-1(-/-) fibers that was partly offset by mechanical stretch.
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METHODS

REAGENTS

Vitrogen 100 was supplied by Cohesion Technologies (Palo Alto, CA). Dulbecco's

Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), antibiotic/antimycotic, chick embryo extract, fetal bovine

serum (FBS), trypsin, and gentamycin were supplied by InVitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). BrdU,

Serum Replacement-2 (S-9388; different from the serum replacement used in earlier studies

by Yablonka-Reuveni and colleagues, and which is currently not available), N' -nitro-L-

Arginine Methyl Ester (L-NAME), HGF, diaminobenzidine, anti-BrdU antibody,

HRP-linked anti-mouse antibodies were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (Oakville,

Canada). FlexCell plates were obtained from FlexCell lntemational (Hillsborough, NC)

FIBER ISOLATION

Fibers were isolated as reported earlier (82) from flexor digitorum brevis muscles of

normal, mdx and NOS-1 (-/-) mice (5-8 weeks old). Briefly, muscles were gently isolated,

cleaned of connective tissue in proliferation medium (1X DMEM with 10% fetal bovine

serum, 2o/o chick embryo extract, 1% antibiotic/antimycotic and 0.Io/o gentamycin) and

placed in a 0.2o/o collagenase solution at 37"C and 5%o CO, for 2 Yzhrs. Muscles were

transferred to fresh proliferation medium without collagenase, cleaned of any remaining

connective tissue and tendon remnants, and gently triturated to release single fibers. Fibers

were further cleaned using gravity sedimentation and plated in 6-well FlexCell plates with

either a rigid or flexible surface substrate which was pre-cooled and coated with 80 pl pure

Vitrogenl00. Fibers were allowed to adhere for 20 minutes at 3l"C and 5o/o COr, after
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which basal growth medium (DMEM, 20% Serum Replacement-2, 1% FBS, 1%

antibiotic-antimycotic and0.ITo gentamycin) was added (2 ml/well), as reported (82). Fibers

were allowed to attach overnight at37"C and5o/o CO, priorto stretching. Fiberpreparations

that contained tissue debris, or broken or hypercontracted fibers were discarded and not

included in experiments. At the start of experiments (time 0hr), bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU;

0.002% wt/vol) was added to the medium and cultures were maintained for 24 hrs prior to

fixation.

ROLES OF NO AND HGF IN STRETCH-ACTIVATION

Normal fiber cultures received one of three treatments at the beginning of the

experiment (time 0 hr): a non-specific NOS inhibitor, Nô-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-

NAME, Sigma Chemical Co., 0.2 pglml), HGF (20 nglml; the concentration known to

stimulate quiescent satellite cells on single fibers to activate (112)) or a combination of L-

NAME and HGF. For the HGF dose-response experiments, between 0-30 ng/ml ofHGF was

added to medium (time 0 hr).

Plates were placed in a FlexCell system and stretched for lz or 2 hours (82) at 4

cycles per minute (one cycle being 8 seconds in a stretched position and 7 seconds in an

unstretched position). The degree of stretch, applied along the radius of each culture well,

was 10ol0, similar to the physiologic range of length changes during a contraction, and was

provided by a vacuum of 20 kPa applied to the culture plates (282). Following the period of

cyclical stretching, the vacuum line was disconnected and cultures maintained (without

stretch) for 24 hours and fixed in acid-alcohol.
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Fibers were immunostained to detect the incorporation of BrdU using anti-BrdU

antibody (1:1000; Sigma Chemical Co.) and secondary HRP-linked anti-mouse antibody

(1:300; Sigma Chemical Co.) and visualised with diaminobenzidine (25 m/ml) (82;II2).

Fiber cultures were coded and viewed at 200X magnification to clearly visualize the satellite

cell nuclei that were stained positive for BrdU incorporation. The total number of satellite

cells is not available for counting; nuclei in quiescent satellite cells are indistinguishable

from myonuclei in normal muscle fibers as both are not positive for BrdU incorporation. The

number of BrdU-positive (BrdU+) satellite cells per fiber was counted without knowledge

of source, by systematically scanning the entire area under each coverslip. Data were

compiled from 8 independent experiments.

STRETCH-ACTTVATTON OF MDXAND NOS-l(-/-) SATELLTTE CELLS

Experiments with mdx andNOS-1(-/-) fiber cultures were prepared using identical

protocols to normal fiber cultures. BrdU was added to fiber cultures at time 0 hr. Fibers were

subjected to stretching (or not) for 0-3 hours (as in (82)) Data were obtained from 3 repeat

experiments for each mouse strain.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data were compared by analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures,

where appropriate (Staþak; NorthWest Analytical lnc.). Differences between groups were

assessed using Least Significant Difference tests. Significance was determined at the p < 0.05

level. Only significant changes are reported in the text.
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RESIILTS

RELATTVE ROLES OF NO AND HGF

Satellite cells on normal fibers showed a low level of activation under control

conditions, without stretching or additional treatment, measured as the number of BrdU+

satellite cells per fiber in each culture. Stretching for either % fu or 2 hrs increased the

number of BrdU+ satellite cells per fiber (p<0,05), as described earlier (82).

Fiber cultures treated with L-NAME or HGF for 24 hr in culture showed 2-3Xhigher

levels of satellite cell activation compared to control conditions without treatment (p<0.05).

By comparison, when cultures of normal fibers were treated with either L-NAME or HGF

during stretching, the number of BrdU+ satellite cells per fiber was reduced (p<0.05), and

was not different from the level observed for unstretched, control (untreated) cultures (Figure

1).

Fiber cultures treated with both L-NAME and HGF together showed no activation

above unstretched control fiber cultures, either without stretch or with % hr stretch. More

prolonged stretching (2 hr) in the presence of L-NAME and HGF resulted in a veryhigh level

of activation, above the level observed for cultures that were stretched for 2 hrs with either

L-NAME or HGF alone.

HGF DOSE RESPONSE

HGF was added to the medium of stretched and unstretched fiber cultures in

increasing concentrations (0 nglmlto 30 ng/ml), and the level of satellite cell activation (the

number of BrdU+ satellite cells per fiber) was compared between stretched and unstretched
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cultures. Activation increased as a function of increasing HGF concentrations in cultures

without stretching (p<0.05; Figure 2), similar to the relationship reported for satellite cells

in culture (142). By contrast, for those fibers cultured under cyclical stretched conditions,

the level of activation peaked at a lower concentration of HGF (i0 nglml) than for fibers

maintained in unstretched conditions (p<0.05), and showed decreased activation at higher

HGF concentrations (Figure 2).

SATELLiTE CELL RESPONSE TO STRETCH ON MDXAND NOS-l(-/-) FIBERS

These experiments investigated the role of NO signaling in satellite cell activation

by examining the cultures of fibers with NOS- 1 def,rciency, isolated from muscl e of mdx and

NOS-l(-/-) mice. The two types of fibers, respectively, formed natural and transgenic

comparisons to the studies of normal fibers during NOS inhibition using exposure to L-

NAME.

Satellite cells on mdx ftbers showed high levels of activation compared to normal

fibers. In the absence of stretching, there was an approximately 4-fold increase in the number

of BrdU+ satellite cells per fiberthan observed for satellite cells onnormal fibers (Figure

3A). The level of activation was plotted as a function of stretch and normalized against the

level of activation in unstretched mdx fiber cultures (at 0 hr). Activation on sttetched mdx

fibers decreased after Yz hour of stretch (p<0.05), and returned to the level observed on

unstretched fibers after t hr of stretching.

Satellite cells on NOS- 1(-/-) fibers showed a pattern similar to mdx fiber cultures in

the level of activation without stretching, and in the stretch-response of activation. There
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were high numbers of satellite cells per fiber stained positive for BrdU in the absence of

stretching(Figure3B). Again,stretchingNOs-1(-/-)fibersincultureresultedinadecreased

level of activation after Y, hr of stretch, to lower levels than observed for satellite cells on

mdx ftber cultures after the same interval of stretching. This decrease in activation was

maintainedforalongerdurationofstretchinNOs-1(-/-)fiberculturescomparedto mdxftbet

cultures (l hr vs. %hr). After stretching for lyz 11ï, satellite cell activation on NOS-I(-/-)

fibers had returned to the leve1 observed for unstretched fibers. Satellite cell activation on

NOS-1(-/-) fibers decreased again after3 hours of stretching comparedto unstretchedNOS-

1(J-) fibers.
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DISCUSSION

Results of these experiments demonstrated for the first time, that NO as well as HGF

play a role in satellite cell activation that was stimulated by mechanical stretching in the

physiological range. Previous studies had shown that L-Arginine, aNOS substrate, induced

a dose-dependent satellite cell activation on fibers cultured in the absence of stretchin g(lI2),

and that stretching induced an increase in activation after %fu and2 hrs of stretch (82). The

current experiments integrated those earlier reports by demonstrating that HGF stimulated

satellite cell activation on f,tbers, and that stretch-induced satellite cell activation on normal

fibers in culture was NO-dependent, since it was prevented by exposure to a NOS inhibitor

(L-NAME). Interestingly, exposure to HGF during stretching also reduced the observed level

of satellite cell activation relative to unstretched cultures treated with HGF. Results of dose-

response experiments demonstrated that the activation stimulated by HGF was potentiated

by stretching, since the response to HGF peaked at lower levels in the presence of stretching.

Furthermore, experiments on fiber cultures from two genetic models of NOS-I down-

regulation, mdx and NOS-I knockout mice, strongly suggested that NO is required to

maintain satellite cell quiescence. Consistent with the observed increase in satellite cell

activation on normal fibers treated with the NOS inhibitor, satellite cell activation on

unstretched mdx andNOS-1(-/-) fibers was 3-4-fold higher than observed for normal fibers.

Together, theseresults demonstrate adlmamic interactionbefween amechanical stimulus and

satellite cell activation, and extend our understanding ofthe regulation of activation. In these

experiments, satellite cell activation from a relatively quiescent state (with avery low level

of cell cycling) was measured as a change in the number of BrdU-positive satellite cells per
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fiber. This model provides a binary read-out of cycling behaviour as a result of a stretching

stimulus for the first few hours (% to 3 hrs) of each experiment. Following stretch, cultures

were maintained for a total of 24 hrs in the presence of BrdU. The "baseline" level of

quiescence, established by observations of a stable low level of cycling by satellite cells on

control cultures of normal muscle fibers, is thereby available for observation. A stable

baseline in control cultures confirms that any changes in activation observed at24hrs in the

experimental cultures have resulted specifically from the interventions (e.g., stretching, L-

NAME and HGF) rather than as an artifact of culture conditions. The model therefore

examines entry into S-phase subsequent to a stimulus, and the counts of BrdU+ satellite cells

per fiber are not confounded by cytokinesis, since cultures were fixed within one cell cycle

period (24 hrs). Other indices of activation, such as immunostaining for the expression of a

muscle regulatory gene such as myf5 or proliferating cell nuclear antigen, would also reveal

activation from a prior stimulus. While they may provide a read-out of activation that is

temporally closer to a "teal-time" measure, their use prevents confirmation of stable

quiescence over at least one cell cycle, and interpretation of such observations maybe subject

to various definitions of the quiescent state (55;92). Experiments using BrdU incorporation

into DNA of satellite cells on fibers in culture over 24 hours were therefore sensitive to

changes in cycling behaviour due to earlier activation, and were established as specific to the

interventions under examination.

These experiments established for the first time that NO, released from muscle fibers

underlying satellite cells, is aputative factor in maintaining satellite cell quiescence observed

in normal fibers in culture. Studies using 3 different model systems were consistent in
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demonstrating that down-regulation of NOS activity or expressron was assocrated with a

significant increase in satellite cell activation. Exposure of satellite cells on normal fibers to

a NOS inhibitor, L-NAME, resulted in greater satellite cell activation. Satellite cells on

muscle fibers isolated from NOS-1 knockout mice had a significantly higher level of

activation. Finally, satellite cells on mdx mouse muscle fibers, which have down-regulated

NOS-l expressionsecondarytodystrophindeficiencyalsoshowed3-4-foldgreateractivation

than on normal fibers in culture. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration that NO

plays a role in maintaining satellite cell quiescence. Together with results showing NOS

inhibition prevented stretch-induced activation on fibers, these experiments provide strong

support for the model of NO as a mediator of satellite cell quiescence (35).

Previous studies using dispersed cultures of satellite cells (without underlying fibers)

showed that L-NAME prevented satellite cell activation by stretching (141). Moreover, L-

NAME was reported to prevent activation induced by muscle injury in vivo (35), and current

results extend that observation to include activation induced by stretching normal fibers in

culture. Therefore, we interpret these results as showing that the molecular signal, NO, has

a novel role in normal muscle fibers in regulating the equilibrium between satellite cell

quiescence and activation. The environment of satellite cells, as defined in part by the

anatomical relationship to normal muscle fibers, has direct impact on the activation state of

satellite cells. Apparently opposite roles for single molecules are not unknown. There are

other signaling pathways, such as those for gonadotropin releasing hormone and growth

hormone, where different patterns of delivery þulsatile vs. sustained, or even changes in

periodicity) have distinctive effects on a target tissue Q9a;295). In muscle, ryanodine
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receptor activity is both stimulated and blocked by NO and related compounds, and the

pattern of delivery is important in determining the direction of the effect (reviewed in (5)).

The present experiments reinforce the notion of bi-directional signaling by the NO molecule

in skeletal muscle and myogenesis,

Similar to the bi-directional regulation of satellite cell activation by NO signaling,

results of the present experiments on stretched fibers in culture also demonstrated that HGF

plays a complex role in mediating the activation state of satellite cells. HGF was shown

previously to activate satellite cells on fibers without a stretch stimulus (112). HGF is also

known to stimulate activation in satellite cells in culture, and to be released from the

extracellular matrix surrounding satellite cells into the medium by the stretch-related release

ofNO(141). Here,satellitecellswereactivatedbyHGFintheabsenceofstretch,consistent

with earlier results, and additionally, HGF prevented stretch-activation of satellite cells on

fibers. Results of the dose-response experiments were consistent with these obseruations.

Without stretch, increasing concentrations of HGF resulted in greater satellite cell activation

on fibers, while the same exposures to increasing concentrations of HGF gradually reduced

activation in stretched cultures. These observations are interpreted to suggest that the c-met

receptor may be desensitized at some threshold concentration of HGF, resulting in a

"deactivation" of satellite cells. It is likely that continuous or high exposure to HGF induces

the desensitization. HGF is sequestered in the matrix of muscle fibers (78;81), and stretch-

induced NO release from fibers likely releases that HGF, as it does in satellite cell cultures.

That would augment the level of HGF acting on satellite cells in stretched fiber cultures.

Activated primary satellite cell cultures also show decreased activation when HGF
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concentrations exceed optimal levels (169). A very high level of HGF was also observed to

decrease satellite cell activation in cell cultures (500 ng/mL, R. Tatsumi, personal

communications) compared to a lower inhibitory concentration for single fibers in culture

(20 nglmL) which was observed here. Evidence of c-met receptor desensitization is found

in other systems including HeLa cells (296) and whole-animal clearance studies in liver

(297). Therefore, the addition of HGF to the culture medium by treatment and through

stretching could desensitize c-met and result in the decreased activation observed in HGF-

treated stretched fibers in culture.

It is apparent from other reports that the process of satellite cell activationinvivo can

bypass NO signaling from NOS-1, since muscle regeneration occurs in dystrophtc mdx and

NOS-1(-/-) mice, Two approaches were used here in an attempt to determine whether NO

signaling was required during satellite cell activation in normal muscle. In the study of L-

NAME and HGF treatments, added singly or combined to culture media, only those fibers

that were exposed to both L-NAME and HGF in addition to 2 hrs of stretching showed a

significant rise in satellite cell activation over control cultures. Activation under the same

conditions and with Yzhr of stretching showed no increase. Therefore, NO appears to be

required for activation early in the course ofthe mechanical stretching, while HGF treatment

and a longer period of stretching was able to bypass the requirement for NO release. This

possibility would be consistent with the suggestion that there are 2 distinct satellite cell

populations on noÍnal fibers, each with distinctive activation characteristics (82).

A second approach was utilized to reveal the possible impact of down-regulated

NOS-1 and activation without NO. Experiments were designed to study stretch-activation
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ínmdxandNOS-1(-/-)f,rbercultures,whereNOwouldnotbereleasedfromNOS-1. Results

of these experiments showed high levels of activation in the absence of stretching, while

activation was reduced by stretching, rather than increased as in normal fiber cultures. One

explanation is that there are more satellite cells which populate fibers from mdx or NOS-1

(-/-) muscle compared to normal fibers. However, such a difference would not account for

the observed decrease in activation by stretching. We have not previously observed strain-

related difference in the numbers of satellite cells resident onmdx and normal fibers (298),

although one report shows approximately twice the number of satellite cell progeny (per mm2

of membrane) are produced from single fiber explants after 90 hours in culture (264). 
^

second explanation for the stretch-related decrease in activation on mdx and NOS-I(-/-)

fibers is that NO may be produced from alternate isoforms or locations. For example, NOS-

i p is expressed in activated mdx satellite cells, and there is NOS activitypresent (from NOS-

Z or 3) in NOS-1(-/-) satellite cells (15). Since stretch generally up-regulates NOS activity

(219;291), these alternate sources may release NO during stretch, and shift satellite cells

toward quiescence. The duration of this response to stretch was longer in NOS-1(-/-) than

mdxfibers, and may also be related to the alternate sources of NO. These experiments

provide evidence that there may be one population of satellite cells absent ftom mdx fibers

as suggested elsewhere (47), while the NOS-l(J-) fibers may retain at least 2 different

populations with distinct time-dependent responses to stretching, similar to those on normal

fibers in culture (82).

ln summary, we propose a model for the role ofNO in satellite cell activation, where

the level of activation is a function ofNO concentration surrounding satellite cells on fibers
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Figure 1. Relative Roles of NO and HGF in stretch-activation

A. Satellite cells on fibers were subjected to stretch (or not) for Yrttr or 2 hrs in the

presence of BrdU and either 1) no additional treatment,2) L-NAME, a NOS inhibitor (0.2

pymL;3) HGF (20 nglmL) or 4) a combinationof 2) and 3). Data are plotted as mean +

standard error of the mean. Significant increases in activation were evident in unstretched

cultures treated with either L-NAME or HGF, whereas stretching in the presence of these

treatments significantly decreased activation levels. Co-treatment of L-NAME and HGF

with 2 hrs of stretch overcame NOS inhibition, indicating that satellite cells activatedby 2

hrs of stretch may have different activation requirements from those activated by Yrfu of

stretch; N:72-1121 fibers per group (3-6 experiments). s indicates a difference from

unstretched controls; # indicates a difference from Yz hr stretch control; o indicates a

difference from 2 hr stretch control; A indicates a difference between 2 treatment groups

connected by a line.

B. A summary of A. indicating overall changes in activation due to stretch and./or treatment.
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Figure 2. HGF dose response with and without stretch

Satellite cells on single fibers were treated with increasing concentrations of HGF (0-30

ng/ml) with or without Yz hr of stretch, and the level of activation was measured as the

number of BrdU+ satellite cells per fiber (mean + SEM, n: 8-78 fibers per group).

Increasing concentrations of HGF resulted in increased activation in unstretched cultures.

Stretching in the presence of HGF (at increasing concentrations) decreased activation. At

higher HGF concentrations, stretch significantly decreased activation in comparison to fibers

cultured without stretch. * indicates a difference from the unstretched control culture at 0

ng/ml HGF; A indicates a difference between stretched and unstretched cultures exposed to

the same concentration of HGF.
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Figure 3. The time cours e of. mdx and Nos-l(J-) stretch-activation

Single fibers from mdx (A) and NOS-I(-/-) (B) muscles were stretched for 0-3 hours and

activation was measured (number of BrdU+ satellite cells per fiber), here plotted as a

function of the duration of stretching and relative to the level of activation at time:0 (mean

+ SEM). In both mdx andNOS(-/-) fiber cultures, satellite cell activation in unstretched

cultures was higher than observed for normal fiber cultures. A short period of stretching for

% hr, resulted in significant reductions in activation in both mdx and NOS-l(-/-) fibers

(p<0.05), which was transient in mdx cultures (N:30-432 fibers per group) and more

persistent in NoS-1(-/-) fiber cultures (N:8-156 fibers per group).
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Figure 4. A model of activation as a function of NO concentration.

The model proposes that the level of activation is presented as a function of NO

concentration acting on satellite cells that are resident on fibers. At 'X' concentration ofNO

in normal muscle, satellite cells are maintained in a quiescent state through NOS-1 activity

localized to the sub-sarcolemmal cytoskeleton. For normal muscle, stretch induces NO

release which activates satellite cells, while a lower NO concentration resulting from NOS

inhibition (e.g., L-NAME treatment in normal muscle) or NOS-1 down-regulation (in mdx

and NOS-1(J-) muscle), also allows activation. Stretch may stimulate NOS activity from

NOS-2 orNOS-3 isoforms (andpossiblyNOs-1 inmdx satellite cells) and shift satellite cells

toward a decreased level of activation. ln satellite cell cultures, this fiber-dependent NO

signaling would be absent.
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Chapter 5.

A cellular nitrÍc oxide aurora: Video-capture microscopy experiments
reveal stretch-induced release of nitric oxide is defïcient in cultured

dystrophic muscle cells.

Submitted to Journal of Muscle Research and Cell Motility



ABSTRACT

Potent nitric oxide Q.{O) signals are described for many forms of cell-cell communication.

However, there is no direct evidence for a proposed NO-transient signal released from

skeletal muscle during stretch. Differentiated muscle cell cultures from normal and

dystrophic mdx mice were stretched and intracellular NO release was examined using

fluorescence video-microscopy. Stretching released NO from normal myogenic cultures with

a time-dependent, pulsatile decay. Dystrophic muscle cell cultures showed only minimal,

irregularpulses ofNO release at a level much less thannormal cultures. Direct visualization

ofmechanotransduction throughNO release will enable exploration ofthe regulatorybalance

of satellite cell activation and quiescence, and possible application of NO-based therapies

targeted to skeletal muscle.
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INTRODUCTION

Nitric oxide (NO) is a low molecular weight gas (30 Da) that is produced in

mammals by the enzyme Nitric Oxide Synthase O[OS; reviewed in (11)). The 3 isoforms

of NOS, neuronal (rype 1), inducible (type2), and endothelial (type 3) (5;13) are named for

the tissue in which they were first identified (12).

The first evidence ofNO as abiological messenger (148-150) identified endothelium-

derived relaxation factor as NO. Since 1988, NO involvement in manybiological processes

has been demonstrated, including liver regeneration (1 16), blood flow and tissue respiration

(reviewed in (5)), as well as myoblast differentiation(299;300). NO signaling also modifies

pre-synaptic function at the neuromuscular junction by acting as a retrograde signal that

inhibits acetylcholine release (6) and NO acts in general as an anti-inflammatory molecule

(154). Of late, this laboratory demonstrated roles for NO in regulating the activation of

skeletal muscie precursor or satellite cells from their normal quiescent state in adult tissue,

in modulating muscle regeneration ((35;1fi;ll?); reviewed in (33)), and more recently in

maintaining satellite cell quiescence ('Wozniak and Anderson, submitted).

Themuscle-specific NOS-1¡r isoform (1a;35) is themostprevalentisoform expressed

in skeletal muscle fibers. It is localized to the sarcolemma in conjunction with members of

the dystrophin glycoprotein complex (DGC (5)) and to the neuromuscular (5) and muscle-

tendon junctions (6). NOS-1p is also expressed by activated satellite cells (15).

Sarcolemmallocalization is required for normal enzylne expression and enzymatic activity.

This is illustrated by the condition in muscles of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD)

patients and mdx mice (a mouse homologue of DMD), where loss of dystrophin causes
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displacement of NOS-I protein (16) and down-regulation of NOS-1 activity and gene

expression (17). This down-regulation of NO production at a dystrophin-deficient

cytoskeleton underlying the sarcolemma is hypothesized to account for hyperactivation of

satellite cells and the dysregulation of muscle regeneration in dystrophic muscle, as a

consequence of satellite cells not receiving normal levels ofthe NO signal that modulates the

balance between quiescence and activation (35).

Stretch or shear stress is proposed as a potent stimulus to skeletal muscle that results

in an increase in NOS- 1 p activity and the release of a bolus of NO (3 5), similar to the role

of shear stress and pulsatile blood flow that up-regulate NOS-3 activity in vascular tissues

((18); reviewed in (19)). However, there is no direct evidence of NO release from

mechanically stimulated skeletal muscle, despite recent demonstration that activation of

isolated satellite cells in culture, on single fibers in culture and in vivo is NO-dependent

(3 5, 1 a 1 )flV ozniak and Anderson, submitted).

Experiments were designed to: 1) visualizethe extent and time-course ofNO release

stimulated by stretching differentiated primary cultures of normal and mdx muscle,

containing myobiasts and multinucleated myotubes formed by myoblast fusion; and 2) to

determine by direct observation, whether that NO release varies between myotubes with and

without normal NOS- 1 localization, in normal andmdx cultures respectively. NO release was

visualized using diaminofluorescein-2 (DAF-2), a dye that fluoresces in the presence of NO

(301) bybinding to the short-lived intermediate NO. free radical without changing either the

downstream effects of NO or the activity of the NO signal.
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METHODS

Satellite cells were isolated from muscle of normal (C57BL|6) and mtÍant (mdx

dystrophic) mice (276;302). Cells were plated on a removable sylastic membrane on the

bottom of StageFlexertt FlexCell i00 mm culture plates (FlexCell International Corp.,

Hillsborough, NC) and cultured for 1 0 days in proliferation medium ( 1 X DMEM containing

15Yo fetal bovine serum, 2o/o chick embryo extract, 1% antibiotic/antimycotic and 0.05

mglmL gentamycin). Twenty-four hours before an experiment, cultures were switched to

basal-growth medium containing a low serum concentration (82) to stimulate cell fusion and

myogenic differentiation into myotubes. At the start of an experiment, cultures were.washed

with Krebs-Ringer Phosphate (KRP) solution, and the cells in culture were pre-loaded with

the dye DAF-2DA by incubation in 10 pM DAF-2DA in KRP for I hr at 37"C. When

incorporated into cells, the diaceate of DAF-2DA is cleaved, forming the active dye, DAF-2.

Cultures were protected from light after pre-loading. Negative control cultures were

incubated in KRP without DAF-2DA. Cultures were rinsed with KRP containing the vital

nuclear stain,4'-6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; 5 p,glmL),rinsed with fresh KRP, and

incubated at37'C until use.

For each experiment, conducted in near darkness, one sylastic membrane was

removed from a culture dish and mounted in the StageFlexer apparatus which was attached

to the FlexCell system vacuum line. The unit, assembled with a mounted cell-culture

membrane, was placed securely on the stage of an Olympus BH2-RFCA microscope

equipped with epifluorescence optics (490 nm excitation filter, and 515 nm emission filter

to detect DAF fluorescence). The microscope was also fitted with a ToUCam ProrM 
'Webcam
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(Philips Electronics) attached to the photographic aperture for real-time collection of the

fluorescence signal, (CCD detection to < 1 lux illumination, with a still image resolution of

i280-H X 960-V) as employed for astro-video-photography (303;30a). The FlexCell

vacuum system was set to produce a stretch of approximately l0o/o (282), and the microscope

was focused on DAPI + cells in the plane of an unstretched culture membrane. Cultures

were subjected to mechanical stretching as follows: 2 sec of 10% stretch (out of focus),

followed by either 20 or 60 sec, in the unstretched position (in the original plane of focus).

Data of the fluorescence signal were recorded at 30 frames per second using the Philips

VRecord program ofthe ToUCam software package. For analysis, the real-time digital video

of the fluorescence signal was broken into individual frames using Videomach v.2.6.3

software (Gromada.com), sampled at 1 frame per second at the start of each second (t:0

established by the FlexCell system, with second-by-second sampling beginning when the

myotube regained focus), and analyzed using ImageJ freeware (National lnstitutes ofHealth).

Fluorescence intensity was calculated as the mean-grey value (minus the mean-grey value

of the respective negative control culture) divided by the area of fluorescence. The

calculated fluorescence intensity at each time point for a given culture (n:2-6) was also

normalized to the initial fluorescence value and plotted as a frrnction of time after the end of

stretching. For detailed study ofthe pulsatility ofNO release, fluorescence was sampled from

smaller areas of interest within myotubes, and analyzed for fluorescence intensity as

described above.
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RESULTS

We were able to observe the first direct demonstration of differences in NO release

between normal and dystrophic muscle in culture. While DAF fluorescence was observed

in normal and mdx cultures after stretch (Figure 1A and 24, respectively), four key features

distinguish the observations from the two tlpes of muscle in culture. First, the level of

fluorescence that appeared inmdx cells and myotubes without stretching was markedly less

than observed in normal cultures under the same conditions. This comparison is presented

graphically in Figure 34. Second, a time-dependent decrease in this NO-specific

fluorescence (301) in normal cultures was not observed inmdxcell cultures. The low initial

fluorescence intensity inmdx cultures did not change over the same time frame after stretch.

These data are shown in Figure 38. Third, the time-dependence of the decay function in

normal myotubes in culture displayed a pulsatile character representing the signal of NO-

related fluorescence, as presented in Figure 3C. The pulses of NO release in normal

myotubes were identical in frequency and amplitude over the entire fluorescent area of a

myotube, independent of the local magnitude of fluorescence. Additionally, regions of

sarcoplasm toward the myotube periphery or between myonuclei showed the most intense

fluorescence. Fourth, although the low level of NO releasedby mdx myotubes was also

pulsatile in character, the pulse frequency differed from that in normal muscle cultures,

varied irregularly over the 58-second interval following a stretch, and gradually decayed in

frequency (Figure 3C).
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DISCUSSION

The direct visualization of stretch-induced NO release from differentiated,

multinucleatedmuscle cells in culture demonstrated features of a "NO transient" signal. The

experimental protocol provides the basis for further study of mechanisms that transduce

mechanical activity and regulate muscle functions, such as the adaptation to exercise and the

balance between satellite cell activation and quiescence. Mechanisms of disease

pathophysiology that are proposed to be related to mechanical signal transduction via NO,

and effects of potential NO-based treatments of neuromuscular and other disease conditions

will also be available for investigation.

The present findings are direct evidence for the original working hypothesis that

mechanical shear or stretch causes a bolus release of NO (35). Observations are also

consistent with the idea that the NO concentration is a key determinant of the level of

activation, in that satellite cells are hyperactivated on muscle fibers from dystrophic mdx or

NOS- 1 (-/-) mutant mice and are made more quiescent by stretching (Wozniak and Anderson,

submitted). The observation of pulsatile NO release also confirms earlier work (219), and

recalls the potency of a signaling mechanism that operates through a physiologic "transient"

signal, such as an electrical signal through ionic char¡rel transients (as discussed in (305)).

While current experiments were not conducted to observe the detail of baseline and signal

changes in NO concentration, the time-course of the NO signal appears too long to be a

"spark" such as observed in Ca2* signaling (306). However, somewhat similar to transients

in Ca2* ion concentration that serve to synchronize cells in renal tissue (307;308), NO

concentration oscillated internally within multinucleated myotubes. Strict regulation ofNOS
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activity is required in mitochondria, since NO has a critical role in vital functions including

cellular respiration (309). A parallel role for NO in skeletal muscle would suggest that the

NO-release pattern detected here by DAF-2 fluorescence implies a very high level of

regulation in the metabolic sequelae to mechanical stretch. Results fuither suggest the

feasibility of this methodology for testing whether NOS-1 up-regulation may effectively

reduce the progression of muscular dystrophy by restoring or partly normalizing control over

the dysregulated, hyperactivated satellite cells in dystrophic muscle. Further applications of

this stretch-culture model of exercise will extend our understanding of stretch-dependent

NOS activity in cells from muscle and non-muscle tissues, and enable the visual, real-time

verification ofNO delivery during testing ofpotential new NO-based therapies for DMD and

other conditions.
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CONCLUSIONS

Results presented here indicate that NO is released by stretching in differentiated

primary cultures of normal and mdx muscle. The release of NO varies between myotubes

with and without normal NOS-I localization, in normal and mdx cultures respectively.

Changes in the activity of NOS-1 over time after stretch and the pulsatile delivery ofNO are

also affecte d in mdx cultures, and should be considered during the development ofNO-based

therapies for the treatment of DMD.
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Figure 1. Nitric oxide release due to stretch in normal muscle satellite cells

A. Cultures from muscle of normal C57BL|6 mice were pre-loaded with DAF-2 and

stretched for 2 seconds. A time-series of micrographs (panels a-1) shows representative

images ofNO fluorescence, demonstrated by the presence of a green fluorescent signal. The

first micrograph (panel a) in the series shows nuclei (blue from DAPI staining of DNA)

within the myotube producing the fluorescence signal was captured just prior to the 2-second

stretch. NO release was highest immediately after stretching (panel b) and decreased over

a5Ssecperiodaftertheendofstretch(panelsctoj). Panelkshowsanimageproducedby

subtraction, pixel-by-pixel, of the last frame (panel j) from the first image-frame (panel b)

ofthe sequence after stretch. The final panel (l) shows the negative control micrograph, from

a myotube not pre-loaded with DAI-2.

B. The NO-fluorescence signal produced by a 2-second period of stretch followed by release

from stretching (different post-stretch intervals, 20 sec (n:5) or 60 sec (n:1), were captured

for the same myotube) in the presence of DAF was analyzed using NIH ImageJ freeware.

Fluorescence-intensity values are plotted as the mean-grey values normalized against the

initial level of fluorescence recorded immediately after the end of stretch. An increase in

mean-grey value indicates a decrease in fluorescence. NO concentration (produced by NOS)

decreased over time after stretch in normal muscle satellite cell cultures. The initial level of

fluorescence and the time-dependent decrease in fluorescence were consistentlyreproduced

over multiple (n:6) stretch cycles.





Figure 2. Nitric oxide release due to stretch in mdx satellite cells

A. Satellite cell cultures from skeletal muscle of mdx mice were loaded with DAF-Z and

stretched for 2 seconds, then released from stretch. Again, the presence ofa green fluorescent

signal indicates the presence of NO. The first panel (a) in the series shows the nuclei in blue

(DAPI staining) that are surrounded by the sarcoplasm that gave rise to the fluorescence

signal. NO release was much lower in mdx cultures immediately after stretching (panel b)

compared to normal cultures, likely due to the decreased activity of NOS-1¡2, and stayed at

avery low level (panels c to j). The final panel (k) shows the negative control image from

a myotube that was not pre-loaded with DAF-2.

B. The NO-specific fluorescence signal recorded from mdx myotubes was plotted over time

after the end of stretch, after being collected in an identical manner to the experiments on

normal myotubes in culture, representedbyFigure 1. NO-related fluorescenceinmdxmuscle

cultures did not show the changes over time after stretch in cells or myotubes that were

observed in normal muscle cells and myotubes.





Figure 3. Studies of the time-course of fluorescence

A. NO-related fluorescence \¡/as recorded from normalandmdx myotubes, formed by fusion

of muscle cells maintained in culture, and plotted on the same scale for comparison. Here,

a decrease in the value of mean-greylarea indicates a rise in fluorescence. There was a

dramatic differences in the areal intensity of fluorescence between control and mdx

myotubes, a finding that is interpreted to indicate a lower level of NO release from mdx

myotubes compared to that in normal myotubes.

B. Fluorescence intensity in this graph is plotted as intensity normalized to the initial

fluorescence value recorded immediately after a stretch. The decrease in fluorescence over

time demonstrated bynormal myotubes after a2-second stretch was not observed in cultures

of mdx myotubes. This observation suggests that in addition to a lower NOS-1ø enzlftl:,e

activity in mdx cells(shown in panel A), there is also a dysregulation ofNO produced by mdx

myotubes. Both factors may contribute to the hyperactivation of satellite cells in dystrophic

muscles.

C. This panel shows the time-course of NO-specific fluorescence signals sampled from 3

identical areas, two sampled from a normal myotube (blue and pink curves) and from one

sampled from a comparable mdxmyotube (yellow curve). Dataate presented as mean-g¡ey

value divided by the area of fluorescence and normalized to the level of initial intensity of

fluorescence recorded from exactly the same region andareaimmediately after the end of a

stretch. The two curves from a representative normal myotube show an identical and stable
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frequency ofpulsatile NO release. The curve representing the fluorescence sampled from the

identically-sized area of a represent ative mdxmyotube suggests that there is a time-dependent

decay in the pulse frequency that occurs after stretch, while only small changes in

fluorescence intensity occured over time. lnsets show the normal (i.) andmdx dystrophic (ii.)

myotubes with the sampled regions indicated by areas circled in the same colour as the

curves plotted in panel C.







Supplemental fTgure 1. A schematic diagram of the experimental design, captured by

video-microscopy of normal and mdx myotubes in culture.

A. The video of control cultures begins by showing the microscope focused on DAPI-

stained nuclei within a myotube. The view then changes from blue fluorescence in DAPI+

nuclei to red illumination (very briefly) followed by green fluorescence, as the filter cubes

of the microscope were changed to visualizethe DAF fluorescence. V/ithin a few seconds,

the video picture appears out of focus for 2 seconds, during which time the 2 sec of

stretching pulls the substrate of the culture plate and the attached myotube downward from

the objective and out of the plane of focus. After 2 seconds, the stretch period ends and the

membrane returns to the plane of focus. The DAF fluorescence produced as a result of NO

release from the stretched myotube is then observed in focus over a 58 sec time frame (the

total time in the unstretched position was 60 seconds). The fluorescence can be observed to

decay gradually in intensity, and to show a pulsatile character throughout the sarcoplasm of

the myotube. After 58 seconds, the membrane was again stretched; this second stretch is

observed as the myotube again moving out of focus for 2 sec, during which the microscope

was switched back to viewing through the [fV filter for to observe fluorescence from DAPI.

The same myotube was observed throughout the video sequence.

B. This video was recorded fi'om a representative culture of mdx myotubes. This

sequence begins by focusing on the myotube nuclei while viewing DAPI staining. The view

of the myotube then changes from blue DAPI* nuclei to red illumination (verybriefly), and

then to green fluorescence, in order to observe the NO-specific DAF fluorescence signal.
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Faint DAF fluorescence was observed briefly just prior to a 2-second stretch interval, when

the membrane is pulled downward, out of the plane of focus. The myotube then returns at

the end of the stretch interval to a view that is in focus for 59 of the 60 seconds in the

unstretched interval. However, only faint fluorescence is observed from the mdx myotube at

the end of stretch, and the level of fluorescence does not show any marked changes over 59

sec. At the end of 59 seconds viewing the DAF fluorescence signal, the microscope view

is once again adjusted (by changing the filters through a brief red illumination) to show the

same DAPI+ nuclei in the myotube that was viewed at the start of the video sequence.





Real-time video capture of NO release by visualization with DAF

The two digital video sequences recorded from A. a normal myotube, and B. a dystrophic

myotube in culture. Cells were pre-loaded with the dye DAF-2DA by incubation in 10 ìM

DAF-2DA in KRP for t hr at3J"C. (When incorporated into cells, the diaceate side chain

of DAF-2DA is cleaved, leaving the active fluorochrome, DAF-2.) Cultures were protected

from light after pre-loading. Negative control cultures were incubated in KRP without DAF-

2DA. Cultures were rinsed with KRP containing the vital nuclear stain, DAPI (5 ¡rglml-),

rinsed with fresh KRP, and incubat ed at37'C until use. The sylastic membrane was removed

from a culture dish and mounted in the StageFlexerJ apparatus which was attached to the

vacuum line of the FlexCellrM culture system. The unit was placed on the stage of an

Olympus BH2-RFCA microscope equipped with epifluorescence optics (490 nm excitation

filter, and 515 nm emission filter to detect DAF fluorescence). The FlexCellrM vacuum

system was set to produce a stretch of approximately l0o/o in the radial direction in each

culture well (282), and the microscope was focused on DAPI* nuclei in myotubes on the

plane of an unstretched culture membrane. Cultures were subjected to 2 sec of 10% stretch,

when myotubes moved out of the plane of focus; the stretch was followed by a 60 sec

interval when the sylastic membrane and myotubes returned to the "unstretched position" in

the original focal plane setting. Data for the fluorescence signal were recorded at 30 frames

per second using the Philips VRecord feature of the ToUCamrM software package.



Chapter 6.
C-met: a delayed-early gene in skeletal muscle satellite cells



ABSTRACT

C-met, the tyrosine kinase receptor for hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), is expressed

in skeletal muscle satellite cells. This receptor is essential for development, as c-met

knockouts are embryonic lethal. Activation of skeletal muscle satellite cells also appears to

be mediated in part by HGF binding to c-met, which then initiates multiple signaling

cascades involved in cell proliferation, migration and survival. Recent evidence has

indicated that there may be more than one population of satellite cells resident on single

fibers and that c-met expression is increased after lrhr of stretching. These results suggested

the value of re-evaluating the expression profile of c-met in satellite cells on single fibers

during quiescence and activation. Single muscle f,rbers from normal and mdx mouse flexor

digitorum brevis muscles were cultured with or without stretch for Yz hr, and immediately

processed by in situ hybridization to detect the number of c-met* cells per fiber. The number

of c-mett cells on normal single fibers increased with stretch, but did not change fot mdx

single fibers after stretch. Whole muscles treated with cycloheximide showed increased c-

met expression after %br and4 hrs of exposure. A time course experiment to examine c-met

expression with cycloheximide indicated that the peak of c-met expression was reached after

| %ltrs of exposure, slightly after the peak of expression of c-fos, a known immediate early

gene. We conclude that c-met acts as a delayed-early gene in skeletal muscle satellite cells.
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INTRODUCTION

Normally quiescent in adult muscle, skeletal muscle satellite cells have been shown

to activate after Yz hr and 2 hrs of mechanical stretch in a single muscle fiber modet (82).

More recently it has been shown that NO and HGF are involved in the stretch-activation

cascade, and that the 2 peaks of activation have different characteristics and signaling

requirements (Wozniak and Anderson, submitted). One of the possible explanations for the

different peaks is the presence ofmore than one population of satellite cells on single isolated

fibers. This idea of satellite cell heterogenity in skeletal muscle is not new (reviewed in

(33)). Indeed, in mdx mouse muscular dystrophy, it has been suggested that there is a

population of satellite cells that is absent from single muscle fibers ((47),'Wozniak and

Anderson, submitted).

C-met, the receptor for hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) is thought to be expressed

by satellite cells under both quiescent and activated conditions (77), and in unstimulated, or

unstretched cultures is expressed in 1.38 satellite cells per fiber in the flexor digitorum

muscle (FDB) ofnormal mice (82). C-met activity is intimately linked to signaling pathways

involving migration (35), cell cycling and cell survival (83-91). These traits suggest that c-

met is required for satellite cell activation, and that all satellite cells on a single fiber should

express c-met during activation. However, ifthere are multiple populations of satellite cells

(based on their activation characteristics), it seems possible that c-met expression in satellite

cells on normal fibers could also be heterogenous. As well, recent data have shown that the

method of isolating single muscle fibers is important in maintaining satellite cell quiescence

(310), and that total c-met expression increases after Yz hr of stretching (111). These
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f,rndings strongly encourage a re-examination of the detailed character of c-met expression

in satellite cells on single fibers during quiescence and activation, and have led us to

hypothesize that the distribution of satellite cells expressing c-met would be regulated by

stretch.

Experiments were designed to examine the level of expression (using whole muscles)

and the pattern of distribution (using single muscle fibers) of c-met in normal and dystrophic

muscle with or without stretch. Comparisons of changes in the distribution of c-met + cells

on single fibers between normal and dystrophic muscle were conducted in an attempt to

determine whether the satellite cell heterogeneity observed in normal muscle is indeed lost

inmdxmuscle as measuredbythis indicator.'Wholemuscle and single cell cultures were also

treated with cycloheximide to determine whether c-met acts as an immediate early gene,

which would account for the rapid upregulation of c-met expression after limited stimulation

by stretch.
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METHODS

IN SITU HYBzuDIZATION

Normal and tndx fibers, isolated according to (82) were stretched (or not) for %hr and

then taken through in situ hybridization as reported (82). Satellite cells on fibers from

normal andmdxmusclewere assessed forc-met expression. Antisense, digoxigenin-labelled

riboprobes were synthesized following Boehringer Mannheim protocols, as reported in detail

(15). Labelled probes were run on formaldehyde-agarose gels, transferred to a nylon

membrane, and visualized using anti-digoxigenin antibodies and alkaline phosphatase colour

detection to conf,rrm the probe size of 1.27 kb. The target mRNA was 9 kb. Hybridized

transcripts were localizedin satellite cells resident on fibers. ln other experiments, a sense

riboprobe for c-met showed no signal, similar to other procedural controls that omitted

probe, anti-digoxigenin antibody or colour detection steps.

C-MET AS AN IMMEDIATE EARLY GENE

Whole extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscles were isolated and pinned according

to (33), and primary satellite cell cultures \¡/ere grown for I Yz weeks before initiation of

experiments. Cycloheximide (10 pglml) was added to muscle cultures and incubated for 4

hr according to (311), after which they were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. Other

muscle cultures were either stretched for Yz hr or not in the presence or absence of

cycloheximide, after which they were immedi ately frozenin liquid nitrogen. Cells in culture

received cycloheximide in the medium (10 pglml) for 0 hr, 15 min, 30 min, 7 or I Yzhrs after

which RNA was isolated immediately. RNA was isolated from muscles and cells by phenol
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chloroform extraction (3I2), and c-met and c-fos mRNA were detected using RNAse

protection assays.
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RESULTS

STRETCH INFLUENCES C-MET EXPRESSION IN NORMAL BUT NOT MDX

SATELLITE CELLS

This experiment was conducted to test the influence of stretching on the distribution

of c-met + cells located on normal and mdx single muscle f,rbers. Stretching normal single

fibers resulted in a significant shift in the distribution of c-met + satellite cells to higher

numbers (Figure 1; p<0.005). There was no significant change in the distribution of c-met+

satellite cells on mdx ftbers after lz hr of stretching (Figure 1). There was also no significant

difference in the distribution of c-met* satellite cells between normal and mdx unstretched

fibers.

C-MET RESPONSE TO CYCLOHEXIMIDE TREATMENT

To test whether c-met acts as an immediate- or delayed- early gene, whole muscle

cultures were treated with the protein synthesis inhibitor, cycloheximide. Treatment ofwhole

muscle cultures with cycloheximide for %tu without stretch resulted in a 1.2 fold increase

in c-met expression over untreated controls using RNAse protection assays (Figure 2).

Treatment with cycloheximide for 4 hours without stretch resulted in a 1.3 fold increase over

untreated controls. Stretching for lzItr in the presence of cycloheximide did not increase c-

met expression over untreated, stretched controls, possibly due to the short period of time of

cycloheximide treatment (see below).

C-MET AS A DELAYED EARLY GENE
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To determine whether c-met acts as an immediate or delayed early gene, a time-

course of cycloheximide exposure was carried out on isolated satellite cells from normal

animals. Expression of transcripts for c-fos, a known immediate early gene, was used for

comparison, as it would be expected to rise rapidly upon exposure to cycloheximide. As

anticipated, c-fos expression increased dramatically within 15 minutes of exposure and

reached a plateau after 30 minutes (Figure 3). The level of c-met increased after 15 minutes

of exposure, to a level somewhat less than c-fos expression. After this initial rise, c-met

expression decreased by 30 minutes of cycloximide treatment. C-met expression increased

again at I hr of exposure, and the increase was almost 3X greater after 1%hrs of exposure

(Figure 3). Since there was a dramatic increase in c-met expression on a time frame

distinguishable from the significant increases in c-fos expression, we conclude that c-met

acts as a delayed early gene in skeletal muscle satellite celis.
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DISCUSSION

C-met expression was previously demonstrated to increase after /, hr of stretch in

whole muscle cultures from normal and dystrophic mice (111). Another report showed 2

peaks of satellite cell activation were induced by stretch in normal muscle fibers (82). Here

we extend those observations and show that the distribution of satellite cells that are

expressing c-met, shifted to significantly higher numbers after Yz hr of stretch. By contrast,

the distribution of c-met* satellite cells on mdx ftbers subjected to stretch over the same

interval did not change. Results are interpreted to suggest that the number of c-met + cells

increases after stretch in normal muscle. Together with an earlier report (1 1 1), these results

suggest fuither that the level of c-met expression within each satellite cell also increases

during activation. The differential patterns of changes in c-met gene expression in satellite

cells between normal and mdx muscle following stretch was interpreted to indicate that in

dystrophic fiber cultures, the level of c-met expression per satellite cell increases with

stretch, while the number of cells expressing c-met does not change.

C-met expression was explored in these experiments since previous reports

demonstrated a change in satellite cell activation after stretching (82;142), and the effect of

a potent growth factor, HGF, to activate satellite cells from quiescence (81 ;16a). Thus, c-

met appears to be the primary receptor responsible for initiating the early stages of activation,

with HGF binding c-met rapidly, in about 10 minutes after stimulation (35;81). Since 2

peaks of activation are demonstrated in stretched single fiber cultures from normal muscle

(82), it seems possible that the distribution of c-met expressing cells on single fibers would

change during stretch to accommodate, or reflect, these 2 apparently distinct sets of cells.
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Results presented here indicate that stretching for Yz hr increased the distribution of c-met

expressing cells on normal single fibers. This increase towards higher numbers of c-met*

satellite cells per fiber was not observed for c-met expressing cells on mdx single fibers.

There was also no difference between normal and mdx single fibers in terms of the number

of c-met* cells on unstretched fibers. These observations are consistent with those made by

Reimann et al. (313) that showed no difference in the number of m-cadherin+ satellite cells

in normal and mdx muscle. The difference in the response to stretching by satellite cells on

normal and mdx single frbers may be due to alterations in activation levels of normal vs. mdx

satellite cells when subjected to %hr of stretch. ln normal single fiber cultures, satellite cell

activation increases after lz hr of stretch (82). On the other hand , yzltr of stretch decreases

satellite cell activation levels in single fiber cultures of mdxmuscle (Wozniak and Anderson,

submitted). Since satellite cells are highly activated in mdx muscle, it is also possible that

all satellite cells in mdx muscle express c-met under typical conditions, and that there are no

other c-met negative satellite cells to respond during stretch by initiating synthesis of c-met

gene transcripts. Finally, it is possible that there is a satellite cell population that is lost in

mdx muscle, as suggested elsewhere ((47)(Wozniak and Anderson, submitted)).

The observations that c-met expression had increased within % fu of stretch-

stimulation suggests that c-met acts as an immediate, or at least delayed, early gene.

Immediate early genes are those genes that are able to respond to growth factors within

minutes, regardless of the presence of protein synthesis inhibitors (reviewed in (31a)). In

facf, il is often the case that treatment with a protein synthesis inhibitor such as

cycloheximide will superinduce gene expression of immediate early genes (e.g., (3 15)). Two
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of the most notable immediate early genes are c-fos and c-jun, which when combined

become the activating protein AP-1 (316). Delayed early genes are those that are activated

by immediate early transcription factors (317).

Here we show that c-met expression was induced by cycloheximide treatment of

normal muscles in culture. C-met expression in whole muscle cultures increased in the

absence of stretchingafter lrhr or 4 hrs of cycloheximide treatment. Stretching muscles in

the presence of cycloheximide for Yz hr, however, did not increase the levels of c-met

expression in the tissue. This may be due to maximal stimulation by cycloheximide alone,

which would prevent any further increase by stretching. The increase in c-met expression

was not as large as would be expected, according to other reports showing dramatic increases

in expression of immediate early genes. The lower level may be due to the time points that

were selected for cycloheximide exposure. C-met expression would be expected to rise and

then begin to decrease over time, even in the presence of cycloheximide, such that the current

experiments may have missed the peak in c-met expression.

In order to determine the timing of peak c-met expression due to cycloheximide

exposure, c-met expression was measured as a function of time in isolated single satellite cell

cultures. The time course of c-fos expression was used to compare upregulation of c-met

with that of c-fos, a known immediate early gene (318) that is expressed in satellite cells

(15). Expression of c-fos increased after only 15 min of cycloheximide exposure, and peaked

after Yzhr. C-met expression on the other hand increased at 15 minutes, declined at 30 min

and then increased after t hr and 1.5 hrs of cycloheximide exposure. This finding of a

dramatic increase in c-met expression somewhat later than the peak in c-fos expression
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suggests that c-met is a delayed-early gene in skeletal muscle.

The data presented here on c-met as a delayed early gene are consistent with work

done by Boccaccio and colleagues (311), where epithelial cells were shown to induce

transcriptional expression of c-met after stimulation with HGF, semm or a protein kinase C

stimulator (TPA). By comparison, the level of c-met mRNA was low in unstimulated cells.

C-met mRNA levels were increased after increases in c-fos and c-jun, but before uPA (31 1).

As well, increases in c-met mRNA were observed using the protein synthesis inhibitor

cycloheximide in epithelial cells. Increased expression of c-met in response to stimulation

in hepatocytes (HepG2 cells) has also been demonstrated (319).

This is the first report to show that the dishibution of satellite cells that express c-met

on normal single fibers increases after Yz h¡ of stretch, and that the c-met receptor gene acts

as a delayed-early gene in skeletal muscle satellite cells. It is important to note that this

upregulation can only be observed if satellite cells are quiescent upon isolation. For this

reason, the method by which single fibers or whole muscles are isolated is pivotal in

conducting experiments involving the early stages of activation (reviewed in (33)). The time

course of the response to cycloheximide exposure suggested that c-met acts as a delayed-

early gene in skeletal muscle satellite cells, since expression reached a peak shortly after the

peak in expression of the known immediate early gene, c-fos. Satellite cells from mdx

muscle showed the same distribution of c-met* cells per fiber as that seen on normal single

muscle fibers. However, the number of c-met expressing satellite cells per mdx ftber did not

increase after stretching. If anything, there was a tendency to shift the distribution of c-mett

satellite cells per fiber toward lower numbers in stretched mdx ftber cultures. This may be
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due to the loss of a satellite cell population as a consequence of the dystrophic process (47)

and/or changes in NOS-I expression and activity that appears to regulate activation and

quiescence. Further experiments measuring the activation of the c-met receptor in skeletal

muscle by examining autophosphorylation will clarify the time required after stimulation and

NO release ((35), Wozniak and Anderson submitted) to activafe the c-met receptor for

initiation of cellular signaling pathways.
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Figure 1. Response of distribution of c-met* satellite cells to stretch

The number of c-met* cells per fiber were counted on plates that had either been stretched

or not. Frequency distributions were then complied for both normal (A) and mdx (B) single

fibers and f was used to determine if the distribution changed between normal and mdx

fibers, and between stretched and unstretched fibers of the same mouse strain. There is no

significant difference between the number of c-met* cells on normal single fibers compared

to mdx single fibers under unstretched conditions. Stretching shifts the distribution of c-metr

cells to higher numbers in normal fiber cultures (p<0.005), but not inmdx fiber cultures. The

frequency distribution of c-met* cells on stretched normal single fibers is also significantly

higher than the frequency distribution on stretched mdx single fibers (p<0.05).
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Figure 2. Response of c-met expression to Yzhr or 4 hr cycloheximide treatment

Whole muscle cultures ofnormal EDL's were stretched ornot with orwithout cycloheximide

for Yzhr. Whole muscle cultures were also treated with cycloheximide (or not) for 4 hours

according to (311). C-met expression was measured using RNAse dot blots, and data were

plotted as normalized to unstretched controls. Cycloheximide treatment for % hr without

stretching resulted in an increase in c-met expression to the same degree as treatment for 4

hours. Stretching in the presence of cycloheximide did not increase c-met expression,

possibly due to overstimluation.
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Figure 3. C-met as a delayed-early gene

Single satellite cell cultures isolated from normal mice were grown for | %weeks, and then

treated with cycloheximide for 0-90 minutes. Cells were isolated and RNA isolated

according to (312). C-met expression was visualized using RNAse protection dot blots (i.).

In order to determine if c-met was acting as an immediate- or delayed-early gene, c-fos

expression over the same time period was measured from the same samples. C-fos

expression increases after only 15 minutes of exposure to cycloheximide and continues to

increase until 30 minutes, after which it declines. C-met expression on the other hand

increases slightly after 15 minutes of exposure, decreases after 30 minutes, and then

increases until reaching a maximum at 90 minutes of exposure to cycloheximide. Due to the

delay in the increase in c-met expression compared to c-fos expression (a known immediate-

early gene), these data suggest that c-met acts a delayed-early gene in skeletal muscle satellite

cells.
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INTRODUCTION

The earlier work presented in this thesis raised the following questions related to

signaling in the regulation of quiescence and activation: 1) Are NO and HGF involved in

stretch-inactivation inmdx muscle?, 2) Does the loss of NOS-1p from mdx muscle result in

high levels of satellite cell activation before the onset of dystrophy? 3) What is the

expression prof,rle in quiescent and activated satellite cells of genes (such as myostatin) that

may be involved in maintaining quiescence, and those involved in myogenic determination

(e.g. myf-5 and MyoD)?, and finally 4) Are there alternate pathways to activation, as

suggested by results obtained from NOS-1(J-) animals?

The role of NO and HGF in normal stretch-activation has now been established. The

role that these 2 compounds play in stretch-induced decreases in activation of satellite cells

onmdx single fibers (after Yzfu of stretch) remains unknown. This is especially important

for potential treatment design for DMD. This information would indicate whether short-term

exercise or stretching protocols (e.g. Peeler and Anderson, unpublished data) paired with a

drug targeted to enhance NO production or increase HGF concentrations would further

normalize satellite cell activation in dystrophic muscle.

NOS-1 activity plays a pivotal role in activating satellite cells from quiescence. The

absence of NOS-1 leads to hyperactivation of satellite cells (seen in mdx and NOS-1(J-)

muscle; see Chapter 4). However, the impact of a NOS-1 deficiency before the onset of

dystrophy, i.e. during growth, has not been established. Since muscle growth and muscle

regeneration are 2 distinct processes, the role of NOS-I would be expected to change,

depending on the stage of growth or disease, in a muscle under investigation.
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The identification of genes expressed during quiescence and early activation of

satellite cells has been debated within the literature (for example (55;65)). One possible

explanation for the reported inconsistencies is likely due to the different experimental

protocols between laboratories ((310) and reviewed in (33)). In this thesis project, isolated

single fibers were maintained with satellite cells in quiescence (82;310), such that khr of

stretch induced activation (82). The model of single fibers in culture is well suited for

determining the gene expression profile of key myogenic genes during quiescence and

activation. Another model that can be useful is the whole muscle culture model, as satellite

cells respond by DNA synthesis in the same pattern after stretch in the 2 models (33). Using

these 2 models we investigated the changes in gene expression from quiescence to activation

to reveal potential mechanisms that regulate satellite cell activation. Those mechanisms

could provide new treatment possibilities to reduce the activity of satellite cells in DMD and

mdxmuscle (to conserve regenerative capacity), or stimulate activation in conditions where

satellite cells are resistant to activating stimuli (as is the case for satellite cells in aging

muscle).

To date, the main pathway identified for satellite cell activation from quiescence

involves the release of NO after a stimulus, leading to HGF release and subsequent binding

to the c-met tyrosine kinase receptor (II2;la\. However, the capacity for muscle in

dystrophic andNOS-1(-/-) strains to regenerateatall (albeit somewhatmorerapid ordelayed

respectively in comparison to normal (35)), is strong evidence to support the hypothesis that

there is at least one alternate pathway for satellite cell activation that does not involve NO

release from NOS-1.
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G proteins may play an extensive role in the activation of satellite cells. G proteins

are involved in initiating DNA synthesis in fibroblasts cultured from human skin (320) and

fetal lung ((320) and reviewed in (321)) via activation of the adenylate cyclase pathway, and

in cardiomyocytes through unknown mechanisms (reviewed in (322)). Activation of the

adenylate cyclase pathway was induced in skin and lung fibroblasts by cholera toxin (320)

and produced an increase in HGF mRNA and HGF secretion after 24 hours. Adenylate

cyclase is also modulated by NO signals through G-protein-coupled receptors (323). If

similar steps were involved in regulating satellite cell activation, this increase in HGF would

result in enhanced binding of HGF to c-met, and lead to increased satellite cell activation

(324). The involvement of G proteins in the activation of protein kinase C (PKC) via the PIP,

pathway is also suggested by data from studies on cultured human alveolar cells (325),

human skin fibroblasts (158) and epithelial cells (90). h addition, however, these signaling

pathways may be activated by tyrosine kinases that are extensively involved in activation of

DNA synthesis in many systems ( (90) and reviewed in (321)).

While the roles of the two types of receptors involved in PKC activation (G-protein

or tyrosine kinase) were not distinguished in these studies, stimulation induced notable

increases in HGF (158;325) and in c-met mRNA (31 1). The increase in HGF was reported

to induce up-regulation of c-met through stimulation of the c-fos and c-jw(172;326).The

mechanism by which HGF increases c-met gene expression may account for signal

amplification. Such amplification could recruit more than one satellite cell after a single

stimulus such as brief stretching, and could explain some of the apparent heterogeneity in the

satellite cell population (82).
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Stretch-activated ion channels may also be involved in activating satellite cells, since

ion channel activity can induce PKC activation via the PIP2 pathway in vascular smooth

muscle'cells (321). The regulation of NOS activity by calcium-calmodulin, for example in

endothelial cells (327-329), frlrther suggests there may be a similar pathway in skeletal

muscle fibers and possibly satellite cells themselves, since NOS is expressed in satellite cells

upon activation in vitro (I4l) and in vivo, even in the absence of the stable localization of

NOS-I normally afforded by dystrophin (15). The Ca2* influx that occurs with fiber damage

also leads to hypercontraction and generates shear forces which are potent signals in many

tissues. Shear acting on endothelial cells increases activity by Akt and NOS (327).In skeletal

muscle, hypercontraction shear results in NO-dependent satellite cell activation in vivo (35),

and in liver after partial hepatectomy, shear increases hepatocyte c-fos expression and cell

proliferation (116;330). Calcium-calmodulin also reverses caveolin-3 dependent inhibition

ofNOS activity. L-type calcium channel opening is stimulated by S-nitrosylation via nitroso-

thiols, while NO itself inhibits channel activity (331). Therefore the movement and

concentration gradients of Ca2* ions mayplay a substantial role in activation, acting via shear

or directly on NOS, to release NO and activate satellite cells in skeletal muscle.

While not an exhaustive list of possibilities, some of the pathways active in other

tissue systems may ultimately be shown to play a significant role in satellite cell activation.

Together the capacity for one stimulus to recruit more than one satellite cell per fiber into

activation, to recruit an apparently heterogeneous satellite cell population with distinct

courses in time (82), and the tight control of activation and quiescence shown by satellite

cells are suggestive that multiple pathways engage various positive and negative regulatory
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loops in that control. The following experiments were designed to test some of these

possible pathways involved in satellite cell activation.
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METHODS

SINGLE FIBER AND WHOLE MUSCLE ISOLATION

Single fibers were isolated from the flexor digitorum brevis (FDB) ofnormal (C57BL/6) and

mdx mice according to established methods (82;Il2;I44). Fibers were plated in 6-well

FlexCell plates (FlexCell lnternational) which had either a flexible or rigid surface substrate,

pre-coated with 80 pl of VitrogenlOO. After 20 min at 37"C and 5Yo COz,2 ml of basal

growth medium (112) was added to each well and fibers cultured overnight. Whole EDL

muscles were removed from normal animals, cleaned and pinned at each tendon, arranged

radially in flexible or rigid FlexCell plates. Each experiment used abalanced design where

control and stretched fibers (or muscles) were collected from the same animal preparations.

ROLE OF NO AND HGF IN STRETCH-DEACTIVATION

Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU; 0.002%) alone or in conjunction with either L-Arg (500pM), L-

NAME (0.2pglml), HGF (1Ong/ml) or anti-HGF (2pglml) were added the next moming

(time 0 hr) to fiber cultures. Plates were placed in a FlexCell system and stretched for Yzhr

at 4 cycles per minute with 20 kPa of vacuum, maintained until 24 hours and fixed in acid-

alcohol (82).

MEASIIRING ACTIVATION

Activation was measured as DNA slmthesis, visualized by BrdU immunostaining (82), using

anti-BrdU (1 :1000; Sigma) and secondaryHRP-linked anti-mouse antibodies (1 :300; Sigrna)

visualized with diamino-benzidine (DAB, 25 mglml; Sigma). The number ofBrdU-positive
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satellite cells per fiber was counted without knowledge of source, by systematically scanning

the entire area under the coverslip. Myonuclei were not positive.

ROLE OF NOS IN SATELLITE CELL ACTIVATION OF YOLING ANIMALS

Young (l %week old; n:3 (C57) and2 (mdx)) and mature (3 % - 4lzmonfhs old; n:l C57

and mdx) normal and mdx mice were injected with triated thymidine (3H thymidine;

f200¡rl/ml-]) and euthanized under anesthesia after 2 hrs. Hindlimb muscle was collected

from all animals; all muscles were pooled for the young animals, while the right and left

muscles were kept separate for the mature animals. Muscle samples were frozen at -80'C.

DNA was isolated according to (332). Scintillation counts were obtained for all DNA

samples, and total DNA measured according to (332).

GENE EXPRESSION IN QUIESCENT AND ACTIVATED SATELLITE CELLS

Whole muscles isolated from normal and mdx animals were stretched for Yzltr, after which

they were immediately flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. RNA was isolated from whole

muscles according to (312), and mRNA detected by RNAse protection assays (15) or

northern blots as appropriate to the size of the transcript. N: 1 group per treatment.

ALTERNATE PATHWAYS TO ACTiVATION

'Whole 
muscles from normal animals, isolated and pinned in culture as described above, were

treated with one of 6 compounds: Aluminum fluoride (formed from a mixture of [30pM]

AlCl3 and [10mM] NaF, a G-protein activator); Wortmar¡rin ( 10.75¡rM], a G-protein
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inhibitor); Genestein ([5pM], a non-specific ttyrosine kinase inhibitor); Geldanamycin

([0.25pM], a tyrosine kinase inhibitor more specific for c-met); the C** ionophore A23181

([5pM], aC** channel agonist); or Nifedipine (l5pMl; an L-type Ca2* channel inhibitor).

'Whole muscles were then stretched for 1/z hr, removed from the FlexCell system and

incubated with 3H-thymidine 
lZp.llmLl for 24hrs, and then frozen at -80'C. DNA was

isolated according to (332). Scintillation counts were obtained for all DNA samples, and

total DNA measured according to (332) using a Hoescht dye assay on an ELISA plate reader

against a standard curve. N:l muscle per group.
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RESIILTS

ROLE OF NO AND HGF IN STRETCH-DEACTIVATION

Stretching in the presence of L-Arg significantly decreased satellite cell activation on

mdx single fibers (p<0.05; Figure 1). Treatment with anti-HGF alone also decreased

activation of satellite cells on unstretched mdx single fibers (Figure 1). No other treatments

(L-NAME or HGF) were able to influence satellite cell activation, with orwithout stretching.

The amount of stretch was quantified once again to corroborate results published earlier

(282). It was determined that the protocol employed throughout this thesis applies an

elongating stretch, ranging from 7.5- 10% (tendon to tendon, or end-to-end; Table 1) through

a change of 20 kPa applied as a negative pressure to the bottom of a FlexCell plate.

DIFFERENCE IN MUSCLE CELL PROLIFERATION BETWEEN YOLING NORMAL

AND DYSTROPHIC ANIMALS; IN VIVO EXPEzuMENTS

There was no significant difference in muscle cell proliferation between normal and

mdx muscle as assayed using 3H-thymidine uptake into muscle DNA at | % -2 weeks of age

(3123.6 + 630.41CPM/ug total DNA (normal, n:3) vs. 181 1.6 + 453.02 (mdx, n:2); Figure

2). There was also no strain difference (between normal and mdx) in muscle cell

proliferation at 3-4 months of age (3896.2 r 5ß.61 (control) vs. 4501 .9 ! 437 .35 (mdx)) or

between normal muscle cells regardless of the age of normal mice. However, there was a

significant increase (p<0.05) in muscle cell proliferation in older compared to younger mdx

mouse muscle (Figure 2).
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GENE EXPRESSION IN QUIESCENT AND ACTIVATED SATELLITE CELLS

The expression of some ofthe genes involved in responding to satellite cell activation

and quiescence was assessed using whole muscle cultures assayed by northern blotting or

RNAse protection assay; results are summarized in Table 2. Resting levels of c-met

expression were quite low (Figure 3; data published in (111)) in normal muscle extracts,

indicating a general quiescence of satellite cells in this model. Resting levels of c-met were

substantially higher in extracts of mdx muscle under identical conditions.

The levels of c-met expression increased rapidly after only t/zhr of stretching in both

normal andmdxmuscle. Furthennore, the expression of c-metwas NO-dependent, as shown

by experiments with L-NAME. Treatment of normal and mdx muscle cultures with L-

NAME in the absence of stretch induced an increase in c-met expression as shown for

satellite cell activation by L-NAME in fiber culture experiments (Chapter 4). Stretching

muscle cultures in the presence of L-NAME reduced c-met expression. Again, this was

similar to effects of L-NAME on stretched fiber cultures (Chapter 4). By comparison,

mRNA transcripts for myf-5 (Fig. 4A), MyoD (Fig. aB) and myostatin (Fig. 4C) were

slightly reduced by stretching at % hr after the stimulus. This is consistent with previous

reports on the timing of MRF gene expression during activation.

ALTERNATE PATHWAYS TO ACTIVATION

Data suggest a trend toward increased activation after treatment with either a G-

protein activator (AlF) or a G-protein inhibitor (Wortmannin). By comparison, stretching

for k hr in the presence of either compound tended to decrease activation (Figure 5A).
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Treatment with tyrosine kinase inhibitors did not appear to affect satellite cell activation in

whole muscles in the absence of stretch. However, when cyclical stretching was applied to

whole muscle cultures, there was a large increase in satellite cell activation after treatment

with Genistein, and there was a smaller increase observed after Geldanamycin treatment of

muscle cultures (Figure 5B). Both tyrosine kinase inhibitor treatments resulted in fibers in

culture that appeared to have all nuclei incorporating BrdU to a small degree (See inset

Figure5),includingmyonuclei. TreatmentwiththeL-typeC**chan-nelblocker,Nifedipine,

did not change activation in unstretched muscle cultures, while treatment with the Ca2*

ionophore, A23I87 appeared to increase activation. Stretching appeared to have induced an

increase in activation in Nifedipine-treated cultures, and did not appear to change activation

levels in the A23I8l treated muscles (Figure 5C).
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DISCUSSION

The experiments in this chapter were conducted to address the specific aims related

to exploring the possibility of alternate pathways in satellite cell activation and the role of

NO and HGF in mdx satellite cell activation, as well as additional questions raised by the

work presented earlier in this thesis. While not all the experiments provided conclusive

findings, the current results give some insight into the regulation of satellite cell activation

and quiescence by gene expression and by disease.

The observation that anti-HGF treatment resulted in a signif,rcant reduction in

activation of satellite cells on mdx single fibers indicates that HGF-c-met signaling is

maintained in mdx satellite cells. The results also indicated that HGF-c-met signaling is

required for activation on mdxfrbers, regardless of the changes in satellite cell activation

kinetics due to the loss of NOS-1 signaling evident in mdx mouse muscle.

L-Arg treatment decreased satellite cell activation after % hr of stretching. This

experiment indicates that the stretch-deactivation of satellite cells on mdx single fibers

(Chapter 4) is NO dependent. Findings lend support for the notion that we could develop

therapies for DMD that use both NOS manipulation and short-term exercise protocols.

Possible developmental changes in NO-regulated satellite cell activation have not

been fully clarified. Originally, we hypothesized that young mdx animals would show

elevated satellite cell activation even before the initiation of the dystrophic phenotype. This

was thought to be the definitive proof that NO or NOS-I deficiency from fibers (secondary

to dystrophin deficiency) was already contributing to hyperactivate satellite cells even prior

to dystrophy. However, the hypothesis was not supported by the data presented here. There
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was no significant difference between normal and mdx satellite cell activation at a young age,

or at an older age, although there was a significant increase in muscle cell activation in old

compared to young mdx mtscle. While it is possible that small sample sizes and large

variation among animals obscured a difference between young and old mdx muscle cell

proliferation, data suggest that development and regeneration are distinct processes with

different signaling requirements.

During development, satellite cells are constitutively active, as they are required for

large amounts of muscle growth during a relatively short period of time. Therefore, they

would not be expected to withdraw into quiescence, and then exit that state, before entry into

the next cell cycle; they would generally be under continuous stimulation to continue

proliferating. By comparison, once a muscle is fully grown, satellite cells would generally

enter into quiescence, and remain in that state until they are recruited to repair damaged

muscle or support further growth. During regeneration in adult muscle, satellite cells are

recruited from the quiescent state, and the environment around the cells must provide the

proper signals for repair. For this reason the signaling molecules and pathways leading to

activation would not be expected to be identical during growth and regeneration. As such,

the absence of NOS-I during development does not appear to significantly affect the

capacity for muscle growth in mdx muscle, although a) NO is the initial signal for the exit

from quiescence ((35); Chapter 4), and b) NO is a signal for maintaining quiescence (Chapter

4), as satellite cells do not reside in a quiescent state in growing muscle. It is only when

satellite cells are required to exit quiescence, due to damage, or to re-enter quiescence after

repair, that the loss of NOS-1 appears to becomes detrimental, and the dystrophic process
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exacerbated. These ideas could be developed in further investigations

Studies of gene expression in satellite cel1s during quiescence, and the changes after

mechanical stimulation that activates satellite cells, mayhelp to determine the genes involved

in the first stages of satellite cell activation. Although these preliminary data encourage

further gene prof,rling studies, theyprovide initial evidence for corroborating the distribution

studies of satellite cells expressing c-met. Those experiments showed a shift to higher

numbers of c-met* satellite cells per fiber as aresult of stretch in normal single fiber cultures

(Chapter 6). Howev er, mdx single fibers in culture did not show this increase in the number

of satellite cells expressing c-met (Chapter 6). The difference maybe due to the loss of a

stem-like satellite cell population in mdxmuscle(47), proposed to be due to ongoing damage

and depletion of the pïecursor pool for continuous regeneration. By comparison, the level

of c-met expression increased after stretching in studies of whole muscle RNA extracts of

whole muscle from normal and mdx mice (1 1 1). Therefore the levels of c-met expression

by a single satellite cell may increase in both normal and mdx activated satellite cells, while

the number of c-met* activated satellite cells appears to increase with stretch only in normal

fiber and muscle cultures, and not in mdx cultures. These findings were consistent and

highly supportive of the notion that one population of satellite cells is lost from mdxmuscle

fibers. The present experiments also show that c-met acts as a delayed-early gene in skeletal

muscle, as found in whole muscle and isolated single satellite cells in culture (Chapter 6).

Despite numerous reports on myogenic gene expression following satellite cell

activation, the typical response to stretch-activation in satellite cells was not known' Here

we showed that the expression of both myf5 and MyoD decreased slightly after stretch, as
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determined from studies of RNA extracts of whole muscles. This was a surprise, given that

activation in vivo (65;67;I04) increases myf5 and MyoD expression. However, the RNA

was collected after only % hr of stretch in cultures (using the same samples as for the c-met

expression studies), and it is unlikely that myf5 and MyoD would have been upregulated

within %fu of stretch as they are not immediate early genes. Myogenic genes have been

shown previously to upregulate no sooner than 3-6 hours after an activating stimulus (77).

Myostatin levels also did not change significantly after lzhr of stretch. Since satellite cells

may not yet have entered the cell cycle at this time point after stimulation, it would not be

expected that the level of myostatin expression would change substantially. It remains to be

determined how the distribution of satellite cells expressing myf5, MyoD and myostatin

changes after a stretch stimulus, and how the genes that are expressed during the myogenic

differentiation program (myf-5 and MyoD) change in relation to those which are suspected

to play a role in maintaining quiescence (myostatin), over the ftrst 24 hours after an

activating stimulus.

The presence of pathways to satellite cell activation, other than those requiring NO

or HGF, was suggested earlier by observations from muscle regeneration studies in NOS- 1 (-

l) and mdx mice. However, the identity of the altemate pathways has not been elucidated.

In (33) we proposed a variety of pathways that are known to play a role in activation of

cycling in other tissue systems, and whose signaling molecules are present in skeletal muscle.

Here we chose to focus on the G-protein, tyrosine kinase and C** charurel pathways.

The pattern observed for activation with and without stretching after treatment with

a G-protein inhibitor, Vy'ortmannin, is very reminiscent of the activation pattern with L-
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NAME treatment (Chapter 4), suggesting that G-proteins may be acting through a NO-

dependent pathway. Treatment with the G-protein activator, AlF, resulted in an increase in

activation without stretching, and decreased activation during stretch. This pattem resembles

the one observed for single fibers treated with HGF (Chapter 4). The experiment was not

designed to distinguish whether signaling was occurring through NO or was bypassing NO

to signal throughHGF. Both ofthese scenarios are engagedbyG-protein signalingpathways

in other systems (33). Further experiments to examine the effects of NOS inhibition during

treatment with Wortmannin and AlF would distinguish between the 2 scenarios.

Based on the literature that established c-met as a tyrosine kinase receptor, treatment

with tyrosine kinase inhibitors was expected to inhibit activation completely, with or without

stretching. However, this does not appear to be the case, as activation increased with

stretching and after treatment with either a general tyrosine kinase inhibitor, Genistein, or

with a more specific c-met inhibitor, Geldanamycin. These findings are interpreted to be due

to small amounts of DNA synthesis that occur before cells enter into the apoptosis pathway

(333). This hypothesis is supported by experiments on single fibers, which show that the

morphologyof single fibers treated with Genistein appears very abnormal, with diffuse BrdU

staining in every nucleus on the fiber. The observation remains without explanation.

Treatment with the compound A23187 induced an increase in activation without

stretching. This finding is consistent with data on single satellite cells in culture (Tatsumi

andAllen, personal communication). However, stretchingA23l87-exposed cell cultures did

not increase activation over stretched control cultures (untreated). This observation suggests

that Caz* channels can be used to activate satellite cells from quiescence, as in unstretched
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cultures, although stretch-activation is not increased further by additional opening of these

channels. As well, Nifedipine treatment only induced an increase in activation under

conditions of stretch. The reasons for these findings are not clear, although it is possible that

by decreasing the amount of HGF that is released from the extracellular matrix through

stretching, orby Caz* channel opening without stretch, that the c-met receptor is being hyper-

sensitized over this short time frame. From previous results, one might anticipate that adding

HGF to these Nifedipine treated cultures would prevent activation.

While these preliminary observations from experiments on the alternate pathways to

activation were not conclusive, due to a small number of samples and few repeat

experiments, and pose more questions than answers, they hint at the role of other signaling

molecules in satellite cell activation. Conf,rrmation that these alternate pathways may be

present and employed in activating satellite cells in mdx andNOS-1(-/-) muscle (where the

concentration of NO is low) would be def,rnitive proof that early activation signaling can

operate outside or around the NO-HGF pathway that has been demonstrated here to be

operationally required in normal muscle after an activating stimulus. These pathways could

offer new avenues for development of therapies for patients with DMD, and arc

acknowledged to require much more investigation than provided in these preliminary

experiments.
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Tables

TabIe2.Ratioof/,hrstretchedtounstretchedmRNAlev"@

myostatin in normal and mdxEDL. Animal strain and treatment are listed in brackets.

Unstretched Length Stretched Length

Whole muscle

Table 1. Changes in length due to 20 kpa uppli.d p*r*r"

Gene Ratio (Stretch/Unstretch; O.D./ ug RNA loaded)

c-met (C57) 2.17

c-mer (c57 + L-NAME) 0.42

c-met (mdx) 1.4

c-met (mdx + L-NAME) 0.62

myfs (Cs7) 0.81

MyoD (Cs7) 0.67

myostatin (C57) 0.95
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Figure 1. The role of No and HGF in mdx satellite cell activation

Fibers were stretched for %hr inthe presence of BrdU and one of L-NAME, L-Arg, HGF

or anti-HGF. Treatment with a NOS inhibitor (L-NAME) or a NOS substrate (L-Arg) had

no effect under unstretched conditions, suggesting that NOS is unable to impact activation

without a mechanical stimulation. This is supported by the observation that L-Arg treatment

decreases activation under cyclical stretching. Treatment of HGF in the presence of stretch

did not change activation levels, contrary to what is observed in normal fiber cultures.

Treatment with anti-HGF resulted in decreased activation without stretch, suggesting that the

HGF-c-met signaling cascade is present and workingin mdx satellite cells. * indicates a

si gnificant difference fr om unstretched untreated controls.
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Figure 2. Satetlite cell activation in young and mature normal and mdx animals

Young (Iy, -2 wks) and mature (3% - 4yz months) animals were injected with 3H and

hindlimb muscle harvested for analysis of resting DNA synthesis. A significant difference

was observed between young and mature mdx animals (p<0.05), suggesting that the growth

process is distinct from the regeneration process, and that the loss of NOS-I¡r is only

detrimental when satellite cells are required to enter into and exit from quiescence. N:2-3

samples per group from one experiment.
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Figure 3. C-met expression in normal animal and dystrophic muscle (taken from (111))

EDLs were isolated and pinned, after which they were either stretched or not in the presence

or absence of L-NAME. RNA was isolated from muscles immediately after the 30-min

treatment period, and the relative expression of c-met was quantified by RNAse protection

assay. C-met gene expression was higher inmdxmtscle compared to normal muscle. C-met

expression increased with stretch or with L-NAME treatment in both tlpes of muscle' C-met

levels were reduced by stretching in the presence of L-NAME, indicatingthat the stretch-

induced increase in c-met expression was NO-dependent.
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Figure 4. Whole muscle gene expression in normal animals

EDL's were isolated and pinned, after which they were stretched for Yz hr and then

immediately flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. RNA was extracted according to (312) and

mRNA was detected by Northern blotting. N:l sample per group'

Expression of 2 myogenic genes myf5 (4.) and MyoD (8.) decreased after %hr of

stretch. It is not expected that expression would increase after /r. hr, as neither gene is an

immediate early gene. The response over time after stretch still needs to be determined.

Expression of the potential quiescence factor myostatin was reduced slightly aftet Yz

hr of stretching (C.). Further decreases would be anticipated to occur over time after the

stretch stimulus, however these experiments have not been completed'
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Figure 5. Alternate pathways to satellite cell activation

Whole EDL cultures were either untreated (controls) or treated with one of 6 treatments: AlF,

Wortmannin, Genistein, Geldanamycin, 4231887 or Nifedipine. Muscle cultures were then

stretched or not and then treated with 3H thymidine and cultured for 24 hrs. Muscles were

frozen, and then DNA isolated for scintitllation counts and total DNA counts. Results are

plotted as CPM/ug of DNA. Treatment with either AIF or Wortmannin (4.) increases

activation without stretching, and decreases activation with stretching compared to

unstretched values. Genistein and Geldanamycin treatment do not appear to influence

activation without stimluation (8.). lncreased activation with stretching, especially with

Genistein treated muscles, may be due to initiation of apoptosis, which would explain the

presence of "crazt'' fibers (inset, i.). The Caz* ionophore A23t87 increases activation

without stretch, while the L-type Ca2* blocker, Nifedipine, increased activation with

stretching (C.). N:l muscle per treatment, all from 1 experiment.





Chapter 8.
Discussion



The results presented in this thesis will be discussed as follows. First a general overview of

the data will be presented, followed by an evaluation of the weaknesses and strengths of the

work. The results will then be discussed in the context of already published literature, and

the implications of the research will be outlined. Finally, future directions for this research

will be discussed.

1. Generøl Summøry

The work presented in this thesis was undertaken to determine the roles of NO and

HGF in the activation of skeletal muscle satellite cells. The single f,iber model was chosen

for its abitity to mimic in vivo conditions by maintaining satellite cells in their characteristic

anatomic position in a quiescent state. 'We also developed a whole muscle culture model

(33), which is one step closer to in vivo conditions in order to study RNA expression in the

context of the whole tissue.

Chapter 2 experiments addressed the need for a model through which we would be

able to examine the relative roles ofNO and HGF in satellite cell activation under conditions

that could be considered physiological. ln other words, a model that was able to activate

satellite cells without exogenous treatment. Mechanical stimulation is known to activate

satellite cells (see Chapter 1 Section 5.3.), but prior to these experiments it was not known

whether stretch could activate satellite cells on single fibers, or what duration of stretch was

required for satellite cell activation. Using the FlexCell system we were able to show that

satellite cells on single fibers are activate dby Yzhr and 2 hrs of stretching. We hypothesized
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result in sufficient upregulation of other NOS isoforms to compensate for the altered balance

between activation and quiescence in those muscles, and that the complete absence of NOS- 1

is in fact better for muscle satellite cells than low levels of NOS-1. Time course data also

suggested that there is a population of satellite cells that is absent from mdx single fibers, in

agreement with the previous literature (47).

Chapter 5 is the f,rrst report of the visualization of an NO release sequence produced

by stretching skeletal muscle. Experiments were designed to observe differences between

normal and dystrophic satellite cell cultures. Results indicated that there are 3 aspects of NO

production that are aberrant in dystrophic (mdx) satellite cells after stretching: the amount

of NO produced, the regulation of the enzyme activity over time in releasing NO after

stretch, and the character of the pulsatile delivery of NO in the sarcoplasm.

ln Chapter 6, experiments were designed to re-examine the expression profile of c-

met during activation. Data from our laboratory showed that c-met expression increased

after Yz hr of stretch in normal and mdx whole muscle cultures (111). This, along with

evidence for multiple satellite cell populations on single muscle fibers (reviewed in (33) and

interpreted from the published and submitted reports from this thesis work (82), led us to

believe that c-met was not expressed uniformly and homogeneously in all satellite cells under

quiescent conditions. For this reason, studies ofthe distribution of c-met-expressing satellite

cells on normal and mdx single fibers were undertaken to see if the distribution of c-met

expressing cells changed with stretch. Here we showed that the number of cells that express

c-met on normal single f,rbers increased with stretching, while it did not change on mdx

single frbers. ln view of the previous report (11 1) that c-met is upregulated by stretching in
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both normal and mdx muscle tissue, these data are interpreted to mean that the level of c-met

expression per satellite cell increases during activation in both normal and mdx muscle

during stretching, and also that the number of c-met-expressing cells increases in normal

muscle during stretching. Results of experiments in which muscles were exposed to

cycloheximide (with and without stretching) also indicated that the increase in c-met

expression after Yz hr of stretch was due to c-met acting as a delayed-early gene in skeletal

muscle satellite cells.

Finally, in Chapter 7, results from experiments on young and older mdx animals

showed that the role of NOS in development was different than its role in regeneration.

Results from studies onmdx mouse single muscle fibers in culture suggested that the level

of physical activity in an individual with muscular dystrophy should be considered when

designing drug therapies for dystrophy. Here, L-Arg was effective in reducing satellite cell

activation when single fibers were stretched, but this result was not found in fibers that were

left unstretched. Anti-HGF on the other hand, was able to reduce activation under

unstretched conditions as anticipated from the literature, and did not affect activation when

fibers are stretched. Alternate pathways to activation are likely to exist, based on evidence

of relatively normal regeneration in NOS-i (-/-) animals, however experiments presented in

Chapter 7 were not significant, likely due to the experimental design.

2. Limitations snd strengths

2.1. Limitations
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One limitation of the studies presented here is that measurements of BrdU and 3H-

thlrrnidine incorporation are not measures of activationper se, but rather of DNA synthesis

subsequent to satellite cell entry into G1, and prior to cell proliferation. If only some of the

satellite cells that are activated in an experiment actually enter into S phase during the period

of incubation (on fibers or muscles in culture), then the method will miss some of the

sateilite cells that are indeed being activated and which exit G0. To address this issue, it

would be essential, although technically more difficult, to use an earlier marker of activation,

such as increases in c-met expression (RNA or protein) or co-localization of HGF with c-

met. However, given the requirement to process a very large number of experiments and

culture plates for activation, and the perspective that entry to S-phase is indeed activation to

cycling (with a very long Gl phase required to push satellite cells resistant to activation

outside the 24 hour period of exposure to the labelling nucleotides), we conclude that the

BrdU and 3H-thymidine incorporations are useful as data that represents most of the satellite

cells that are aclivated during the culture period.

Another issue that arose from these experiments is that an increase in c-met mRNA

production may not be indicative (or rigorously correlated) of an increase in the level of

activation in satellite cells, despite the previous reports that c-met mRNA levels are

correlated with c-met protein levels in glioblastoma cells (83). A more definitive measure

of c-met activity would be to measure c-met receptor phosphorylation in these experiments,

and relate changes in phosphorylation to changes in activation or satellite cell activity. If

phosphorylation was observed to increase and that increase was correlated with increases in

c-met mRNA in skeletal muscle, one could state more definitivelythat c-met-HGF sigraling
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was directly involved in the observed increase in satellite cell activation.

Finally, alternate pathways to activation are very likely to exist, given that the

activation response is critical to growth as well as regeneration. However, here, the results

of the experiments on alternate signaling pathways that involved studies of G-proteins,

tyrosine kinases and Caz* channels were not reproducible. It is possible that the experimental

design used in this thesis was not rigorous or specific enough to identify these pathways

clearly. For example, although we confirmed that BrdU was able to diffuse into the core of

an FDB muscle belly in culture conditions, tH-thymidine may diffuse less easily and

therefore the labelling of new DNA synthesis would have missed a significant (and

unknown) proportion of the satellite cells that couldhavebeen activatedbythe stimuli under

examination. Additionally, although the concentrations or the inhibitors or stimulators used

to study signaling pathways were tailored to fiber and muscle cultures from the literature

reports in tissue culture experiments, the levels may not have been effective in changing the

activation of satellite cells by the assay that was employed. In the future, earlier markers of

activation such as c-met phosphorylation, activation of c-fos, c-jun or PKC, measurements

of adenylate cyclase pathwaybyproducts, and other immediate/early genetic andbiochemical

events maybe more effective in assessing the potential cascade from quiescence to activation

through pathways other that the NO-HGF cascasde. It is also conceivable in normal muscle

that it is not possible to identify alternate pathways whenNO and HGF are readily available

in the muscles. It would therefore be important to try inducing the use of alternate pathways

in the presence of L-NAME and/or anti-HGF in normal muscle, or by testing for those

pathways in ntilx or NOS- 1(-/-) muscles instead, especially since the latter two strains show
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regeneration of muscle tissue after an injury (and in muscular dystrophy) despite the

downregulation or absence of NOS-I. This may clarify the understanding of the role and

impact of G-protein, tyrosine kinase and ion channel signaling pathways on satellite cell

activation.

2.2 Strengths

The major strength of the work presented within this thesis is the new information

regarding the control of satellite cell activation and quiescence. We have been able to identify

abimodal response of satellite cells to passive stretch, and that this activation occurs through

a NO and/or HGF-dependent AND independent pathways. We have also shown that NO is

involved in the regulation of both quiescence and activation, and that NO is released in real

time in a pulsatile manner from myotubes. This new information will be important for the

future development of therapies and for ongoing basic science investigations into satellite

cell activation and muscle regeneration.

The major technical strength of the body of research presented in this thesis was our

ability to maintain satellite cells in a quiescent state after the isolation of single fibers. This

single feature, initially only a methodological novelty in comparison to other literature on

single fibers, allowed us to examine the regulation of very early stages in activation. It also

revealed subtle and previously unidentified changes in activation (i.e. the significant increase

in activation after lzkr of stretch) and gene expression (the change in the distribution of c-

met* satellite cells on normal single fibers) due to stimulation. The impact of these
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observations is significant, given that it is paramount in experimental biology to have a

control condition that is stable and changed only by the interventions that are designed into

the experiments. Other indices of activation other than BrdU incorporation, such as

immunostaining for the expression of a muscle regulatory gene such as myf5 or proliferating

cell nuclear antigen, would also reveal activation from a prior stimulus. V/hile they may

provide a read-out of activation that is temporally closer to a"real-time" measure, their use

prevents conhrmation of stable quiescence over at least one cell cycle, as is possible for

cultures exposed to BrdU, and interpretation of such observations may be subject to various

definitions of the quiescent state (55;92). Experiments using BrdU incorporation into DNA

of satellite cells on fibers in culture over 24 hours were therefore sensitive to changes in

cycling behaviour due to earlier activation, and were established as specific to the

interventions under examination.

Another maj or strength of this study was the model that we developed to examine the

signaling cascades involved in satellite cell activation. The single fiber model mimics in vivo

conditions to a greater extent than the isolated satellite cell model, without most of the non-

muscle influences seen in vivo. The use of passive mechanical stretch that is within the

physiological range (approximat ely lT%)to activate satellite cells in a manner representative

of exercise, allowed greater confidence for the conclusion that NO and HGF are involved in

satellite cell activationinvivounder conditions that anormal skeletal muscle wouldtypically

experience.

3. Stretclt-øctivcttion of satellite cells on single iìbers
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Early in the time course experiments, we proposed that after a certain duration of

stretch satellite cells on single fibers would activate, and that the level of activation would

remain elevated for any period after that initial activating stimulus. Surprisingly, this idea

was not supported by the observations. Results demonstrated that any duration of stretch

other than Yrhr or 2 hr (out to 3 hrs) was followed by a return to activation levels seen in

unstretched controls (82). There are 3 possible explanations for this increase and subsequent

decrease in satellite cell activation.

The f,rrst is that satellite cells maybe migrating away from the fiber between %hr and

t hr (and 2 and.3 hrs) of stretch. Since we counted only those satellite cells that were

attached to single fibers in the analysis, it is possible that counting missed assessing a

population of cells that was no longer attached to fibers. However, there were very few

single cells located on the plates rather than on fibers (in comparison to those reported by

Pilipowicz and Anderson (1 12) inthe initial report from this laboratory), and that number

did not appear to change over any time point (V/ozniak and Anderson, unpublished data).

For this reason, we do not believe that satellite cell migration off of fibers can explain the

change in activation seen after 1-11/z and 3 hrs of stretch.

One alternate explanation is that activation is not an all-or-nothing process. It is

possible that satellite cells were activated at t hr of stretch, and that the expression of

signaling molecules required for the transition of satellite cells from G1 into S phase was not

optimal or sufficient to maintain the process leading to activation and cycling, such that

satellite cells were not able to incorporate BrdU, as they did not enter into S-phase. ln other

words, cells were not "allowed" past the "check-point" between Gl and S phase. These
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check-points are controlled by the binding of cyclins and cdks (25). If the cyclin and cdk for

a specif,rc checkpoint do not bind, or if binding is abnormal, cells are not able to move from

one phase to another, and are in effect halted in one phase (25). Since BrdU is only

incorporated into cells that have entered into S phase and initiated DNA synthesis, it is not

possible to resolve the time points between withdrawal from G0 (quiescence) and entry into

S phase. Thus the experiments can only conclude that the cells did not begin DNA synthesis.

This idea could be tested in an experiment that assessed both BrdU incorporation, as well as

much earlier markers of cell cycle progression, such as cdk and cyclin levels. If the levels

of BrdU incorporation did not correlate with changes observed in cyclin and cdk levels, we

could conclude that while cells were exiting from quiescence and entering into G1, they were

not able to enter in S phase of the cell cycle. While this is a technicaliy interesting question,

the fact remains that only those cells that enter into S phase are those that contribute to new

muscle fiber formation, and are arguably the only cells that need to be considered in the

context of the experiments presented within this thesis.

The final explanation is that there is more than one satellite cell population present

on fibers in normal muscle, and that each population has distinctive activation characteristics,

including a typical threshold duration of stretching required to produce activation. This

possibility has quite extensive support within the literature, where it has been suggested by

many investigators that there is a population of cells on single muscle fibers that are more

committed to the myogenic lineage, and another one (or more) that are more stem-like in

nature (see Chapter 1 Section 3.2,3.3). The time course data from mdx andNOS-1(-/-) fiber

culture experiments also suggests that there are multiple populations of satellite cells, and
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that one population of these satellite cells is absent on mdx fibers, possibly having been

completely exhausted by the ongoing need to regenerate muscle following dystrophic injury.

NOS- 1 (-/-) fibers show satellite cell deactivation after Yzhr of stretch, and that persisted until

I %hr of stretching, prior to a secondreduction at 3 hrs of stretching. These 2'dips'in

activation are reminiscent of the 2 peaks of activation in normal f,rber cultures, albeit slightly

delayed by comparison to the normal muscle fiber time course experiments. The mdx {tber

cultures however only show stretch-deactivation aft.er Yz hr of stretch.

Due to the support within the literature, the time course experiments, and other results

presented in this thesis (differential activation requirements forthe first and second activation

peaks, and changes in c-met expression with stretch), this third explanation appears to be the

most likely reason for the 2 peaks of activation seen in the stretch-activation time course.

The presence of only one population of satellite cells on mdx single fibers could

indicate that one population was lost early in the dystrophic process, possibly due to the

heavy demand for new muscle cells during the initial degeneration-regeneration cycles. It

would be interesting to determine the time course of disappearance, since this would aid in

determining when therapeutic treatments to decrease satellite cell activation, and perhaps

rescue that satellite cell population, would be most effective in restoring the normal threshold

for activation. ln order to conduct such an experiment, it would first be necessary to

determine whether the 2 populations of satellite cells are even present on dystrophic muscle

fibers before the onset of the dystrophic process in mdx mice (before 5-6 weeks of age). It

is quite possible that this population never exists in post-natal mdx dystrophic muscle, since

the dystrophin mutation may affect cell migration or satellite cell specification in some
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manner that relates to the formation of new fibers during development . If two populations

are indeed present on post-natal muscle fibers prior to the onset of degeneration in muscular

dystrophy, it may be possible to identify the second population using time course stretch

experiments, by specifying the experimental design such that observations will teveal2

decreases in satellite cell activation during stretching. At the same time, it would be useful

to use c-met to mark the two populations, or changes in the populations, with and without

stretch, since the expression of the c-met receptor appears to identify multiple distinct

populations in normal muscle (see Section 7. below). It would also be very useful to include

staining for pax7 protein, since that gene specifies satellite cells, and should identify the

satellite cells that may not express c-met at the time of isolation.

4. The role of NO in activøtíon ønd quiescence

The dependence of satellite cell activation on NO release was elucidated using

experiments onnoffnal,mdxandNOs-1(-/-) frbercultures. Normal single fibersweretreated

with the NOS inhibitor L-NAME and either stretched or not for'/rhr and 2 hrs. The time

course of the activation response in mdx and NOS-1(J-) single fiber cultures was used as a

means to examine how satellite cells respond to stretch when NOS-1 is either low or absent'

While treatment of the cultures of mdx single fibers with a NOS inhibitor would have

abrogated NOS activity, and would have served as a general confirmation of NO-

dependence, we chose to use cultures ofNOS-1(-/-) fibers for this comparison. The rationale

for this selection was that Nos- 1 downregulation in mdx muscle is not fully understood and
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may involve variable upregulation ofNOS-2 and/or NOS-3 in all or some sub-set of muscles

and fibers. For this reason, satellite cells on NOS- 1 (-/-) fibers served as a "genetic negative-

control" condition for comparison to satellite cells on normal single fibers that were

examined during the non-specific NOS inhibition with L-NAME.

Together the results ofthe experiments on inhibition of activation using noÍmal single

fibers treated with L-NAME, along with the results of the time course studies on mdx and

NOS-l(-/-) fiber cultures show that both satellite cell quiescence and activation are NO

dependent. Stretching normal single fiber cultures for Yrhr or 2 hrs in the presence of L-

NAME resulted in decreased activation compared to untreated, stretched controls. These

dataare interpreted to mean that normal stretch-activation is NO-dependent. The high levels

of activation observed in unstretched mdx and NOS-1(-/-) cultures, and in unstretched L-

NAME treated normal fiber cultures, supports the notion that NO is required for satellite cell

quiescence. The observation that the level of activation was decreased with stretching in

bolhmdx andNOS-1(-/-) fibers, suggests the possibilitythatNO production is increased due

to upregulation ofNOS during stretch (291), and that NOS manipulation in conjunction with

mechanical stimulation could regain a degree of control over satellite cell hyperactivation.

However, we have not experimentally confirmed that the decrease in activation was NO-

dependent. It is known that activated satellite cells in mdxmuscle express NOS-1¡"r despite

the downregulation of NOS-1 in the mdx muscle fibers, and activated NOS-1(-/-) satellite

cells have an as yet unidentified NOS activity (15). However, since NOS-1(-/-) fibers do not

have any NOS-I, the NOS activity that is observed by enzyme histochemistry would have

to be taken over by compensatory activity by one of the other NOS isoforms, likely NOS-3.
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lnterestingly, experiments using NOS-1(-/-) single fibers have revealed that upregulation of

other NOS isoforms likely occurs in NOS-1(J-) satellite cells, not in mdx satellite cells,

although the original rationale for using NOS-1(-/-) fibers in these experiments was to

control for this possibility in mdx satellite cells.

NO release from normal satellite cells in culture during stretch was visualized using

the fluorescent compound DAF. This was the first direct evidence that NO is released due

to stretching, and provided insight into the exquisite control over NOS activity over the

relatively short time frame of 60 seconds following stretch. Experiments with mdx satellite

cells in culture indicate that NO release was generally stable, albeit much reduced, compared

to normal muscle in culture, and slightly increased during the period of time after stretching,

as visualized by DAF (see Chapter 5 Figure 3B). This was a different response than that

observed for cultures of normal satellite cells and myotubes after stretching, where there is

an initial increase in NO and a subsequent decrease over time after stretch (see Chapter 5

Figure 3B). We postulate in Chapter 5 that the dysregulation of the ervpe over time after

stretch may be partially responsible for satellite cell hyperactivity in mdx muscle. However,

an alternate explanation would be that this response by mdx satellite cells of a sustained

increase of NO release after stretching could actually counteract, at least in part, the

hyperactivation of the satellite cells and help to restore or regain the normal regulation of

activation by increasing NO concentrations. Perhaps this is a backup mechanism established

by skeletal muscle, that partly compensates for the hyperactivity of satellite cells in the

dystrophic process. If this is the case, this process would help to account for decreases in

satellite cell activation with stretch inmdxsingle fiber cultures, due to sustained levels ofNO
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which could aid in returning satellite cells to the more quiescent state observed after %ht of

stretch. Experiments on activation and inhibition of satellite cells on mdx single fibers (like

those described above for normal fiber cultures) indicate that the control of satellite cell

activation can be restored to more "normal" levels by increasing NO levels in the context of

mechanical stimulation, since stretching in the presence of L-Arg is able to decrease

activation si gnificantly.

On a purely speculative note, it would be interesting to determine whether activated

satellite cells in DMD patients express NOS-1¡r. Since the expression of NOS-1p in

activated satellite cells of mdx muscle is a putative target of treatment to restore the

regulation of satellite cell activation and quiescence and does help promote the effectiveness

of muscle regeneration from dystrophic damage, it could be hypothesized that NOS-1p is

absent from DMD satellite cells. If this were the case, it may partly account for the lesser

severity of dystrophy in mdx animals compared to human DMD, especially during initial

stages ofthe disease.

It is important to note that the increased activation that was observed in muscle from

zdx and NOS- 1 (-/-) animais is not definitive evidence that the loss of NOS- I p is responsible

for hyperactivation of satellite cells. However, taken together with the results from

experiments where NOS inhibition with L-NAME caused an increase in satellite cell

activation on unstretched normal fibers, the observations are highly suggestive of this

possibility. To test this hypothesis specifically, it would be necessary to disrupt NOS-1¡t

from the sarcolemma of normal muscle fibers and see whether that induces hyperactivation

under the conditions which normally support satellite cell quiescence. While the studies of
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NOS and HGF inhibition in Chapter 4 have partly addressed this hypothesis, inhibitors are

not specific and may not completely block the activity of the ervyme in question. Therefore,

future studies on this subject should employ RNAi, transfection with a dominant-negative

sequence, site-directed mutagenesis experiments or other comparable molecular biology

techniques to test the hypothesis.

Taken together, these data led us to propose a hlpothetical NO dose-response curve,

whichpresents amodel of satellite cell activation as a function ofNO concentration (Chapter

4). The model suggests that a particular concentration of NO, which still has to be

determined, maintains satellite cells as quiescent. At concentrations either higher or lower

than this set point, activation increases. This model attempts to account for all of the

experimental findings presented in this thesis. Validation of the model would require

experiments to be repeated such that real-time levels ofNO could be measured (such as using

NO-entrapment methods and electrospin resonance spectroscopy techniques) and related

directly to the levels of activation observed in the same muscles or fibers.

The results of this research suggest that NOS-1pr in muscle fibers has a dual role in

satellite cell activation, namely to maintain quiescence under normal conditions, and activate

satellite cells after stimulation. We originally hypothesized that if satellite cells were

observed to be hyperactivated in mdx mouse muscle before the onset of dystrophic damage

(as they are during the dystrophic process), there would be evidence that NO release from

fibers was an absolute requirement for maintaining satellite cell quiescence. This evidence

would effectively suggest that hyperactivation was due to NOS- 1 ¡r deficiency rather than the

dystrophic processes extant in the muscle tissues. However, as presented in Chapter 7, this
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hyperactivation was not observed in young mdx animals during growth and development

prior to 3 weeks-of-age, which is the onset period of dystrophy in the limb muscles. The

subsequent reconsideration of the nature of the growth and regeneration processes has led

us to formulate a new hypothesis that pathological hyperactivation of satellite cells will only

be observed in mature muscles, since those muscles require satellite cells to be responsive

to stimuli and therefore able to enter into or exit quiescence, both of which require NO

(Chapter 4). By comparison, during the period of active growth in young animals, satellite

cells display repetitive normal cycling and the cells do not transition from G0 to Gl or Gl

to G0, and therefore are not subject to changes in the level of NOS-1p expression or activity.

Experiments to test this notion include a more detailed study of satellite cell activation in

dystrophic muscle over varying ages. ln order to definitively say that the loss of NOS-1¡r

does not negatively affect muscle growth during development, the level of satellite cell

activation in both normal and mdx muscle would need to be measured over time, especially

during the ages of 2-3 weeks, as the dystrophic process is initiated during the 3'd week. If

NOS-1p is only absolutely required after satellite cells have become quiescent precursors,

we would expect to see similar levels of activation in normal and mdx muscle before the

onset of the dystrophic process. After the disease onset, satellite cell activation in mdx

muscle should increase, due to increased demand fornew muscle fibers, as well the inability

of satellite cells to enter into a quiescent state due to the lack of NOS-1p. ln normal muscle

we would expect to see a decrease in satellite cell activation as growth is completed and

satellite cells withdraw from the cell cycle and take up their resident position on single fibers.

Overall, results presented in this thesis begin to paint a picture of the regulation of
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satellite cell activation that is far from simple. The specific requirements for NOS activity

and appropriate localization in fibers, and NO concentration and pulsatile release in

regulating normal satellite cell activation and quiescence all appear to be critical, starting

from the time when satellite cells are first established in their position as quiescent

precursors. Compared to NOS-I in fibers, the changes in the regulation of NOS-I activity

and NO production in satellite cells of dystrophic muscle may actually aid in controlling

satellite cell activation to some degree. The pafüal attenuation of hyperactivation might

partly offset the otherwise continuous cycling of satellite cells that rapidly leads to

senescence. There also appear to be changes in the expression of other NOS isoforrns as a

response to the presence or absence of NOS-1; complete loss of NOS-1 appears to increase

the ability to control hyperactivation of satellite cells, and could explain why the absence of

NOS-1 is less detrimental to skeletal muscle than a downregulation ofNOS-l from fibers in

dystrophic muscle. This may suggest that the alternate isoforms O{OS-2 and NOS-3) are

subject to upregulation only when NOS-1 is completely absent or inactive. This is a testable

hypothesis. Finally, the nature of NO in regulating both the quiescence and activation of

satellite cells, which we propose is related to concentration gradients and the mechanisms

and character of NO delivery, points to the existence of multiple checks and balances in

normal muscle which combine to regulate, and finely tune, an extremely important process.

5. HGF ønd satellite cell activøtion

The role of HGF in satellite cell activation was examined using experiments in which
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single fibers were exposed to exogenous HGF. In the absence of stretching, treatment with

HGF resulted in high levels of activation (Chapter 4), as previously described (lI2).

Surprisingly, parallel experiments in which fibers were stretched for either Yzktr or 2 hrs in

the presence of HGF resulted in levels of activation that were significantly below values

observed for untreated fiber cultures that were stretched. We proposed that this may be due

to desensitization of the c-met receptor during exposure to stretching in the presence of

additional HGF, each of which would be expected to upregulate activation and c-met

receptor expression. This may result from the stretch-induced release of HGF from the

extracellular matrix, shown by work from Tatsumi et al. (141). The dose response curve

showing activation as a function of HGF concentration, and differences in that function with

or without stretch, supports this hypothesis. The concentrations of HGF ranged from 0-30

nglml and showed increased activation with increasing concentrations in unstretched fiber

cultures. Stretching in the presence of HGF, however, decreased activation with increasing

HGF concentrations, suggesting c-met desensitization when stretching in the presence of

high enough concentrations of HGF (Chapter 4). Studies done in stretched isolated satellite

cells cultures also show desensitization, although athigherconcentrations (Tatsumi, personal

communication). These results indicate that HGF is involved in normal stretch-activation

of satellite cells on single fibers, and that high concentrations of HGF can overwhelm the c-

met receptor and desensitize it.

The results presented in this thesis show that both NO and HGF play a role in stretch-

activation of normal satellite cells on fibers. One may reasonably ask whether the two signals

are independent (parallel), or if they interact in the cascade of events leading to activation
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(i.e., NO preceding HGF), as is the case for stretched satellite cells in culture (141).

Experiments were designed to examine this question by affecting both signals together,

through inhibition of NOS (with L-NAME) at the same time as exogenous HGF was added

to the medium. From the experiments showing that activation increased in unstretched

cultures treated with either L-NAME or HGF alone, we expected that a combined treatment

with L-NAME and HGF together would also stimulate increased activation in unstretched

cultures. This did not occur. As well, stretching for Yz hr did not affect activation in the

presence of the combined treatment with L-NAME and HGF (compared to unstretched,

untreated control cultures). However, after 2 hrs of stretch during the combined treatment,

activation was increased over untreated stretched cultures, suggesting that the exogenous

HGF was able to overcome NOS inhibition in the presence of a prolonged stretch stimulus.

These results are interpreted to support the notion of two populations of satellite cells, one

of which responds to shorter periods of mechanical stretching, while the other responds only

after longer periods of stretching. This is consistent with the original and highly reproducible

observation of 2 peaks of activation in the stretch-activation time course (Chapter 2).

Together these findings suggest that activation of satellite cells by %lu of stretching has an

absolute requirement for NO signaling, and that when fibers are stretched for longer periods

(e.g.,2 hrs under the current experimental conditions), the requirement for NO is lost if there

is signif,rcant amounts of HGF available to bind c-met and activate satellite cells. These

"inhibition experiments" were therefore valuable in providing clues to the normal signaling

cascade in satellite cell activation.

Parallel inhibition experiments using mdx fiber cultures confirmed that HGF-c-met
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signaling is also involved in activation on dystrophic muscle fibers, as treatment with anti-

HGF was able to decrease activation in unstretch ed mdx f,rber cultures. However the kinetics

of activation are not normal for mdx satellite cells. ln the absence of stretch, treatment with

anti-HGF produced a significant decrease in satellite cell activation (Chapter 7), and this

blocking effect is interpreted to indicate that the already highly activated satellite cells were

activated through an HGF-c-met pathway. While the character of the dose-response to HGF

by satellite cells on dystrophic fibers is not known, the observed changes inmdx satellite cell

activation with increased NO (with L-Arg treatment) or with HGF manipulation in mdx

single fiber cultures each suggest that the same two signaling pathways are at work, albeit

with different regulation properties due to the loss of NOS-1p from dystrophic muscle.

When considering the potential real-world application of these findings, one major

theme stands out. There are potential treatments that would decrease satellite cell activation

inmclx animals, and potentially DMD patients, and they could be designed for 'titration', or

tailored use based on the level ofphysical activity in an individual. Since NOS manipulation

affects activation over the shorter periods of mechanical stretching activity, it seems possible

that drugs designed to increase NOS, or NO concentration at the satellite cell could be used

during daily activity. However, NOS manipulation did not appear to impact satellite cell

activation on mdx fibers in the absence of stretch, and might be predicted to have little

benef,rt for inactive muscle or subjects. By comparison, during these times of inactivity, one

could speculate that it might be benef,rcial to inhibit the HGF-c-met signaling pathway (as

seen here with anti-HGF). These ideas remain to be tested in mdx mice in vivo'
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6. Other øctivatiott pathways

While the manipulation of NOS and HGF maybe able to regulate or modifli the level

or time course of satellite cell activation in dystrophic muscle, it is very likely that there are

additional pathways for satellite cell activation, since NO levels are low and skeletal muscle

in dystrophic mice, and dystrophic muscles do demonstrate remarkably effective regeneration

in young and adult animals (reviewed in (33)). Although numerous experiments were

conducted, the results showed no significant effects of studies that attempted to interfere with

the putative process of activation through alternative pathways in normal muscle. Howevet,

there were some interesting trends in the data. G-proteins appear to be working by

influencing NOS, based on the observed changes in activation with'Wortmannin treatment

(Chapter 7 Figure 5A); by comparison, the pattern of findings with and without stretch

during Vy'ortmannin exposure appearto mimic thepatternobservedwithL-NAME treatment

(Chapter 4 Figure 1). Therefore it is possible that, in the absence of NOS-I¡r, activation of

G-proteins may have some influence on satellite cell activation. This influence may be

'delivered' through amechanism dependent onHGF, since G-proteins can activate adenylate

cyclase pathways without influencing NOS activity in other tissues such as human skin (320)

and fetal lung cells ((320) and reviewed in (321)). [n experiments on tyrosine kinase

inhibitors, data suggest that kinase activity is important for fiber survival (Chapter 7).

Therefore, inhibition of tyrosine kinase activity may be directing nuclei toward apoptosis,

which may account for the observation of a diffuse BrdU staining in all of the nuclei in a

single fiber, indicative of small amounts of DNA synthesis during entry into apoptosis
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(Chapter 7, Figure 5 inset; (333)). In experiments with the C** ionophore, in this case

A23lB7 ,the treatment resulted in an increase in activation in conditions where satellite cells

are normally quiescent. This is not a surprising result, since NOS-Ip activity is closely

regulated by C*. concentrations (see Chapter 1, Section 1.1.2.). Finally, the finding that

Nifedipine treatment during stretching tended to increase sateilite cell activation may due to

hypersensitizationof c-met, due to decreases in the release of HGF due to stretching.

It is important to keep in mind that these experiments were conducted using normal

muscles, and that there are no data to suggest whether such alternative pathways exist or are

used in normal muscle. ]¡ fact, it is possible that substantial 'altemate pathways' will be

revealed only in experiments on fibers where there is little, to no, possibility of signaling

through NO. For this reason, future experiments should include a repeat study where normal

muscles are treated with L-NAME and/or anti-HGF to re-examine the possibility of

alternative pathways for activation. Additional experiments on the signaling pathways

should also be conducted u singmdxand NOS- 1 (J-) muscles, as in those systems, results may

indicate more clearly whether such alternate pathways are actually functioning in conditions

where a decrease (or complete absence) of NOS-1¡r signaling occurs naturally within the

muscle.

7. C-met: ø marker of øll sstellite cells?

The activity of the c-met receptor appeals to play a pivotal role in satellite cell
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activation. This tyrosine kinase receptor for HGF is intimately linked with signaling

pathways that promote migration, cell survival and proliferation in other tissues (334). in

fact, in tumours, over-expression of c-met, which is a proto-oncogene, has been linked to

high probability of metastasis, increased tumour aggressiveness and a decreased clinical

prognosis (335). C-met also plays an important role in development of muscle and other

tissues, as demonstrated by the embryonic lethality of a c-met knockout in mice. Based on

an earlier report that c-met was expressed by skeletal muscle satellite cells under both

quiescent and activated conditions, and that the literature had not established the number of

satellite cells present on a typical FDB fiber, experiments were designed to count the number

of c-met-r cells on a normal single fiber (82). Notably, knowledge of the population size of

satellite cells on a fiber was important, since that number forms the denominator in any assay

that might be used to examine experimental changes in satellite cell activation. Observations

from these in situ hybridization experiments showed that the number ofc-met* cells per fiber

ranged from 0 to 6, with an average of 1 .3 8 c-met* satellite cells/per fiber (82). These results

were surprising, since it was not considered plausible that satellite cells would be absent

from a single f,rber isolated from normal muscle. ln the context of the evidence from the

initial time course studies which showed two peaks of activation (using BrdU incorporation

as the index of earlier activation), the findings of a wide numerical range of satellite cells on

a hber under quiescent conditions, including 0 c-met* cells per fiber, suggested that there

may be more than one population of satellite cells present on a single, normal fiber. For this

reason, it was hypothesized that not all cells in a satellite cell position were expressing c-met

under quiescent conditions. To test this hypothesis, experiments were designed in which
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whole muscles or single fibers were stretched for Yzltr, andimmediately thereafter, the total

level of c-met mRNA expression (in muscle tissues) and the distribution of c-met* satellite

cells on single fibers was measured. Results were compared between stretched and

unstretched cultures of fibers and muscles, using two systems to test the hypothesis. Whole

muscle culture experiments showed an overall increase in the level of c-met mRNA was

produced by stretching (111). Experiments on single fibers in culture demonstrated that

stretching for lz hr is sufhcient to induce a significant shift in the distribution of c-metr

satellite cells toward higher numbers of cells per fiber (Chapter 6, Figure 1). These two sets

of experiments are strong evidence that there are some cells in a satellite position that do not

express c-met under quiescent conditions and which respond to a mechanical stretching

stimulus by displaying c-met expression very rapidly. These observations supported the

hypothesis that there are atleasT 2 populations of satellite cells present on normal muscle

fibers (reviewed in (33)). These results are consistent with the time course experiments on

stretch-activation and the working hypothesis (82) on time-dependent responses in satellite

cell activation. Together, the data suggest that "early-activating" satellite cells (activated

after t/z hr of stretch) are those that express c-met during quiescence, and may be prepared

in advance for activation signaling through the c-met pathway. The other "later-activating"

satellite cells (those that are activated after 2 hrs of stretch), may be those cells that

upregulate c-met (apparently de novo) after lz hr of stretch, and by that upregulation are

prepared for further mechanical stimulation. These findings were intriguing, and led to the

studies of c-met as a potential early gene (see below).

It was very interesting to compare the results of changes in c-met expression during
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activation, between normal muscle preparations and the preparations of whole muscle and

single fibers from mdx mice. Data from dystrophic muscle preparations were quite different

from wild type. Studies on whole muscle cultures demonstrated the same increase in the

level of c-met mRNA in the tissues after activation. However, the distribution of c-met-

expressing satellite cells (number of c-met* satellite cells per fiber) did not change as aresult

of stretchingmdx muscle fibers in culture. Based on the interpretation of an increase in the

number of c-met* cells as indicative of 2 populations on normal single fibers, the results of

experiments on mdx fibers and muscles are consistent with the notion that one of the two

populations is not present onmdx fibers by the time of their isolation in our experiments (5-8

weeks-of-age). This hypothesis of a missing population of satellite cellsinmdx single muscle

fibers is supportedbytime course experimentsusingmdxsingle fibers (See Section 3 above).

Stretching mdx single fibers results in one decrease in activation after Yzbr of stretch. The

time course of normal stretch-activation on the other hand shows 2 increases in activation,

one after lzhu,the other after 2 hrs of stretch. These two populations on normal single fibers

show differential c-met expression; we postulate that those that activate after % hr of stretch

express c-met under quiescent conditions, while those that activate after 2 hrs of stretch

upregulate c-met aft"er Yz hr of stretch perhaps in order to respond to later stimuli. This

differential expression of c-met is not present in mdx single fibers after lz hr of stretch,

suggesting that the satellite cells presentonmdx single fibers all express c-met under control

conditions. Taken together, these observation are strongly supportive of the hypothesis that

one population of satellite cells that is typically found in preparations of normal muscle

fibers is missing from mdx muscle fibers prepared for culture.
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It remains to be determined which ofthe two satellite cell populations is missing from

mdx ftbers,whether two populations ever exist in mdx musc\e tissue, and whether there is

a signif,rcant impact of the missing population in shaping the outcome of disease progression

or regenerative capacity. Is the missing population the "early activating" population - the one

that is absolutely dependent on NO for activation, or is it the second population - the one that

does not require NO to activate if stimulated (by stretching) for long enough periods of time?

Since the first population of satellite cells on normal single fibers is the early responding

cells that are "Íeady" to activate (as suggested by c-met expression in these cells), it seems

plausible that these are the cells that are lost frommdx fibers due to constant stimulation for

regeneration. Also, since the satellite cells on mdx {tbers are obviously activated according

to physical characteristics in tissue sections and the time cowse studies conducted as part of

this thesis, and this appears to relate to the loss ofNOS-1p from the underlying muscle fibers

(according to the inhibition studies on mdx muscle fibers), it would make sense that the

population of satellite cells which remains located on muscle fibers is that population that

does not require NO to activate.

If it were the case that the early-activating population of satellite cells was missing

from single fibers isolated frommdxmuscle, it would mean that the satellite cell population

which is revealed to demonstrate stretch-induced deactivation in mdx fiber cultures is the

second population of ce1ls present on normal fibers. This population would then be deduced

as the population in normal muscle fiber cultures which showed later stretch-activation after

2 hrs of stretching. This would suggest the reasoning that constant stimulation from the

dystrophic environment to repair muscle fiber damage, together with the downregulation of
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NOS-1p expression and activity, would require that all satellite cells on mdx ftbers should

express c-met. This prediction agrees with lack of a shift toward increased numbers of c-

met* satellite cells after stretching (in the distribution studies onmdxmuscle fibers) that was

demonstrated here. This reasoning suggests that, at the time of isolation, the maximum

number of satellite cells had alreadyreached the state of c-met expression in activation, and

is congruent with the idea that these already "activation-committed" cells are then only able

to upregulate the amount of c-met mRNA expressed p er cell in response to stretch, rather

than the muscle fibers having another population of satellite cells available to recruit to

activation by de novo expression of the c-met receptor.

The demonstration that c-met distribution in the population of satellite cells on

normal fibers increases rapidly after only % hr of stretch, and our subsequent identification

of c-met receptor as a delayed early gene in skeletal muscle provide novel insights into

skeletal muscle satellite cell activation. These findings have advanced our knowledge of

activation to a much earlier timepoint than was possible through the more fundamental

experiments that used DNA synthesis to document full activation of satellite cells from

quiescence. It will now be possible to use c-met expression as an early marker of satellite

cell activation, without the complications of a marker that is only incorporated when cells

enter into S phase (BrdU or 3H thynidine) some time after a stimulus, and without the

technical demands of staining for 2 proteins (as is the case with HGF and c-met double

staining) to document co-localization (implying early activation, as reported by Tatsumi and

colleagues (81) and Anderson (35)). The impact of NOS, one of the most tightlyregulated

enzymes in the body, to influence c-met expression, is shown by experiments using L-NAME
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modulationofc-metexpressionunderdifferentconditions(111). Theseobservationssuggest

that c-met expression is also tightly regulated. This is not surprising given that gene

mutations to this receptor cause many types of cancer (336;337). This tight regulation of c-

met expression byNOS in skeletal muscle may account for the very low incidence oftumors

that originate in skeletal muscle. When those tumors do arise, over 600/o of the cases are

diagnosed in children under the age of 10, and are usually due to a translocation in paxT

(338), the gene which specifies skeletal muscle satellite cells in development. Even inmdx

muscle, NOS regulates c-met expression (as shown by the inhibition studies on muscle

cultures), which may account for the very low incidence of skeletai muscle tumors

(rhabdomyosarcomas) in children with muscular dystrophy despite the very high rate of cell

proliferation induced by repetitive cycles ofdegeneration and regeneration in the disease.

The original objectives of the thesis involved studies of gene expression, particularly

for key myogenic genes (myf5 and MyoD), and a gene that is thought to be involved in

quiescence (myostatin). However, for a number of reasons, the design requirements of the

experiments did not allow us to make observations on the potential changes in expression

of these genes. Samples for the experiments on gene expression were planned to have the

same source (for comparative purposes) as those used for studies of c-met expression (i.e.,

muscles harvested after Yz hr of stretch). However, none of the genes (myf5, MyoD,

myostatin) other than c-met are immediate, or delayed, early genes, so changes in the

expression of mRNA or protein would be expected within that time frame, as for example,

the expression of MyoD and myf5 is reported (and confirmed in this laboratory) to begin

around 4-6 hrs after stimulation (77). The time course of changes in myostatin expression
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after an intervention in vivo are not as well defined in the literature; however definitive

changes would be expected over the24 hr period following stimulation. The experimental

design was revised in an attempt to accommodate the schedule of gene expression (i.e., by

stretching the muscles for Yz hr and maintaining them in culture for 24 hrs). However, there

was insufficient RNA isolated from the samples to conduct an assay for c-met (requiring

RNAse protection assay), MyoD or myf5, and myostatin from the same muscle (or even 3

pooled muscles). As a result, the time course of any changes in mRNA expression for these

genes of interest following a brief stretch (% hr), which has the potential to reveal the

activation cascade of the "early activating" population of satellite cells remains to be

determined. ln addition, the ensuing pattem of gene expression that occurs over the 24hour

period following 2 hrs of stimulation is also not included in the thesis, although the

information on muscle regulatory gene expression is reported within the literature (as cited

in Chapter 1 Section 3.4). It would certainly be interesting to see whether the time course

of gene expression is the same for satellite cells in both normal and dystrophic muscle,

including the genes mentioned here and other muscle-specific and non-myogenic genes

(including pax-3 and -7,NOS-1-3, syndecan-3 and sl,ndecan-4). The information would be

valuable in making fuither approaches that have the potential to distinguish properties,

shared and distinct, between the two apparent sub-populations of satellite cells.

8. Conclusions ønd future directiotts

The work presented in this thesis has shown that NO and HGF are involved in the
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activation of satellite cells, and that NO precedes HGF in the stretch-activation cascade. The

potential for the involvement of 2 unique or partly overlapping populations of satellite cells

in the time course of an activation cascade was also demonstrated. One population is

absolutely dependent on NO for activation, expresses c-met under quiescent conditions and

appears to be an "early-activating" population. The second is able to bypass the requirement

for NO release from fibers, and instead responds to HGF that is released from the

extracellular matrix of skeletal muscle following a somewhat longer period of stretch, or to

exogenous HGF in combination with 2 hrs of stretching, upregulates c-met mRNA

expression after Yz hr of stretch and appears to be a "later-activating" population. These

results suggest that the loss of a satellite cell population in mdxmuscle is likley affecting the

population that is dependent on NO for activation (i.e., the"early-activating" population).

It also appears that the complete absence of NOS-1p provides satellite cells more flexibility

or capacity to respond effectively (i.e., with a capacity reflecting two populations and with

a timing more similar to normal) to demands for activation and muscle regeneration than the

downregulation of NOS-I¡r that is extant in dystrophic muscle. It is possible that this

flexibility or capacity of satellite cells in muscle from NOS-1 knockout mice is due to a

compensatoryupregulation ofthe otherNOS isoforms. Applications ofthe system ofwhole

muscle cultures, which is one step closer to modelin g in vivo conditions in a muscle than the

single fiber model, as well as a method by which to visualize NO release which we have

demonstrated in normal and dystrophic muscle cells in culture, will allow us to explore

fuither the impact of potential new therapeutic compounds on satellite cell activation and

NOS regulation in dystrophic muscle.
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The research presented here can now be extended to examine how satellite cell

activation is altered with aging. Results indicated that the population of satellite cells onmdx

fibers, which is already a highly activated and cycling population, do not show an increase

in the number of c-met* cells after stretching. We presume this is due to prior loss of the

population that is dependent on NO for activation. We proposed the idea that all of the

satellite cells on mdx ftbers already express c-met and are "ready'' to activate. By

comparison, we do not know the status of satellite cells in aging muscle. It is possible that

in aged muscle, instead of finding that all satellite cells express c-met (as seen in mdx ftber

cultures) or that only one population expresses c-met in quiescence (as seen in normal fiber

cultures), that the whole satellite cell population may have shifted so that most satellite cells

do not express c-met. This would theoretically mean that only a small number of satellite

cells would be "ready''to activate after an initial stimulation event. This condition would

fit with published accounts that satellite cells in aged muscle are resistant to activation by

stimuli that normally activate satellite cells in muscle from younger animals (See Chapter 1

Section 7.1). There is some evidence to support this from experiments with hind limb

suspension models of disuse atrophy, in which there was no expression of c-met or other

myogenic markers after2 weeks ofhind limb suspension. Since the level of paxT expression

did not change during hind limb suspension, these data were interpreted to show that the total

number of satellite cells did not change although the general level of activation was

substantially decreased by suspens ion (212) . It is still not known whether aged muscle would

show a shift ofthe remaining satellite cell populations (i.e., remaining after active living and

ongoing small levels of regeneration) into the second "later-activating" category (which is
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possibly more stem-like); this would be in contrast to younger muscle that has satellite cells

in the more committed category (i.e., expressing c-met and "ready'' for activation, with a sub-

population that is "on call" and will express c-met after an activating stimulus. The approach

to this area of research would first involve establishing that pax7 expression does not change

with stretch, to ensure that it is indeed a good marker of satellite cells regardless of activation

state. Then experiments could focus on the distribution of c-met* cells on fibers from young,

mature and old normal muscle, before stretch and after different durations of stretch. If the

data on these proposed experiments were to support the hypothesis regarding the potential

differential character of the 2 satellite cell populations, we would expect to see a signif,rcant

difference in the distribution of c-met* cells on single fibers between muscles from young

and old animals. With stretching, one might anticipate a relativelyrapid shift toward higher

numbers of c-met* satellite cells in the distribution of c-met-f cells on young f,rbers after brief

stimulation , and aslower shift in the distribution of c-metf cells on fibers from muscle of

mature and older animals, after longer periods of stretch.

It will also be important to identify whether or not NOS-1p is present in activated

satellite cells of DMD patients, This knowledge would allow for the use of mdx satellite

cells and DAF technology as tools for drug development, and additionally may reveal

potential reasons for the relatively effective recovery from initial dystrophic degeneration by

mdxmice compared to DMD.

A definitive identification of the two populations of satellite cells on normal fibers,

particularly through gene expression profiling, is of great consequence' With this

information, we would be able to establish the nature of satellite cell populations in young
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dystrophic muscles. It is important to learn whether mdx muscle fibers, for example,

originally begin with 2 populations of satellite cells and exhaust or lose one population

through the dystrophic process, since that would have implications for strategically designing

new therapies. Furtherrnore, if the precursor cell populations extant on muscle fibers are

eventually observed to shift toward a more 'reserve' or less committed level as a result of the

aging process, that information would allow for specific targeting of drug or rehabilitation

therapies in a continuum or spectrum of approaches to treatment for DMD and age-related

atrophy.

Finally, identifying how this research could be applied to a clinical setting is of great

importance. Before this can happen however, there are many questions that need to be

answered or issues that need clarification, including: the tspelmagnitude of the response by

satellite cells to other magnitudes, frequencies and types of stretching, how stretching

protocols used in vitro would translate in vivo, and the thresholds of activity for satellite cell

activation in humans. Also, targeting drugs to skeletal muscle specifically will be necessary

in order to avoid unwanted side effects of a NO-based therapy. Data from our laboratory

have shown that skeletal muscle satellite cells have a different cell surface charge compared

to other cell types (Bock and Anderson, unpublished data), suggesting that this could be a

mechanism by which skeletal muscle could be targeted.

ln summary, the experiments in this thesis have revealed novel infonnation on

stretch-activation, and the differential regulation of that activation process by NO, HGF, and

the expression of c-met receptor in satellite cells of normal and dystrophic mdxmuscle. We

are excited to consider that future investigations will, in conjunction with other avenues of
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therapy, advance the treatment of conditions in skeletal muscle that are so limiting to human

function or are lethal.
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Appendix 1.
Signaling satellite-cell activation in skeletal muscle: markers, models,

stretch, and potential alternate pathways
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ABSTRACT: Activation of skeletal muscle satellite cells, defined as entry
to the cell cycle from a quiescent state, is essent¡al for normal growth and for
regeneration of tissue damaged by injury or disease. This review focuses on
early events of activation by signaling through nitric oxide and hepatocyte
growth factor, and by mechanical stimuli. The impact of various model
systems used to study activation and the regulation of satellite-cell quies-
cence are placed in the context of activation events in other tissues, con-
cluding with a speculative model of alternate pathways signaling satellite-cell
activation.

Muscle Nerve 3l : 283-300, 2005

IN
STRETCH,

The capacity of satellite cells to incrcase muscìe
mass and repair muscle after damage rnakes them
essential for the nornal adaptive fuirctions of skeletal
muscle. In addition, the ability of skeletal muscle, and
possibly acti\1ato6 ffom other sources, to regulate
when, horv many, and which satellite cells enter the cell
cycle provides evidence of an extensive control system.

At this time, the reg¡rlatory Ð6tems that control entry to
and departure from the cell cycle cluring €çro$'th and
repair are only partially understood from snrdies of
actir¡ation and quiescence, although there is an ex-

panding suite of satellite{ell markers ancl experimen-
taI rrcsea¡ch methocls for t-heir investigado¡r.

For the prrrposes c¡f this revierv, attelltion is fo-
cused on s¿rtellite-cell activation from fiberderivecl
signals until the time hepatocytc growth factor
(HGF) binds to the c-met receptor, defrning activa-

tion as the entry of satellite cells into the cell cycle
and mobilizatjon from a quiescent state (G0). Ccll-
cycle entry or withdrawal from G0 begins the process

of preparing for the syrrthesis of deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA). In addition, the tenn sat¿lhite cellwíll
refer here to those myogenic precursor cells that
reside in the satellite-cell position on fibers. We dis-

tìnguish satellite cells from the myogenic popula-
tions that may reside in the interstitial space in a

rnuscle, and those circularing or bone marrow-resi-
dent stem cells that may have tlte capability of euter-
irg the myogenic lineage, as revierved else-

1^¡þ3¡¿.2,:r3,,10.41,44,55,62,65,66.88.r01.rt8.125.r3¿ì,139.r4S.158 TIlere
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Satellite cells, first idenriñecl using electron micros-
copy by Mauro in 1961,e5 are muscle precursor cells
that lie betrveen the external lamina and sarco-
lemma of skeletal muscle fibers (Fig. 1). In young
rnuscle, satellite cells display organelles including
ribosomes, rough endoplasmic reticulurn, and Golgi
complexes, inclicative of cells that are metabolically
¿6¡i1,s.r2e In n<¡rmal adult muscle, these organelles
are much recluced in volume, and cells are mitoti-
cally and rnetabolically quiescent.t2e With appropri-
ate environmental signals, satellite cells enter into
the cell cycle to provide the precursors neecled for
new muscle fon'nation in grorvth ancl repair.I32 Only
cluring thc.se periods of gron'th ancl repair fì'orn
inlury or in disease conclitions, such as in f)uchenne
muscular dystrophy (DMD), do the satellite cells
resemble those of yourìg muscle.t2T
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tendon
FIGURE 1. A schematic showing a satellite cell in ctose juxtapo-
s¡t¡on w¡th the sarcolemma of a skeletal muscle fiber. Note the
close association of satellite cells, overlying a highly regular and
m¡nute cleft above the sarcolemma and the subjacent layet 01

NOS-I¡r, localized by the dystrophin-associated prote¡n complex
in normal skeletal muscle.

lnay be aclditional nonmyogenic or otherwise undiÊ
fcrentiated stem cells, also located in the satellite
position on fibers,2o or in the interstitial space. The
activation process includes I'rypcrtrophy of the satel-
lìtc ccll,lì 1¡7,r27 as well as ¿rn increase in rnotility,
resultins in rnigratìon ar.r'ay frorn the parent fi-
ber.6. r3r 'Ihe explicit definition of activation necessi-
t¿ìtes experilìlerrts that are designed to examine the
very early stages of activation from quiescence.ró
Ihere are, however, r'arious working definitions for
activatiorl within thc field, including overlap lvith the
activity of satellite cells and myogenic precursors.
For this reasorì, it is essential that the markers of
satellite cells are consiclered within the context of
the definition of activaúon appliecl in a particular
report.

SATELLITE.CELL MARKERS

Satcllite cells can be identified by positìon or by
immur-rostaining for var-ious gene tl'anscripts and
proteins. Satellite cells are positioned between the
fiber rnernbrane, outlined by clystrophin in the fiber
c:-r,toskeleton ilncl laminin in thc extracelltrl¿rr matrix
(8,(ì\'f) of uonnal muscle,r('2-ro'r or within the lalni
nin surrottnding dystrophin-deficien¿ fiþsrs.62'ts;
Electron rnicroscopy, for many yeals the gold stan-
clard tool for identifying satellite cells, is an impor-
tant, albeit technically lengthy method for experi-
merÌLs olì satellite-cell dynamics during development
and regeneration.T'12'e5'96'127'l2e'132'r34 Even ultra-
structural studies of satellite cells can be confounded
by parrial sections of infiltrating macrophages or the
absence of a nucleus from a cell process observed
bet\^'een the sarcolemma and external lamina of a
given fiber, and tangential sections that blur the
cliscrete ECM layer external to a putative satellite
cell. By fluorescence microscopy, satellite cells are
t¡pically located by position and, in relation to their

activzrtion state, can bc iclentificcl by additional im-
rnullost¿rirrilre f.ol' one of thc proteins thirt iclctrtifìcs
zr satellite-ccll prodtrct, a prorein that spccifìcs thc
rnyogenic lineage of preculsors, ()r an ilnportant
receptor. Satellitc cclls, both quicscent ancl ¿rcti-
vated, are typically positioned jusr exter-nal to the
layer of m-cadherin prott:in that is fburrd in the vcn,
nArrorv cleft bet'r.vcen satellite cell and uruscle fi-
ber,e'8a'z+ although there rnay be cells in the satellite-
cell posiûon that do not overlie m-cadheriu.3a Local-
ization of the family of proteins expressed by the
muscle regulatory factor genes myf5, MyoD, myoge-
nin, and MRF4 in nuclei of activated satellite cells,
and transcripts of muscle regulatory factors such ¿u

myf5 in perinuclear cytoplasm are also used effec-
tively to identif satellite cells in regeneradng mus-
cle, and myogenic precutsor populations between
fibers.lt,2(1,34,61,82,se,123,157,16r Satellite cells also de_
posit syndecan-3 ancl syndecan-4 proteins in the
ECM,3r'30 ancl paxT cxpression spccifìes thc satcllite-
cell populatiorr in cleveloprnerÌt ancl persists in r¡l¿r-

ture mUSCle.l3s.l3.l

The expression of c-rnet receptol protein and
nrRNA expression is an additjonal marker that can
be used to identify satellite cells, because c-rnet is
expressed ir-r both quiescent and activated satellite
cel1s.38 Unfortunately, imtnunostaining for c¡ret
protein, the receptor for HGF, is not reproduciblc
across laboratories, possibly due to differences in the
immunostaining protocol. Gmet is obsen'ed in the
attenuated cytoplasm of satellite cells in normal
adult muscle; in the hypertrophic cytoplasm of sat-
ellite cells in dystrophic muscle; in mononuclear,
probable myogenic precursors between fibers; and
in the smallest new rny'otubes in re¡çenerating mus-
cle, prior to the fonnation of satellite cells on those
nerv fibers.8,e,r8,38,roe,ra5.r56 Notably, there is llo re-
ported test of the hypothesis that there shoulcl be a

precise one-t-G'one correlation befiveen satellite cells
in vivo, iclentifìed by electron nricroscopl, aud by
c-met immunodctection methods.

It is widely recognized that c-met protein is not
exclusive to skeletal muscle satellite cells. Rather,
c-met expression is reported in a r,r'icle varietl' of
epithelial and nresoderrnal tissues, including liver,
retina, smooth muscle, and lung, and additionally in
tumor and metastases of the prostate, thyroid, brain,
and breas t tissues, l'30'42'88'90'94'l t 3'l 17' I ts'124'142 where i t
is used to identif cells of stem-like or multipotent
capability. Holvever, in studies of muscle in normal,
regenerating, and clisease states, c-met expression is
useful as it marks both quiescent and activated sat-
ellite cells. It is also expressed by myogenic precursor
cells outside the satellite compartrnent in muscle.
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The varie t1, of model systerns (single-fìber cult'rcs,
clispcrsccl cell cultures, ntuscle scctions, musclc ho-
lìrogcrìates, rvhole-mount rnuscles or embryos, and
intact, rcgenerating, or pathological muscle in vari-
ous wild-type strains or transgenic mice on a variety
of genetic backgrounds), isolation procedures (en-
z)'matic digestion, flow cytometry, migration assays,

disscction), and experirnental designs (e.g., inclucl-
ing notexin or cardiotoxin injection, irradiation, in-

.jury, aging*, and exercise) reported in characterizing;
s¿rtellite-cell c-rnet expression ancl localiz¿rtion have

Pr'obal)l)¡ contrilttrted to thcr diyergent obsen¿rti6¡s
rc¡rortcd in tlrc liter¿rttrrc.

Iìach of the above protei¡ls or the respective tran-
scripts can be usefully employed u.ith variable spec-
ificiry to identif' satellite cells, noting the important
and sometimes subtle distiuctions drawn from stud-
ies in various labolatories, and the specific hypothe-
scs under exarnination. Indeed, any population of
cells, satellite cells being one of many, would typi-
cally be characterized by a range of each property,
such as protein expression or phenotlpe, distributed
across the types and states of a normal tissue such as

muscle. lt should again be emphasized that satelìite
cells are definecl clifferently arnong laboratories, to
include or exclude stem-like cells in a satellite posi-
tion. In vierv of the differences in precursor position,
zrncl changes effected in satellite cells by processes

usccl to isolate myogenic populations, the expression
ancl the functional profile of expression of each
püt?ìtivc ¡n¿lrkcr pr'<,ltcirr rr,i'll als<r \¡ary and rcqrrirc
clìaracterizatiorr for each rnodel, design, and h¡roth-
esis. To a relatively large extent, use of the single
rnuscle-fìber rn<¡del allows a much cleaner visualiza-
tion of cells in the satellite position that express
c-üret or musclc regulatory factor genes, although
the Iiterature lacks consensus on whether CD34 or
muscle regulatory factor genes are expressed by qui-
escent satellite cells, and on expression of CD34 by
activated satellite or stem cells, and myogenic cells in
the interstitium.20, 142,1,14

Further discrimination of the profile of gene ex-
pression in satellite cells in the fiber model will
advance the understanding of those genes that reg-
ulate satellite-cell quiescence in vivo; current infor-
mation suggests that experimental results need to be
interpreted to accommodate the possibility of mul-
tiple populations of myogenic precursors ancl also of
lrcterogeneitv zu'norÌg satellite cells.

HETEROGENEITY OF MUSCLE PRECUBSORS

Although the ability to identify satellite cells using
histological methods will rernain conLroversial ur-rtil

their characteristics ancl activitics ¿rre furthcr eluci-
dated, it is recognizcd that thc existcncc of rnultiplc
populations of myoge nic precursor ceils worrlcl allow
r¡uscle tissue to respond differenrially to a particular
stimulus, type of injury, or physiological demancl,
and thereby enable a highly controlled response.
The range of characteristics displayecl by ruuscle pre-
cursor cells is most often available experimentally
from differences arnong cells isolaterl from muscle.
For exarnple, diflerent lincages of musclc precursors
can be isolated frorn the variety of slorr' ancl fast-
twitclì muscles in trpicaì proportions, ¿rncl c¿rch carr

cliffcrenriatc to express clistinct ¡rrofìles of' protcin
isofbrms typical of sloiv and fìrst muscle.ìra lt is alscr

clernonstrated that muscle prccursorrell po¡tula-
tions rvithin craniofacial muscles are distinct frorn
those of limb muscles, which mat, ilìlluence thcir
abiliry to regenerate after an injur,v.rrs

Not only are myogenic and satellite-cell popula-
tions obsen'ed to differ in characterize d lineages ancl
potential among various muscles of the body, there
is aclditional evidence to suggest that more than one
type of preclrrsor cell with myogenic capacity is in-
volved in regeneration within a single type of skeletal
muscIe.20.66,78,107,I18,r20,r61 By identi$,ing the differen_
tjal efflux of Hoechst dye 33342 frc¡m cells usine
fl uorescence-activ¿ted cell-sorting analyses,T5 differ-
ent populations of precursor cells in muscle have
been separated into a conventional or main popula-
tion of rnyogenic cells such as is characterized in
normal rluscle re¿;enerzrtion., ¿rrrcl anot.lrer ttÌat coûr-
prises thc side-population ccllc.I Is ,A-ltr:r'nirtivr: t.crrlri-
n<llogy has referrecl l-espcctiveÌ_v to thesc: tr.vo ccll
populations, as one that is relatively more cornrnittecl
to thc myogçenic Iineage and anothcr that is rnol'r:
primitiveTs and multipotent or- sterì1like. H<lwever,
thc function or identity of these tlvo populations is in
dispute.zo't+z-1# Interestingly, similar populations
can be sorted from hematopoietic and other tissues,

and side-population cells can dcvelop into different
types of tissue, depending on culture conclitions or
the tissue environment in vi'r'o after transplanta[ion.

Heterogeneity among nyogenic precursors is

also examined by other metllods. Three potential
subpopulations of myogenic cells have been ide¡rti-
fied, based on their ability to withstand clifferent
levels of irrzdiation,G6 and two populations have

been isolated from regenerating or norlnal nruscle,
basecl on morphologv, proliferative capacit-v, ancl

:rbilitl, ¡o dillerentiatc in vitr<¡.r'r7 ln thc lattcr study,
myogenic cells rvere all ablc to cliflcrcnti¿rtc and
contribute to forming myotubes, and clesrnin expres-
sion increased as myogenic cells within re€îenerating
muscle became activated and clifferenriated. Those
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clistir-rctivc populations may also clilfer rvith re spcct to
thcir rnyogenic c<¡m¡nitr-nent, if the results are con.-
siclercd in the context of rcportsss,+I,73'77,78,8r1,118 in
u'hicll rhe adhesion behavior of rnyogenic cell pop-
ul¿rtions (selected by a serial preplating technique )
rvas combined u'ith study of myogenic porenrial and
the expr-ession of genes such as CD34, CD45, ancl
Sca-I . Although r-eports on rnyogenic cell heteroge-
rrcity Lravc not t'?ically examined satellite cells spe-
cifically, the differences arrìong these populations
ancl mar-kcr proteins iclentified by different repor-ts
probably rcflect the contriburions of satellite cells
(likelv to be in the largc majoriry), intersrid¿rl and
circulating myogenic precursors, ancl also multipo-
t.er'ìLi¿ì stenì or stelr-like cells resiclent in rnrrscle
tirliucÌ.

Satellite-Cell Heterogeneit¡r. There are a ferv studies
tlut directly implicate cclls in the satellite position
on fibers zrs being heterogeneous in nature. Satellite
cells in extraocular muscle, identified by position
and expr-ession, are significantly different from those
in limb muscles, and display slow, conúnuous prolif-
erâtion and ongoing fusion to fibers, suggested as

rcmodeling, even in normal animals.ro2 Studies of
stretch-induced activation of satellite cells on single
fibers from our laboratory found a bimoda-I, nonuni-
fonrr behavior of activation among satellite cells on
fibers. Satellite cells were activated to enter the celi
cycle and incorporatecl brornodeox¡rridine (BrdU)
at nvo distinct times after the starr of cyclical stretch-
ins.15(ì This obsen'ation is consistent with there bc-
ing trvo poptìlatiorls of s¿tellite cells rhat e¿rclr show
clistinct acdviltion cLr¿rracte ristics. 'Ihe iclea of diffe r-
enti¿ìl thresholds for szrtellite-cell activation by
stretching would all<¡rv sl<eletal rnuscle mechanical
activity, itjtry, or disease processes to recruit distinct
populations of cells into the cell cycle, based on the
satellite-cell responsiveness to activating stimuli, and
then to migrate away from fibers.6 Two t¡pes of
satellite cells have also been reported using immu-
nostaining, the majority of rvhich rvere defined by
CD34 or myfS expression in combination rvith m-
caclherin, ancl a minority (about íVo) thatwere neg-
ative for both CD34 and myf5,20 although there is

general rrnderstanding that nr.yf5 is only expressed
by activated satellite cells.34'53,57'140

The literature therefore describes a wide range
of muscle-derived muscle precursor cells, satellite
cells, more stemlike cells, and nonsatellite myogenic
cells, rvhich have r,arying profìles of'gene expression
ancl bel-.rarior..{o.r;2,7r5.7(ì.78,83,1 tfJ.l22.t42 Differences in
expe ri llrcrrtal clesi gn, s tai ni r-rg p ro tocols, arr d nr oclcls
at least partlv preclucle compariso¡r of data fiom

v¿rrious reporl*s and suggest that an intern¿rtion:rl
collaboration would fruitfully cross-refercncc thc
character of such cell populations by each of thc
commonly appliecì methocis. Florr'ever, although it is
not known how many funcúonally distinct satellitc-
cell populations are contained witl-rin skeletal muscle
and have functionally significant capacitv to contrib-
ute to its growth ancl regeneration, there are reporls
that provide evidence for heterclgeneity among sat-
ellite cells and among rnyogenic precursors, base<i
on generally well-characterized markers of function,
activation state, position, :rncl genc expression. Inte-
grating the functional distirrcti<¡ns betn'een satcllitc
and stem cclls is challenging: to clate, the lattcr a-rc

rrrosLly isol¿rLed fr<lnt nuscle ¡rrior to their character--
iz-ation, and obsenations of cell behavior can vary
according to m¿rkers of satellite-cell identificarion,
their unkn<xur origins, modeling, and p<ltentizLl diÊ
ferences related to muscle disease and regeneration.

Models Used To Study Satellite Getls. Models used to
examine satellitc-cell activation from quiescence in-
clude cell cultures,la6'1a7 single fibers,6'rz'zs,tr'6 and in
vivo stuclies in various experimental proto-
cols.e,2'1'3'r'6o'ras Each moclel is capable of stuclying
satellite cells to a variable degree of complexiry.
Hou'ever, the maintenance of satellite-cell quies-
cence during isolation procedures is essential to en-
abling a study that adclresses the timillg or nature of
satellite-cell withclrawal from G0 and entry to cycling
during activaLion.rs This was accomplished in ttrc:
cell-culture ùrodel by isolating satellite cells (and
probably other ml,ogsnic precursors) from olcler a¡-
imals, becausc those cells tr¿x,c a Iongcr l:rtent ¡reriocl
of quiescence that is maintained after an ¿rcdvating
stir¡ulus, before they make DNA, comparecl to satel-
Iite cells from younger animals.r46,l47 The single-
fiber culture model involves isolating myofibers, usu-
ally from the flexol digitorum brevis muscle (FDB)
of mice and rats,z:''I63 although fibers can be pre-
pared frorn other muscles. This process of isolating
lìbers should maintain satellite cells ir-r the normal,
quiescent state, and in tl-reir characteristic position
betrveen the basal lamina and sarcolemrna of skeletal
muscle fibers. Horvever, protocols for methods of
isolation, digestion, plating, and culture vary arnong
laboratories, and variations may cause inadvertent
activation of satellite cells that may not be revealed
by thc rnarkers of function, expression, or position
that are selected for srudy. Finally, in vivo studies can
provicle tlìe most comprehensivc picture of satellite
cells cltrring acti\tation ir-t sit.u ilr nruscle.s'{r.r-1') Ho$¡-
ever ûìe cflcct-s of tre¿rûnents dircctecl to sate:llitc
cells require careful intcrpretati(>n, clue t<¡ the coln-
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plcx contributions fiou nonntuscle tissucs' perfu-

sion-clcpenclcut challgcs, constrzriuts of tissue sam-

pìirrg, ånirnal activirl', ar-rcl syster-nic physiology that

Lr..Ìì',t',uy i rì t roduce signifi cant r'¿rriabili t)' to i n clices

undcr stttch'.

Skeletal Muscle Regenerat¡on' 'lhe complexity of

thc sr<eìcurl tnrtsclc rcgerìeration Proccss in rcpair-

ing muscle rissue clamage and forrning new fibers

ha"s bee n cxplorccl cilrefully for marry years'ec Regen-

crírtiorl begins simultancously rvith key cvents such as

satcllite-cell activation and the inflarnmatory re-

sponse to ciarnagecl fibers.?r As the removal of dam-

a.eçed tissue begins, muscle fiber regeneratlon ensues

uncler cxtensive controls by the state of both the

external lamina ancl sarcolemma,2a grorvth factors'68

ancl mechanical events affecting fibers in the ECM-

rvrapped complex rvith satellite cells'21 Muscle regen-

er¿rtìån cau be usefully considered in four sages'

apart from events in nonmyogenic tissues in muscle

that also contribute to tissue repair: (1) satellite-cell

activation, (2) myoblast or precursor proliferation'

(3) clifferenri¿rtiorl, ancl (4) return to qurescence' as

rlcvicr,vc,cl bric:fìy in thc tbll<¡wing parzrgrztpLrs'

Søge 1: SaæUitn-CeII Actiuation' Satellite<ell acti-

vationls the process by which satellite cells exit G0

ancl enter into the cell cycle' This activation can be

measurecl using a rvide variety of methods' Obsen'a-

tions <¡f changãs in morphology and contents have

been extensivèly used to clevelop structural criteria

for the activation state of satellite cells' A quiescent

satellite cell is a spinclle-shaped cell with little cyto-

plasm ancl few oiganelles,L3z rvhereas an activated

satellite cell has hypertrophiecl organelles and an

expar-rcled cytoplasm.e Another method that is usecl

*iå.fy ,o *u.t activation is the incorporâtion of

tritiaiecl-thymidine or BrdU into nerv DNA'I32 AI-

though thi.s is a very useful method, it requires that

cells änter into S phase, and therefore cloes not mark

actiration as it bágins, but rather uses DNA synthesis

as an crffective mãrkcr c¡f earlier activatioll' Applica-

tion of this tcchnic¡ue rcquiles suf lìcicnt controls to

rn ai n t.¿ti r I ¿r llziscl i rl t: cltticscetrcc âl-llotl g a rlollstilrlu-

Izrtccì popr.rlaLion ancl necessil-ates catchirrg the ap-

lrrnp.inrË interval lvhen DNA s;'nthesis r'r'ill start or

þrog..r, in one cycle, br-rt not enter a second cell

cyctË. protif.rating cell nuclear antigen' which ap-

pears in cells durìng DNA synthesis'?e can also be

.,s.d as a marker for prior acdvation' as can the onset

of rnuscle regulatory factor gene and protein expres-

sion.Í7 Furttrer investigations are needed to distin-

guish among specific markers of acdvation in satel-

iit" ."tts, u"nd tho.., such '¿s c-met' rvhich are

zrccepted as marking satellite cells independent of

their activation state . At present, the earlicst lcuowu

rnarker of activation in progress in satellite cclls is

the co-localization of c-met with is ligancl' HGF'9'I15

Finally the expression of irnmediate early gerres c-fos

"r.,,1 
6-¡un ca¡i also be usecl to mark prior zlctitation'

as the pr-oteins are Present in satellite cells 3 to 6 h

afìcr inlury.s:r Intereslillgly, c-lbs crxpressio.tr is prc¡nr-

inent in nãrmat diapl'rragrn muscle satellitc cclls in

vivo, which apPear to be rnore activated rvith<luL

injury tl-ran totåtlit" cells in limb musclc' likely b,v

,Jspli-utory movements and fiber shear'r:J hlterest-

ingìy, in íive. tisrue, c-fos mRNA expression is in-

.rã*.a as soon as 15 min after activation of liver

cells.ì 2ô

Stage 2: SatcIIite'CeII Proliþation' The seconcl

,t^g. iit skeletal muscle regeneration is. the prolifer-

atiõn of satellite cells and myogenic precursor

cells.5e'r3o Daughter cells (myoblasts) then commit to

enter the m1'ãgenic lineage by the expression of

myf5 anct Myodapproximately 6 h after activation in

vií,o.56 Cominitteã myoblasts continue to proliferate

ancl express muscle regtrlatory genes, incltrcling myo-

ger.rin, rl'rtil the balance of protein expression

i rrrtl.* th c cells tow¿lrd dilÏe rcn ti atiorl'err' I 2:ì p27 t(i p' I

u n.guti,,c cell-c,vclc rcgulzrtor, is stlg8-cstcd ¿ìs ¿ì rcQ-

ulalJr of satellite-cell proliferadon'r'rr such thzrt the

inhibition of plogression in cycling effectively de-

creases satellite-cell proliferaúou'
It is a major limitation in studies of rnuscle re-

generation tliat the expression of myogenic marker

[.rr., .td proteins cairnot be used alone to deter-

äine whether all satellite cells that are initially stim-

ulated to activation will ultimately progress to prolif-

eration. Such informaúon would be interesting

evidence of the homogeneity or heterogeneity

amotlg satellite cells in vivo' For this reason' in study-

ing ,a"t ttite-cell and muscle-precursor behavior' it

.on ¡" very effective to cornbine nucleotide incorpo-

ration into new DNA with techniques to localize

protein or gene expression as tandcm markers of

prolife ratioñ in rnyog'enic cells,ro'ee of.ten rcvealed ir-l

a nonunifornr clistril¡uú<¡ll ¿ìlnon!l cells in a tissuc'

Støge 3 : Pt'ecursor Differmtíation' Dill'c re n tiatiort

is the 
"process whereby proliferating myoblasts cle-

rived from activated satellite cells an<l other nryo-

g"r.i. p....rrsors will withclraw from the cell cycle

ãncl eiitrer fuse to existing fibers in repair of dam-

aged segments or to each othcr Lo forln new fìbers'a(i

Fusion events occur after cells exit mitosis and enler

into G1.26 The onset of differentiation in cell or fiber

cultures can be marked by the expression of

the myogenic regulatorT genes nyogenin and

¡4q¡4,tisÉu,rsz,ror ¿1¿1or¡gh in vivo e\¡en nyogenin_

can be expressed in the late proliferation stages of
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mvol)lasts cluring regeneration.ee Early cliflerentiaúon
can also bc nreasured by an incrrcase in creatine kinase

activity in muscle tissue,a(i particular-þ the isoform cre-

¿rtirle kinase BB,r4.2s ancl later by the shifi in expressiou

of cclntractile protein isofonns fronr immafi-rre or de-

vekrprnental isofonns to adult isofolms.16'lr(i The re-

c¡ttirc:rncnts lor arld iniLi¿rt<-rrs of ml'oblast clifIèrerrti¿r-

tion ancl fìrsion a-s ncrç fìbcrs gr<lrr' and subscqttcuth'
l:ccorne innen-¿l-ecl, h¿rve beerr Lhe fcrcus i¡f extensive

researçh.-r,37,46.123, I 4o, l.r¡e, 16 l, I ô1r BecAUSe satellite cclls arc

selÊrenewing and satellitederivecl myoblasts do not
ur-riforrnly fuse into fibers, at least some rnyobla-sts likely
rnaintain, resurnc, or t¿ke r"rp the satellite-cell position,
for exzrmplc, as cvidcnccd by rrctention of llarkers of
earlicr DNA synthesis,l2,58'r65 ancl may ultimately re-

tur.rr to quiescence.:le,a5

Stage 4: Rcturn To Quicscence. I'he ability of sat-

ellite cells to return to quiescence has been less

thoroughly inr¡estigated than acúvation, prolifera-
tion, and regeneration. Under normal conditions
the proportion of satellite cells that actually reside in
G0 rather than in a long lag phase in GI is not
knorvn, as are rnarÌ)¡ important aspects of satellite-cell
quiescence. For example, it is uncertain rvhether the

sarnc satellite cclls that originally respond to an ac-

t.ir,at.ing stimultrs rt'ill return to quiescence, or
rvhr:tht:r the satcllitc-cell conrpzrrtnrent is <¡nlv l'ePop-

ulated by claughter cells. It is also not establishcd
whether the requiremerìts for rnaintaining quies-

cence in the absence of an acúvating stimulus are the

same as those for a possible return to quiescence
aftcr activation and cell division. The cletails of these

evcr-rs likely have impact on the extent ancl decline
of life-long re¡çenerztive capacity and relate to regu-

latory signals during devclopment that may or may

not be affected by the transgenic mutation strategies

used f<¡r study. It is likely, holever, that the exPres-

sion of particular genes and proteins must be uP-

regrrlated during late differ-er-rtiation in order to re-

turn satellite cells to quiescence.
Myostatin is proposecl as a key regulator of qui-

escence because its overexPression blocks regenera-

tion.()8 Satellite-cell rclease from the eflects of myo-

stadn expression in the myostatìn knockotlt mouse

crrr¿rblcs signifìcirnt iucrc¿lses ir¡ muscle sror+'th ancl

rcgcncrati<>n.I{):ì t¡o Thc precise iclentity and charac-

terization of l-hese cluiescence fac[ors, inclucling
rnyostatin anct other members of the transforming
grorvth factor-B superfarnily, and their inter-action

with genes that are uprcgulated drrring early activa-

Lion, have yet to be detcrminecl. It would be inter-
esting to examine coincident, hypothetically inverse

changes in the level ancl timing of myostatin exPres-

sion and BrdU incorpor-ation in satellite cells ou

fibers in culture during a stretch-activation expcri-
ment. In the cliscussiou of regulators of satellite<ell
activatjon that follows, this revierv is restricted to
those stuclies that demonstrate satellite-cell quies-

cence in control conditions.

Satellite-Cell Activators. Growth. Factors. Accord-
inÍì to stuclics of prolif'cration, me¿tsurcd using BrclU
or tritiatecl-thyn-ricline incorporation into DNA, HGF
activates satellite cells from quiescence in cell cul-
tures,!'lro,r+o.141 iî fiber cultures6 and i¡ ylyo.ta:'

Bischoff22 sho'wed that satellite cells on single fibcrs
become activated b1' ott a*,tt-"at of clushecl rnuscle
(CME). The HGF cont¿ìined in CMI'r+5 is releixed
upon injury fiom skeletal muscle, and is responsible
for inducing activation of quiescent satellite cells in
vivo.

The nature of the activation induced by HGF or
CME can also be examined using frequency distri-
butions of BrdU+ satellite cells on fibers (Fig. 2;

Pilipolvicz and Anderson, unpublished obsen'a-

tions). After exposure to HGF or CIvfE treatment,
the distribution of activated satelìite cells on fibers
r.r'¿u shifted higtter conrpared to liber ctrltttres m¿rin-

tained in basal conditions rvithout HGF or CME.
Holr'ever, frbers did not sholv a uuiform resPollse to

tlrese slimuli. In the population of FDB frbers, 45o/o

to 55Vo had no llrdU* cells attached; and 30Ô/a Lo

35% of fibers hacì only one BrdU* satellite ceil.

Comparing these data with the distribution of fibers

80.0

$ oo.o
¡t
E 4o-o
o
s 20.0

0.0

trCME
IHGF

0123>4
numbÊr of Brdu+ c€lls

FIGURE 2. Actlvat¡on of satetlite cells on single f¡bers by CME

and HGF (Pilipowicz and Anderson, unpublished observations).

Frequency distributions showing the proportion (%) of total fibers

that demonstrated act¡vated satellite cells (0, 1, 2, 3' >4) on

isolated fibers. Cultures were maintained in basal growth medium

(BGM) as reported6 (white bars, n : 5785 fibers), or treated with

CME (grey bars, n = 3093 fibers) or HGF (black baß, n:2892
fibers), and cultured for 48 h. Activation was determined accord-

ing to immunostaining for the incorporation of BrdU into DNA.

The distribution of fibers was shitted to significantly h¡gher num-

bers of activated satellite cells by CME and HGF compared to

basal conditions (P < 0.001). All three distributions were lower

than the distribution of c-met' quiescent satellite cells shown in

Wozniak et a1.156
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rvith data on c-met'' satellite ccllsl56 frc¡m another
scries of cxpcrimcr-rts, the distribution of fibers rvith
c-nletr- cells (thought at this time to represent the
elrtire populatic¡n of satellite cells iu a uonstimulated
culturc) appears higher than the distribution <¡f fi-
bers n'ith IìrclU+ satellite cells that rvere activated by
HGF or CivIE. 'fhe difference in distribution was

rnost <rbvic¡us in comparing the 25% of fìbe rs with 2
c-rrìet I cells in b¿rsal, nt>nactivaring cc-¡ncliti<¡ns, to the

10(y't, t<'t 7i¡oh <>f'lìbcrs rr'ith 2 BIdLI- cclls t>ltscn'ccl

after activation rr'ith HCiF or CiMll. 'I'hese genelal
conrpzrrisor.rs suggestcd that activating conditions do
not unilbrrnly engage the rvhole popularion of c-

urctr- satellite cells that presumzrbly is availaltìe for
acti\¡atiorì. A similar conclusion of satellite-cell het-
erogeneity was clrarvn from experiments that showed
two peaks of activation rvere induced by stretching
fibers for 30 rnin and 2 h,156

Activatj<¡n by HGF occurs through the HGF re-

ceptor, c-net, expressecl by satellite cells.38 The birtd-
ing of IIGF to c-ilret initiates multiple signaling cas-

cades inclucling the nritogen-activated protein kinase
(il,t{PK) and phosphatidyl inositol 3 kinase path-
rvays5r that are involved in driving tlÌe transcriptioll
of genes requirecl for growth and cell division.las

Otl"rer grolvth factors, including fibroblast grolvth
factor. plzrtelct-derivecl grorvth factor, artd ittsulin-
Iikc growth fàctor arc lìot demoltstratccl to inducc
saLellite-cell act.ivatior'ì de uovo fr<¡ln a cluiescent
statc.s() Rather these grorvth fäctors appear to be

involved in promoúng the proliferation and differ-
entiation of satellite cells that were already activated
at the time of exposure to those proteins. In thc
absence of an effective marker for quiescence, it is

important to demonstrate in control conditions the
maintenance of satellite cells in a quiescent, stable,

nonproliferiltive stâte during the same interv¿Ll in
which growth factor or other stimulation induces
proliferation. Fibroblast grorvth factor stimulates an
increase in the proliferation of already activated sat-

cllite cells, and represses their ability to differentiate;
insulinlike gror'r'th factor, by comparison, is knorvn

to promote both processes.6s

Nihic Oride. Nitric oxicle (NO) lvas first impli-
c?ìtccl irì s¿rtellite<ell activatiolt in vivo in this labora-
tory.e A huge body of prior literature is built on the

disc<lr'erv clf NO as enclotheliurtr-derivecl rel¿xation
f¿6g1¡¡'.50'70-72 In muscle, NO is procluced by niuic
oxide synthase-I¡r (NO$lp), a skeletal muscle-spe-

cifìc isoform of neuronal NOS, as one procluct of the
conversion of L-arginine to citrulìinç.ios't2l |r[i¡fi6
oxicle ¿rncl an important biometabolite of NO, reac-

tive nitrogen species, act on guarrylate cyclase.6s'r52

N{any Çvpes of NOS inhibitors have widely v¿riable

specifìcity amongst the three NOS is<¡forms (neuro-
nal, or type I; inducible, or type II; and enclothelial,
or type III), a property often incorrectly tested out-
sicle the optimal range of conditions, cells, or tissrtes,

or in vivo.3
In rnuscle in vivo, the systemic exposure to a

nonspecific NOS inhibitor, N-nitro, Larginine
methyl ester (I,-NAME),.just prior to a crush injury
inhibitccl tlre r-a¡ricl cornponcnt of satcllitc:-cell acti-
vzltion b)' NCle. L,-tr-AI\4Fl trcatrncnt ?ìlso pr(ì\'crìtc(l
thc hl,pertroph,v of satcllitc cclls and coloc¿rlizatiolr
of HGF and c-rnet proteills in satellite cells, one of
the earliest signs that activation was inhibited by
NOS inhibition. Electron rnicroscopic studies re-
vealed that satellite-cell cytoplasm, karyoplarsms, and
heterochromatin areas remained more con<lensed
(i.e., electron dense) 10 min after an activating in-
jury stimulus under NOS inhibition thau under the
control (saline injection) conditions (Fig. 3; I(ong
and Anderson, unpublished data). In this study,
whole satellite cells exhibiting a nucleus rqerc icìen-

tified by two independent observers as satellite cells
frr¡m electron micrographs without knorvledge of
source, and integratecl areal density rvas measured
(NIH Image softrvare). Tibialis arÌterior rnuscles
rvere sampled from mice injected with salinc (con-
trols) or the NOS inhibitor LNAME. An intr¿pcri-
tone:rl injection was clelivered 15 min prior to crtlsh
injury of the right tibiaìis anterior rnltscle, ancl rnus-

cles were sarnplecl in pairs (left and right) from czrch

cltoFlasm nuèrôu¡ 
i,:Jä*

FIGURE 3. Histogram showing the dens¡ty of three regions of

electron micrographs of satell¡te cells in crush-¡niured (right tibi-

alis anterior; RTA) or intact (left tibialis anterior; LTA) muscles of

normal mice, sampled 0 min or 10 min after ¡njection with saline
(controls) or the NOS inhibitor, L-NAME, as repoûed.s Denslty

(mean * standard deviation) is represented by grey scale mea'

sures from 0 (black) to 256 (white), for integrated areas of the

cytoplasm, nucleus, or heterochromatin in 5-B satellite cells per
group. The change in dens¡ty from 0 to 10 min after injury de-

creased (shifted to a higher grey scale reading) significantly more

in control muscles than during NOS inhibition, consistent with a

rapid, NOdependent satell¡te-cell hypertrophy.
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arÌimal, eithcr irnmediately:rfter injury (z : 2 mice)

r'rr' 10 min later (n : 2 rnice). Satellite<ell hlpertro-

¡:hy, colocalizati<¡n of HGF with c-met and satellite-

ccil activatioll were observed in the injured muscle

of s¿rline-treated mice at 0 and 10 min' but were

clclayecl l0 min or more by ttre L-Nfu\4E treabnent's

Without NOS inhibition, satellite cells showed rapid,

NO-depenclent cell and organellzrr hypertroplty, co-

localiziti<¡n oFHGF and c-rnet Proteins, and reduced

acll'rcsiclt to fibe rs.!)

hr vivo stuclics hzrve also shorvu tlìat short-tcrlÌ'l

tre?r.l.rìlent. rr'ith L,-arBirline, the NOS strbstrate, re-

sultccl in ¿rn increasc in activalion, as marked by

increasecl DNA synthesis in z¿dæ animals' Animals

were treated for 3.5 days with Larginine in drinking
water (3.75 mg/ml), and injected with tritiated-thy-
rniclinc 24 h befbre nruscles rvere collected (Fig' 4,

Bock and ,{nderson, unpublished data)' Further

stuclies of satellite cells resident on single fibers have

confirmed the involvement of NO. Although activa-

tion of individual cells is consiclered an all-or-none

process when defined by BrdU staining (positive or
negative), the satellite-cell population showed a

cloie-relatecl resPonse to the activating stimulus of
l.-arginine.6 Nitric oxide is also known to regulate

the ielease clf HGF from satellite-cell cultures after

mechanical stretching.I46
These observations suggest that there may be one

preferrecl pathway to activation (Fig. 5, patìrway A),

ir,ith irlternatc nrechanisms for ¿rctivation ttnder con-

TA EÐL GAST SOL

FIGURE 4. A histogram showing data for an NO-dependent

increase in tritiated-thymidine incorporation into DNA in four mus-

cles sampled lrom mdx mice (n = 6 per group)' Animals were

treated for 3.5 days with placebo (drinking wateo, L-arg¡nine' or

L-arg¡nine plus L-NAME according to reported methods's DNA

syntÃesis (cpm/mg muscle * standard deviation) increased sig-

nificantty in tibial¡s anterior (TA)' extensor digitorum longus

(EDL), iastrocnemius (GAST), and, especially, soleus (SOL)

àfter L-ãrginine. The increase was prevented by the combined

treatment with L-arg¡nine + L-NAME. No change ¡n DNA synthe-

sis was noted in normal or mdx muscles after 1 day of these

treatments. Muscles from normat mice treated for 3'5 days

showed similar but nonsignificant trends in DNA synthesis'

FIGURE 5. The signaling cascade for satellite-cell activation that

includes pathway A, in which a st¡mulus-dependent release of

NO in tuin initiates the retease of HGF trom the extracellular

matrix. A possible alternative pathway, B, bypasses the release

of NO and potentially involves HGF release through an NO-

independent mechanism, as suggested by the regeneration ca-

paciiy of muscle that lacks NOS-l¡r expression ¡n f¡bers in NOS-

l-l- mice.

dirions where NO levels are suboprimal or nonexist-

ent (one possibility being pathrvay B; Fig' 5)' This

notion is .supported by data fi'orn NOSI-/- micc,

r.r,hich shorv clelayecl satellitc-cell activation after mus-

cle injury, bttt were still able to regenerate'r' The

t-imin[ oî tne delay seen in muscles of NOSI-/-
mice is the same as that seen in rzdx muscles af'ler

injury, where fibers have significantly reduced levels

oi NbSI¡r.o Although neither muscles from NOS

l-/- or m'd'xmice aPpear deficient in clevelopmeut

as a result of this delay, and mdx t'¡'¡ouse rnuscle can

regenerate effectively, it is inter-esting that satellite

..1"1. u.. hypertrophic in muscles from rndx mice and

demonstraæ NOSIp exPression.l3 By comparison,

the underlying dystrophic fibers in md'x mice do not

show NO$I¡.c expression due to the disruption of

the dystrophin-cytoskeleton complex' Additionally,

there is NóS activity (although r"rot related to NOS-I)

in activated satellite cells of NOS-I-/- mice'r3 Mus-

cles from ntdx mice demonstrate effective regcnera-

tion comparecl to norm¿rl lrtuscletoo'rlô'165 rtrhen ex-

amined by histopathotogical tnarkers of myoblast

prolil'c ralion, mvo tu bt: grolvth, alr d cliffì: rc ntiati on'

Th. r:"g"rl"tation is also pzrrtially prcvcrltcd b,v NOS

inhibition.e'r:3 This obsen'ation suggess that NOS-I¡r

activity in satellite cells of mdx mice, in the absence

of NóSf¡r activity in unclerlying frbers, may shift

satellite cells towarcl the preferentìal pathrva,v for
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acti\'zrtion (A), albeit by a somewhat clelzryecì sc-
quence comparecl to normal.e It is pctssible that only
thc complcte loss of NO$I¡I expression fronl fibers
¿rncl satcllite cells, as in NOSI-/- mice, may erÌable
an alter-nate pathrvay to activation (B). I'his could
involve alternate sources of NO from NOS-II and
NOS-III, which are also expressed in skeletal muscle,
and other ligands, but this idea is nor tested. Even
tlrough musclc regeneration in mdx ancl NO9I-/-
rnice is relzrtively normal in young animals as assessecl

by currcnt markers, it is important to note that sat-
ellite-cell activation is not. Satellite cells in both mu-
tant strains slìorv a defìciency in the early pha.se of
activatiorì. Thc im¡ract of this alterccl acti\/ation on
tJre aeirr¡; process in nruscles, in rvhich capzrcity for
satellitc:-cell activation declines, and on the longcr
term outcorne of progrcssive disease, in which acti-
vation is continuously employed for repair, is un-
knoln ancl under exploration by a number of labo-
ratories.

Mechanicøl Stimulatian. A mechanical stretch
stimulus applied to satellite cells in culture induces
activation aftcr 2 h, as visualized by the subsequent
incorporation of BrdU into new DNA.147 This rne-
chanical stimulus is now known to induce HGF re-
lease into the rnedium in an NO-dependent manner,
because release is inhibitecl by LNAME.r46 T'he re-
lcase allows HGF to interact rvith, ancl bind to, the
c-met receptor, which then initiates signals that lead
to DNA s1'nthesis.

Experiments on the early activation of satellite
cells on single fibers by rnechanìcal stretching indi-
catcd thal satcllite cclls are gener:alìv nr¿rintaincd at a
lorr' lcvel of: sporìtaneous activ¿ìtion.ìr'6 The features
ancl threshold for a stimulatory rnechanical stretch
(e.9., single vs. multiple; percentage of fiber length-
ening; duration ofstretch) are not yet characterized
for s¿rtellite cells on fibers. Satellite-cell activation was
significantly increased u'hen fiber cultures were sub-
jected to stretch for as little as 30 min, and there ly¿s

a second risc in activation aìt<ivc thc control lcvcl
after 2 h of stretch. Tl-re presence of two peaks of
activation rvas not reported previously, and suggests
that activation may not be an all-or-not-te process.
Alternatively, satellite cells rr-ray be heterogeneous in
their precursor phenotype (committcd vs. stem-
like), in their original state ¿rt the time of isolation, in
their responsiveness to stretch, or in the kinetics of
their actiration, as mentioned earlier.

A nerv model to study activation was rcccntly
developed in this laboratory to scale up stuclics of
gerle expression cluring activation using rvhole
lllousc muscles in culture (FDB anct exte usor cligito-
rum loneus). ì\,lusclcs rr'crc isolatccl, clc¿rnccl, ancl
then pinnecl iìt restilìg leneth on flexible or rigirl
culturc plzrtes ancl subjectecì to a stretctr stimulus fcrr
30 minutes and 2 h in tl-re presence of BrclU. ,{fter a
total of 24 h fiom the start of stretching, musclcs
were collected for DNA isolation. Isolated DNA was
run in a SouthWestern prcparation, in rvhich DNA
wa^s run in an agarose gel, blotted onto nitrocellu-
lose, and imr¡unostained for BrdU incorporatiorì.
Results showed an increase in satellite-cell activation
(indicated by an increase in BrclU incorporation)
after 30 min and 2 h of stretching (Fig. 6; Wozniak
and Anderson, unpublished observatjons). The re-
sults indicatecl that satellite cells in lvhole muscles in
culture, at least the small muscles from norrnal mice,
respondecl sirnilarly to tlì.ose on sin¡çle fibers, and
were generally quiescent in the abserlce of the
stretch stimulus. The magnitude of the increase in
BrdU incorporation in t.he whole-muscle culture
model was âpproxir-r-rzttcl1, the same as tlìat scen in
the single-fiber model. This lnusclc culture rnoclel
will be useful for stucll.ing gene expression in salel-
lite-cell acli\¡âtion and quiescence, because satellite
cells are maintained in a quiescent statc in condi-
tions even closer to the in vivo state tl-ran in fiber
cultures. It rnay be possible with tl-ris model to exarìl-
ine the reversible withdrawal of satellite cells from

SSSS
FIGURE 6. Whole muscle cultures of FDB (F) and extensor digitorum longus (E) muscles were pinned in rigid or flexible culture dishes
and stretched (S) or not (-) for 30 mìn and 2 h in the presence of BrdU. Muscles were cultured for 24h after adding BrdU, unpinned,
and DNA isolated. DNA samples were run on an agarose gel, blotted, and immunostained for BrdU (negative control, Control). An
increase in BrdU ¡ncorporation was observed in FDB and extensor dig¡torum longus muscles alter 2 h of stretch (2.5x and 2.6x,
respectively).
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cycling zrfter an activating stimulus, as demonstratecl
in nrodellin¡ç the return to quiescence by rlyogenic
cclls in disperscd cultures.Io{j

Physi6¡6t¡ro¡ Stimuli by Exercise. Muscles ex-
poscd to physiczrl ¿rctivirv and excrcisc arc reported
t.o experience traumatic miclotears. The trautna can
be eithel clirect. or inclirect,2r and results in activa-
tion of norraally quiescent satellite cells upon suffi-
cient clisruption of the sarcolemma.2r'24 This was

demonstrated by a variety of inclices. After resistance
exercise induced by motor nerve stirnulation, satel-
litc-ceil activity increased: by 5 h ¿Lfter a single bout of
exercise, intracellular signaling r"ia phosphorylation
of extracellular signal-regrrlated kinase-Z (ERIC)
and ¡:70 56 kinase-l (S6Kl) had increased;by 10-24
h after exercise, there lva^s higlrer rnlì.NA expression
ol' ir.rsrrlin-iil<c growttì factor-I ancl the variztnt iso-

fonn, rnechanogrou'th factor; cyclin Dl; and rnyo-

genic rcgulatory genes (rnyogenin).64
In vivo, satellite cells are known to proliferate in

response to exercise, stretching, and weight loading,
ancl their proliferation is reduccd by loss of rveight-
bearing in the suspension model of micrograr
ity.41,rr0.ì28 It is not kno$'n, howevcr, rvhether exer-
cise is able to induce widespread activation of
satellite cells or rvl-rether it is a more locaJized signal
tlìat miglìt induce a response Dear the neuromuscu-
Iar or muscle-tendon junctions or in a region rvithin
the muscle architecture defined by the highest strain
on muscle lìbers or segments.32'84 With increasing
age, the impact of exercise in human subjecs in-
cluces significantly loiver respollses frorn stress- and
damage-responsive or iuflammatory genes, suggest-

ing exercise regrrlatiort of the muscle-hlpertrophv
rc:spc)rìse zrdzrpls to aging.sì In agccl rats, reloacling
afier hincl-limb susper.rsion also inclrtces less satellite-
cell activ¿tion than in young acltrls (Dupont-Verstccg-
den, personal communication), sinilar to the pro-
found atrophy and resistance to exercise-induced
activation during space flight. Further information
on these interactions of exercise and loading with
thc bi<llogy of satellite-cell activatjon rvill be essential

in deveioping strategies for maintaining muscle mass

(fiber diarneter) ancl contractile strength, and pre-
vcnting serious atrophy with disuse or age.

Mechanisms by which the mechanical stimuli of
exercise are able to induce satellite-cell actiration are

not rvell understood. It has been proposed that de-

creased pH, recluced calcium cycling, glycogen de-

pletion, and ATP depletion may be involved in the

transcluction of the exercise signal into a re-

sponse.r5a It is also knolr.tr that one bout of exercise
is sufficient to stimtrlate a nore than 2O-lblcl increasc
in c-fì¡s nIRNA rvitlrin 4.min.:ì? IJecatrse c-fos exPres-

sion can be used as a markcr of activation that oc-
curred a short time earlie r, this inl'onlation suÊlgcsts

that satellite cclls have zr rapicl r-csl)onsc to cxct'cisc
in vivo, consistent lvitJr experimerìLs orì single cells,
uruscle fibers, and muscles that arc strctctrcd iu cul-
ture.

Other Potential Actiuatint Pøthutays. The si¡;nal-
ing cascade involved in activating skeletal muscle
satellite cells is only partly available from direct
data. Horvever, there are extensive reports on cell
activation, including acdvation of stem-like pre-
cursors cells, in nonmuscle tissues, rvhich offer,
through speculation, some potentially informzr.tive
parallels in relation to nruscle. A cor.rcept map of
pathw:iys that may be involved in signaling szrtcl-

lite-cell activation was compiled fron-r both direct
information and indirectly froll <¡bsen'ations of
other syst-erns and tissues, based on the presertce itr
skeletal muscle of the mIìNA zrnd proteins in-
volved in those other cascacles. To clate, tl-re main
pathway for satellite-cell activation from <¡uies-

cence, in botd italics in Figure 7, involves tlte
release of NO after a stimulus, which leads to HGF
release and subsequent binding to the c-met ty-

rosine kinase receptor.6'ra6
The release of NO that initiates activation after a

stimulus must be due to an iucrease in the activity of
NOSI or an increase in the number of NO$I en-

zyme molecules that are dimerized (the active state

of the enz)ryne that is stabilized by Larginine ancl

pterin) and therefore are producing NO. Such acti-
vation of NOSI was shown to be induced by dephos-
phorylation by SH2 domain containing tyrosine
phosphatase (SHP-2) in Chinese hamster o\Ìar)'

cells.3¡ SHP-2 is a tyrosine phosptrirtasc that p<lsitivcly

regulates signztls ft-<¡rn several gro\'vtlÌ factors, and is

activatecl by tl"Le B7 subunit of C-proteins. 1-his rniry

be a rnechanism by which NOS-I¡,c activity is in-
creased in skeletal rnuscle fibers after an acliva[ing
stimulus.

MAPK activity increases in isolatecl pl:rntaris mus-

cles held under tension for 5 nin, such that the rise

is quantitatively related to the amount of applied
tension.e2 Initially the rise in MAPK activity is from
ERI( and cjun-N-tennin¿Ll kin¿se $NK) pathways,

with a later response from p38 MAPK AII three

MAPK pathways are also activated in the diaphr:agm
by mechanical stresses applied axially ancl trans-

versely across the muscle.86 MAPI( activation oc-

curred as soon as 5 min after a continuous rnechan-
ical stress and reached maximum levels at 15 min of
loading.s'ì Whole soleus mtscles also sho¡,r'ecl in-
creased lvlAPI( activity as soon as 5 min (p38 ancl

ERI{) and l0 min $NI() after contraction inducecì
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b-v electrical stirnul¿rlion in vitro.2e Activaúon of
\ÍAPK lczrcls to ¿rn incre¿rse in activating protein-l
(ÀP-1) bincling to DNA,8'ì presutnzrbly clue to in-

creases in c-jun ancl c-fos levels, rvtrich are both

upregulatecl in rat muscle after contraction in
5l¿¡.I?'137 AP-l rose most dramatically lvhen muscle

fibcrs rverc strctchecl transversely rather than axizrlly,

ir-rcliczrting Ûrat fiber orientation plays a role in me-

chanical transcluction.s6 The rype of stretch may also

cletermine which of the MAPI( pathways are acti-

v¿ted, as sl¿tic stretching increirses JNK activity in so

leus a¡d extensor cligitorurn longus and p38 activity in
soleus to a g1-eater extent than either achieved after

contr¿ction and rela-xation.2e Because stretch also in-

c.ìnces satellite-cell activ¿tion on fibers,rsô these reports

sìrggest the possibility that MAPK signaling plays a role

in that activation, similar to the role of MAPKin c-fos,/

cjun expression in glioblastoma cellsl ancl rascular

smootJr rnuscle.ss NIAPK activation mav involve me-

-} 
-----)I

D+1
c-fos, c-jun mRNA r ' IAP-1 ----- lc-met mRNA

FIGURE Z. A schematic cascade of signaling pathways that represent known (denoted by text in bold italics) and potential alternate

(normal text) mechanisms for the activátion of skeletal muscle satellite cells from quiescence. The dashed arrow represents another

potential pathway that may bypass HGF ligand-binding to c-met receptor for activat¡on. Abbreviations: A, act¡vated state; AC, adenylate

cyclase; Ap-1 , act¡vat¡ng proiein-1:CGMP, cyclic guanosine monophosphate; GC, guanylate cyclase; HGF, hepatocyte growth factor;

HGF @ c-met, HGF ligand-binding w¡th c-met receptor; MAPK, mitogen-act¡vated protein kinase; mRNA, messenger ribonucleic acid;

NOS, nitric oxide synthase; P, phãsphate; PlPr, phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate; PKC, protein kinase C; Q' quiescent state: SHP-2'

SH2 domain containing tyrosine phosphatase; TKs, tyrosine kinases'

chanical transduction through the pdystrogþan com-

ponent of the clystrophin-a^ssociated rytoskeletal pro'
tein corr-rplex, as the adapter protein srowth factor

receptor bouncl protein (Grb2) is ktrorvn to link this

cornplex to the Ras/MAPK patht"ay' HGF relcase m¿tl'

aho àirectly activate MAPKiu satellite cells, as rePortecl

in gliobtastoma cells,r rvhere i¡lcreased c-l'os/cjur-t

mRNA leads to an iucrease in AP-l, and subsequently

to increased expression of c-met mRNA and protein'

In vascular smooth tnuscle, mechanical stimulation in-

creases MAPI( and protein kinase C (PKC) activity'

c-jun and c-fos expression, a¡rd AP-l activity.se Prelim-

inary data indicate that c-fos mRNA expression in sat-

ellite cells is rapidly upregulated by stretch in single-

fiber cultures. A-ll three I\{APK pathr'rays (ERII p38,

andJNK) are likely invoh'ed in the satellite-cell activa-

don cascacle, as reported for maximal stretch-induc-

tion of c-fos mRNA in myometrial smooth muscle,rll

diaphragm,sG and soleus muscle.2e
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G-proteins nzry zrlso play an exte nsive role irl the
zrctivation of satellite cells. Gproteius are ilrvolved in
initiating DNA synthesis in fibroblasts culturecl from
human skin and fet.al lunger'e3 r'ia activation of the
aclenylate cyclase perthway, and in cardiomyocyctes
b), unknown mechanisrns.as In skin and lung, ade-

nylate cyclase activation resulted in incre:rsed exPres-

sion of'I{GF mRNA ancl HGF secretion. If similar
steps were invoh'ed in muscle, the ensuing increase
in HGF rele¿rse u,oulcl enhance ligand binding to
c-rìret and leacl to satellite-cell activation. Aclenylate
c)¡crl:rsc is ¿rlso n.roclul¿rtecl by NO signals through
()-ploLcin-cotrplccl receptors.85 Activ¿rtion of' NOS-I

rv¿rs achicvccl iLr CHO cells within 30 s of trcatmcnt
rvith cholecystokinin, a holTnone known to operate
rhrough Gproteins.3s Such rapid increases in
NOS-I¡r activiry rvould be required for, and consis-

tent with, rhe l-rlpothesis that a bolus release of NO
activates satellite cells in normal muscle 'e The possì-

ble involvement of C-proteins in the activation of
PI(C via the phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate
(PII'2) pathway in muscle is suggcsted by data frorn
acti\¡ation studies on cultured human alveolar

celts,r(i4 htrman skin fibrobtasts,r'a and epithelial
cclls,ttg although these pathways may also be acti-

vated by tyrosine kinases [hat are extensively involved
in initiating DNA synthesis in many systems.rte

Although the reports above clid not distinguish
behveen the two $pes of receptors involved, PKC

activation incluccd notable iucreases in HGF:-''4'rô4

arrd expression of c¡ret nrRNA.27 The mechatrism by

rvhich HGF incrcases c-nìct gerìc explession, possibly

through stimul¿rtion of c-fos and c-juu,:)2'rr0 may ac-

corrnt for signal amplification that recruits more
than one satellite cell after a single stimulus such as

brief stretching, and could explain some of the ap-

pârent heterogeneity in the satellite-cell popularion
response to stretch.r56 PKC activation is also atlle to
incluce MAPK activation in vascular smooth-muscle

cellsse and possibly in a lung epithelial cell-line.2?

\.APK activation would also augment c-met mRNA
expressionr,2? in a positive regulatory loop, and po-

tentiate the satellite-cell resPonse to a second ac[i-

vating stimulus.
It is very likely that there are balancing mecha-

nisms to prevent or halt sucl-r amplification when

zrctivation signals stoP or decline in intensiry. Such

dor,r,nregulation or atLenuation may occur via a PKG

mecli¿rtecl pathlvay, because PKC can block rhe auto-

¡:lr<:sphon'lzrtion clf c-nle t otl it.s tvrosine rcsiclucs in
gàstric carcit.r<ltn¿r cell-lincs.5] Thc bi<lckacle in c-mct

phclsph orylatio n lvoulcl therebl' Prevent recruitment
of other signaling molecules that nonnally aclvance

the cascade toward DNA s;'nthesis and cell prolifer-

ation. This balzrncing effect via PKC would be impor-
tant in rnusclc for controlling the cxten[ of the re-

sponse to a single activaúng súmulus and preventing
early satellite-cell senescence.

Stretch-activated ion channels may also be in-
volved in actira.ting satellite cells, because ion chau-
nel activity can induce PI(C activation via the PIP2

pathway in vascular smooth-muscle cells.el Thc reg-

ulation of NOS activiry by calcium-calmodulin, for
cxzrmple in enclothelial cells,43'4e'87 suggests the pos-

sibility of a sir¡ilar patlÌway in skeletal muscle fibers
<¡r in s¿rtcllite c<:lls themsclvcs, bcc¿rusc NOS-I is cx-

prcssecì in satellite cclls uporr activ¿ìtioll in vitror-r(t

ancl il-l vivo, ct'en in [tre abscncc of the stable local-
ization of NOS-I normally afl'orded by dystrophin.13

The calcium influx that occurs with fiber damage

also leads to hlpercontraction ancl generates shear

forces that are potent signals in many tissues- Shear

strcss acting on endothelial cells increa-ses activity by

protein kinase B (PKB/Akt) ancl NOS'a3 In skeletal

muscle, hypercontraction results in NO-dependent
satellite-cell activatiorì in vivo,e and in liver after
partial hepatectomy, shear increases hepatocyte c-fos

expression and cell proliferation. I 26'1 5I Calcium- cal-

modulin also reverses caveolinS-dependent inhibi-
tion of NOS activity. L-typ. calcium channel opening
is stimulated by $nitrosation via reactive nitrogen
species, whereas NO itself inhibis calcium channel

activity.ôT Therefore, the movement and concentra-

tion gradienls of calcium ions may play a srrbstantiirl

role in activation, actìng via shear or <lirectly on

NOSJ¡I, to relcase NO and acti\¡ate satellite cells in
skeletal muscle.

Nitric oxide also can signal via guanylare cyclase

(GC). GC is a major NO receptor and its dimeriza-

tìon is required to cz.t¡:lyze GTP to c1'clic guanosine

monophosphate (cGMP). As a recePtor' GC has

tissue-specific isoforms rvhich vary in structure at

four domains: an extracellular ligand-biuding do-

main, transmembrane domain, an irÌtracellular
protein kinase-homology dornain, and a catalytic
domain with cyclase homology.r52 Although there
are huge cell-cell variations in the GGcGMP in-
terval of NO signaling, other large variations in
cell-type specific phosphodiesterases can increase

NO over a short interval (90 s) and simulate a

rapicl lise in cGMP. Cyclic GMP acts internally in
cells that are stimulated by shear, interleukin-lp,
s<¡dium nitroprusside (an NO donor rnolecule),
ancl L-argininc (the NC) strllstr¿rte) to r-elcasc NC)

via phosphocliestc rase aucl PI{B/Akt signaling^

pathrvays. hnportantly, cGMP can also be exportecl

to the extracellulaÌ spacc and induce paracrine
activarion in neighbouring cells.63 In vascular
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smooth muscle, cxccìss cGMP ciìn block vasoc()n-

strictior-r (in response to potassium, norepineph-
rine, zrngiotcnsin II, iurcl ser<¡tonin), and cause

clilation vi¿r cGMP-clependent potassium anct cal-

ciurn chanrrels. Although not yet examined in skel-

etal nluscìe, these GC Pathlvays also have tJre po-

tential to me cliate NOS activitl'and NO-dependent
s¿rtellitc-cell activation, and affect other possible

pathlvays in NO-independent activation in rnuscle

fibers ancl satcllite cclls' Collectively, GC pathways

rnay have a major impact on activation of satellite

cells ancl the recruitment of neighbouring quies-

cent siìtellite or stem-cell Prectlrsors.
'l'hc p()tcììti1ìl signaling path$¡?lys <¡f satcllitc-cell

?rcti\,zrtion clisctrsscci ¿tbove, although not exllattstivc,

are corrrpilecl in Figure 7. Sonle Patlt\'\¡¿ys in the

schematic are known from othcr tissue s1'stems and

may ultimately be excluded from a role in satellite-

cell activation in skeletal rnuscle. Flolever, the ca-

pacity for muscle regener-ation in mutant animals

(although delayed in the absence of NO$I expres-

siou and signaling fror-n NOS-I¡I in fiberse), is strong

evidence to suPPort the hypothesis that there is

rnore than orle pathway for satellite-cell acúvalion'

Together, the observations that a single stimulus

recruits more than one satellite cell into activation,

and recruits an apparently heterogeneous satellite-

cell population with distinct courses in time,r56 and

the tight control of activation and quiescence shown

by satellite cells are suggestive that multiple pathways

engage various positive and r-regative regulatory

loops in tllat coìltrol.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Although the precise mechanisms of satellite-cell ac-

tivation frorn quiescence are not known, a number

of points rvill guide further investigations' 'fhe defi-

nition <¡f activation is irnportant. \4¡ithout accolnmo-

dating the potential for extremely r:apicl changes in

morpl-rological, biochemical, or functional assays in

satellite cells in vivo, on isolatecl fibers or in cell

ctrltures, rnany stePs may be missed by sampling

error. The original discovery of NO-mediated satel-

lite-cell activation in vivo was predicated on tests tl-rat

could reveal a rapid change immediately upon in-

jury, rather than requiring a delay to await eventual

changes in exprcssion of a later marker gelle or

protein, DNA synttresis, and cell proliferation' Acti-

vaticl,r can be useftrlly clefinecl as withdrar'val from

Cì0, sa relli tc-cclI hyPcrtroPhy, HGF- c-mct colocaliza-

tioì1, cIìtln to tl're cell cyclc, ztncl satcllite-cell mobili-

zation. This cÌescription serves to elaborate exPecta-

tions <¡f cxperirnents Lo study a rzlpicl sequencc lll
real time.

In stuclying satellite-cell irctivation, it is essential

to demotìstrate a baseline quiescer"rt state in unslimu-
Iated preparations. Without this baseline as a con-

trol, a net stimulatory effect and the threshold and

timing of an activation resPonse are all left in ques-

tion. With special attention, quiescence can be main-

t¿ined in cultures of cells, fiber-s, and muscles, and by

in vivo conditions.
According to criteria that define satellite-cell ac-

tivation from quiescence, only one growth factor,

HGF, and one molecule, NO, l-rave been delnot-r-

stratecl to acti\,ate satellite cells. As reviewed else-

\.VhCrc,Is'2s'or'll:'l:)i"ld0-l6': other grOn'th f¿rCtors i'-
clucling i nsuli nlike, fìb rolll¿rs t, zrncl pliltcle t<Icrivccl

grolvth factors, strotÌgly prornote proliferation ancl

growth that ensue from satellite-cell zrctivation' Fttr-

iher understanding of activalion pathrvala will help

in developing methods to regulate specific aspecs of
the steps from activation to proliferation and growth
in muscle tissue.

New data suggest that tirere is more than or-re

t'?e or population of satellite cells, evcn on a single

fiber. Altematively, the apparent population hetero-

geneity among satellite cells may derive from the

broad spectrum of physiological and pathological

stimuli that singly and together aPpear to mediate

activation. The roles of NO and HGF in satellite-cell

activation are likely complex, in view of the many

constituents of the ECM, heparan sulfate proteogly-

cau, syndecan-3, aqtraporin, tl-re dystropl-rin-associ-

atecl protein complex, ancl the rllarlv sotlrccs of NO

dcrivcct liom the thrce NOS isol'orrns expressccl b,v

various cells and tissues. Nonetheless, trerv resulls ir-t

the field of satellite-cell activation in skeletal muscle

are revealing strong similarities to activation in <lther

systems. The uniclue system that regulates satellite-

cell activation is achieved by morphological and rno-

lecular specializations at the topographically inti-

mate juxtaposition of satellite cells and fibers' The

parallils bènn'een signaling patìrways in muscle ancl

nonmuscle tissue offer the Potential for fu¡rre clis-

coveries of drug families that can be targeted to act

on specific asPects of the same pathrvays in particular

in sleletal muscle and in dise¿rse conditions that

affect muscle rvith such serious consequences to life,

health, activity, ancl inclependence.
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Satellite cell activation on fibers: modeling events
in vivo - alt invited review

Judy E. Anderson and Ashley C. Wozniak

Abstract: Knowledge of the events underlying satellite cell activation and the counterpart maintenance of quiescence is

essential for planning therapies that will promote the growth and regeneration of skeletal muscle in healthy, disease and
aging. By modeling those events of satellite cell activation in studies of single muscle fibers or muscles in culture, the
roles of mechanical stretching and nitric oxide are becoming understood. Recent studies demonstrated that stretch-
induced activation is very rapid and exhibits some features of satellite cell heterogeneity. As well, gene expression
studies showed that expression of the c-met rec€ptor gene rises rapidly after stretching muscles in culture compared to
those without stretch. This change in gene expression during activation, and the maintenance of quiescence in both nor-
mal and dystrophic muscles are dependent on NO, as they are blocked by inhibition of nitric oxide synthase (NOS).
Mechanical, contractile activity is the defining feature of muscle function. Therefore, ongoing studies of stretch effects
in satellite cell activation and quiescence in quiescent fiber and muscle cultures provides appropriate models by which
to explore the regulatory steps in muscle in vivo under many conditions related to disease, repair, rehabilitation, growth
and the prevention or treatment of atrophy.

Kqt words: regeneration, stretch, myofiber culhrre, muscular dystrophy, quiescence.

Résumé : Une connaissance des événements qui sous-tendent I'activation des cellules satellites ou, au contraire, le
maintien à l'état de quiescence est essentielle pour planifier les traitements qui favoriseront la croissance et la régénéra-
tion du muscle squelettique normal, pathologique et vieillissant. La modélisation de ces événements dans des études de

muscles ou de frbres musculaires isolées en culture améliore la compréhension des rôles de l'étirement mécanique et
du monoxyde d'azote. De récentes études ont démontré que I'activation induite par l'étirement est très rapide et pré-
sente certaines caractéristiques de I'hétérogénicité des cellules satellites. De même, des études de I'expression génique

ont montré que I'expression du récepteur c-met augmente rapidement après l'étirement des muscles en culture compa-
rativement à celle des muscles non étirés. Cette modification de l'expression génique durant I'activation de même que

le maintien de la quiescence dans les muscles nornaux et dystrophiques sont dépendants du NO, étant donné qu'ils
sont bloqués par I'inhibition de la monoxyde d'azote synthase (NOS). L'activité contractile mécanique est la caractéris-
tique déterminante de la fonction du muscle. Ainsi, les érudes en cours des effets de l'étirement sur I'activation des

cellules satellites et [a quiescence dans les cultures de fibres et de muscles quiescents foumissent des modèles appro-
priés pour examiner les étapes régulatrices dans le muscle in vivo dans de nomb¡euses conditions liées à la maladie, à

la réparation, à la réadaptation, à la croissance ainsi qu'à la prévention ou au traitement d'une atrophie.

Mots clés .' régénération, étirement, culture de fibre musculaire, dystrophie musculaire, quiescence.

[Traduit par la Rédaction]

lntroduction
Satellite cells are quiescent precursors that occupy a "sat-

ellite" position immediately outside muscle fibers (Mauro
1961). Satellite cell activation is defined, here, as entry into
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Gl from quiescence and mobilization (Schultz and
McCormick 1994; Anderson 2000). Activation is pivotal to
initiating muscle growth and repair (Mauro 1961). Without
activation, strength declines, muscles atrophy, and disability
ensues. The disabling weakness in age-related muscle atro-
phy (Dedkov et al. 2003; Welle 2002; Kamel 2003; Thornell
et al. 2003) is attributed to profound satellite cell quiescence
(Desplanches 1997¡' Dar' and Schultz 1989). In contrast, sat-
ellite cells are more hyperactivated and hypertrophic in dy-
strophic muscle (Anderson 1998, 2000). Initially, satellite
cells can repair the muscle flrbers damaged by dystrophy, but
ultimately, they become senescent (Decary et al. 1996,
1997). Therefore, dysregulated satellite cell activation, either
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low or high, has an enormous impact, limiting muscle func-
tion in aging and neuromuscular disease. By learning how
satellite cell activation is controlled, we will be able to de-
sign drugs that specifically target activation to promote
growth and repair.

This laboratory demonstrated that nitric oxide (NO) di-
rectly and very rapidly mediates the activation of satellite
cells in vivo. Expression or activity of NO synthase I (NOSJ),
decreased by pharmacologic treatments, directly from or
secondary to genetic alteration, markedly altered satellite
cell activation by muscle injury. Such interventions also de-
layed the interaction between hepatocyte growth factor (HGF)
and the c-met receptor expressed by satellite cells (Anderson
2000). However, in vivo studies were unable to determine, in
detail, the timing and interaction of NO and HGF signals,
were unable to evaluate the need for HGF in activation, and

were unable to establish the mechanism by which dystrophin
deficiency or muscle aging affected activation. Although
subsequent studies using culfures of satellite cells isolated
from muscle tissue (Tatsumi et al. 2001, 2002) supported our
initial work on satellite cell activation from quiescence in
vivo, further advances in the field require more appropriate
modeling. The topography of satellite cells on muscle fibers
(Anderson 2000), which are the normal source of NO and

HGF, is not maintained in cultures of muscle cells, because

fibers are removed during cell isolation. This means that sat-

etlite cells can't be isolated or cultured in a stable quiescent

state; upon attachment to a culture substrate they become ac-

tivated, albeit more slowly in cultures derived from aged

muscle (Tatsumi et al. 1998), and then synthesize NO and

HGF (Tatsumi et al. 1998, 2001,2002). For these reasons,

cultured satellite cells are not efflective in comprehensively
modeling the nature of activation in vivo by NO and HGF.

We recently used cultures of single muscle fibers to shrdy

satellite cell activation (Anderson and Pilipowicz 2002;
Wozniak et al. 2003). In the fiber model, satellite cells can

be maintained in quiescence unless stimulated by treatment,

making this model is the best available for studies of activa-

tion in vivo (Allen et al. 1997).
This review concerns stretch-induced signaling by NO

and HGF, the only factors that have been established to rap-
idly activate satellite cells from established quiescence- Me-
chanical stretch is a hallmark feature of muscle function.
This review will provide an overview of NO and HGF/c-met
signaling in normal stretch-activation, and will discuss the

irnpact of dystrophin deficiency and muscle age on activa-

tion and NO biology in muscle. Ongoing studies of stretch-

induced satellite cell activation on frbers in culture are eluci-
dating the interplay between NO and HGF in activation in
normal, dystrophic, and aged muscles. Recent research sug-

gests that NO and HGF/c-met signals are both essential for
stretch-induced activation on fibers, and that NO signaling
precedes HGF in transducing that activation.

Satellite cell qu¡escence and act¡vat¡on

Sateliite cell activation is triggered by injury exercise,

stretch, or hypertrophy (Anderson 2000). Focal activating
signals are usually relayed to satellite cells along the length
of fibers, such as occurs after injury to muscle (Grounds and

McGeachie 1987; Mclntosh and Anderson 1995), although
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this is not always the case (personal communication, Ander-
son and Wozniak, 2004). The final outcome of activation is

marked by satellite cell DNA synthesis, 24--30 h later (or up
to 48 h later in aged muscle). However, the early steps be-
rween a mechanical activating stimulus and DNA synthesis
are not well established. The literature is rich with micros-
copy studies of tissues that have revealed the sequence that
follows activation by injury. Initially, satellite cell size and
shape change, nuclei enlarge, chromatin disperses, and cell
volume swells as organelles hypertrophy (for example,
Snow 1977, 1990; Schultz et al. 1978, 1985). More recent
work, using the tools ofcell biology, has established that the

HGF, made by fibers and stored or sequestered in the sur-
rounding exhacellular mahix (ECM), rapidly colocalizes with
the c-met receptor on satellite cells upon injury to normal
muscle in vivo (Tatsumi et al. 1998). As well, we showed
that, in vivo, NOS inhibition or the absence of NOS-I (from
gene mutation in muscle from NOS-I-/- mice, or secondary
to dystrophin deficiency, as in mdx mouse muscle) pre-
vented the suite of rapid events marking activation, and de-

termined that NO directly mediates normal activation
(Anderson 2000).

The single-fiber culture system retains the ECM on fibers,
and is the only model that maintains satellite cells in quies-

cence under control conditions (Cornelison et al. 2001;

Wozniak et al. 2003). Fibers can be isolated and maintained

in a serum-replacement medium (Yablonka-Reuveni and

Rivera 1994; Yablonka-Reuveni et al. 1999; Anderson and

Pilipowicz 2002; Wozniak et al. 2003). Early fiber experi-
ments have shown that proliferation results from activation,
and that growth factors, such as insulin-like gròwth factor
(IGF-Ð and fibroblast growth factor (FGF), do not activate

satellite cells on fibers (Bischoff 19864, 1986b,1990a,
1990å). Rather, IGF-I and FGF increase the proliferation of
satellite cells once they are activated, even when that activa-

tion results during isolation (i.e., prior to plating frbers for
culture). Although IGF-I is often reported to activate satel-

lite cells, those reports typically used cultures of muscle

cells that were not quiescent (Papy-Garcia et al. 2002). Oth-
ers report the metøbolic or molecular activity of satellite
cells, iather than activation from quiescence, and examine

satellite cell proliferation or gene expression from a few
days to a week after IGF exposure or injury (Hill et al' 2003;

Hill and Goldspink 2003; Rabinovsþ et ai' 2003). Recent

experiments on fibers in this laboratory have examined

events 0-3 h after an activating stimulus, which has been de-

termined to be a change in DNA synthesis that occurs within
24 h of the stimulation. Applying the definition of activation
from quiescence, which we identified as a very rapid process

(Anderson 2000; Wozniak et al. 2003), work by Bischoff
(Bischoff 1997; Bischoff and Heintz 1994) found that only
an extract of gently compressed or crushed muscle caused

dose-dependent activation of quiescent satellite cells on fi-
bers. The causative factor in that extract was later found to
be HGF (Tatsumi et al. 1998).

At a molecular level, satellite cell activation can be traced

in vivo by sequential gene expression after injury. Early im-
mediate genes c-fos and c-jun show increased expression by
3 h (Weiss 1994; Kami et al. 1995), with muscle-specific
regulatory genes, such as myf5, showing increased expres-

siõn by 6 h (Grounds et al. 1992; Comelison and Wold
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1997). Consequently, expression ofc-fos and myf5 are valu-

able markers óf prior satellite cell activation and can there-

fore be used to ãetermine the level of activation and repair

subsequent to an injury or disease proce-ss 
^ 
in muscle

(Mclniosh et al. 1998; Anderson and Vargas 2003)' The se-

qu"n.. of satellite cell gene expression, including muscle

regulatory factors and contractile proteins, can be demon-

sträted uiing the single-f,rber model (Yablonka-Reuveni and

Rivera 1994-; Comeliìon and Wold 1997; Yablonka-Reuveni

et al. 1999; Kastner et al. 2000; Cornelison et al' 2000)'

With activation, expression of FGF and HGF genes rises

(Husmann et al. l9Þ6), Notch protein is activated (Conboy

ànd Rando 2002), the IGF-I isoform changes (Hill et al'

2003), and the expression of MSXI and myostatin repressor

geneÁ-declines (Còmelison and Wold 1997; Comelison et al'

ã000; Hawke and Garry 2001). Experiments designed spe-

cificálly to examine activation from quiescence show find-

ings distinct from those investigating the promotion of
prõliferation over differentiation, which may involve the

same growth factors (Jeanplong et al. 2003; Kamanga-Sollo

et al. 2003).
Satellite cells can now be detected in muscle by

immunostaining for a small number of proteins restricted to

satellite cells. Earlier studies required the painstaking em-

ployment of morphology, positional markers of satellite

celís, and incorporation of nucleotides during DNA synthe-

sis. While still ìnformative, these studies often had a retro-

spective design that labeled nuclei in new fibers, for

instance, that lere derived after proliferation, from cells that

on.. *.i. satellite precursors (Grounds and McGeachie 1987;

Anderson et al. 1987).
c-met proto-oncogene is the tyrosine kinase receptor for

HGF. In normal muscle, it is only found in quiescent and ac-

tivated satellite ceils (Allen et al' 1995; Comelison and Wold

1997; Tatsumi et al. 1998)' Expression of syndecan 3 and

syndecan 4 by satellite cells facilitates fyrosine kinase recep-

tór binding (Cornelison et al. 2001); m-cadherin is a cal-

ciurn-depe-ndent adhesion molecule made by satellite cells

(Irintchev etal.1994; Beauchamp et al' 2000)' These protein

àarkers are functionally relevant because they mediate adhe-

sion, movement, and mitosis. PaxT specifies satellite cells in

development (Seale et al. 2000)'

Satellite cell act¡vation, HGF' and c-met

In vivo, HGF activates satellite cells and enhances muscle

repair (Tatsumi et al. 1998; Miller et al' 2000)' HGF is made

ùy *"ì.t" and nonmuscle tissues, and is sequestered in the

E'CM around hbers. Upon NO-dependent release of HGF

from the ECM in muscle, HGF binds to the oncogene c-met'

ln cells from many tissues, including muscle, HGF/c-met

binding induces ceús to proliferate and scatter or migrate in

culture (Rubin et al. 1993; Bischoff 1997)' The c-met recep-

tor is highly expressed in many types of cancer' and appears

to be a îné.tpôittt in such activation, interacting with inte-

grins and cytåskeleton proteins to initiate growth, motility'

ãnd differentiation. PD0-98059 and geldanamycins nonspeci-

fically inhibit HGF/c-met signaling in tumor cell cultures

(Birc'hmeier and Brohmann 2000; Birchmeier and Gherardi

ìsgg; w"Uu et at. 2000; Xie et al. 2001; Maulik et al' 2002;

i.tná* et al. 2002)- HGF/c-met signaling is important in

Can. J' Physiol. Pharmacol' Vol' 82' 2004

the formation, metastasis, and targeted therapy of cancer

(Wang et al. 2001; Kitamura et al. 2000; Ma et al' 2003), but

òther"signaling pathways also contribute to attributes, such

as cell Ãobility ãnd plasticity (Janda et al. 2002)' Details of
the mechanisms of satellite cell activation on fibers via

HGF/c-met or altemate pathways are under currently inves-

tigation in a number of laboratories.
-The 

role of HGF in early activation was first described by

Allen and colleagues (1995). Subsequent experiments by

Tatsumi and colleãgues (1998) further characterized that role

in vivo in muscle and in vitro. HGF is released from muscle -

ECM, and rapidly colocalizes with c-met in satellite cells,

which then migrate from fibers. In satellite cell cultures,

HGF release frãm cell ECM is NO-dependent, and inhibi-

tion of NO synthase (NOS) prevents that release and stretch-

activation (Sheehan et al. 2000; Tatsumi et al' 2002)' In
vivo, NOS ìnhibition prevents HGF/c-met colocalization and

struótural changes of satellite cell activation (Anderson

2000). Once activated, satellite cells synthesize both HGF

and ó-met (Tatsumi et at. 1998; Anderson 1998)' Although it
is not clear whether NO can mediate activation independent

of HGF/c-met signaling, we have established that without

NO in vivo, the activation-repair sequence is altered' For ex-

ample, in muscles that lack neuronal NOS (NOS-Ip) expres-

sion, the early phase of activation, during which c-met-

expressing cells are loosened from their attachment to mus-

ctó Rbers, is lost or delayed (Anderson 2000)' The ensuing

repair demonstrates alterations in myotub.eformation and re-

geieration, even after a period of NOS inhib^ition restricted

io the time of muscle injury (Anderson 2000)' It is not

known whether NO or HGF/c-met signaling are altered and

might contribute to age-related atrophy or sarco.penia, where

rutãttit" cells are highly resistant to activation (Muller et al'

2002; Welle 2002; Roubenoff 2003: Kamel 2003)'

Satellite cell activation and NO

The potential for the topography of flattened, attenuated

satellite cells on flrbers, intimately positioned over a large

surface area next to the sarcolemma and beneath the sur-

rounding external lamina, has been highlighted by the theo-

reticall/large role of shear (layers shifting past one another)

in muscle during contraction, as observed in other systems

(Dimmeler et all lggg; Wang and Lautt 1998; Schoen et al'

)OOt¡. fnut topographic relalionship has suggested that NO

may activate sàtellite cells (Anderson 2000)' 
-

Éarlier work has shown that NO is made by NOS-Ip in

muscle (Bredt 1999) and that the protein-is linked viaPDZ
domains to ol-syntrophin in the dystrophin-associated pro-

tein complex (Giozdanovic and Baumgarten ,1999; Cohn and

Campbell ZOOO; Adams et al' 2000; Albrecht and Froehner

2002; Jones et al. 2003). Without dystrophin, NOS-Ip gene

ànd protein expression are very low (B,re-nm11 et al' 1995);

in nórmal conditions, regulation of NOS-I is highly complex

(Wang et al. 1999). NO produced from the activiry of induc-

i¡t. uî¿ endothelial NOS proteins plays a roie in inflamma-

tion and tissue perfusion (Reid 1998; Kaminski and Andrade

2001). NO synthesis and release are regulated by tissue

structure and mechanical forces, such as shear (Lancaster

1997; Busse and FleminglggS; Dimmeler et al' 1999)' In

*ur.i., satellite cells locãted between fibers and the ECM
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are ideally positioned to respond to shear-induced NO re-
lease from NOS-Ip, previously outlined in our working
model of NO-mediated satellite cell activation in normal
muscle in vivo (Anderson 2000). One of the features most
notable in dystrophin-deficient muscle is the susceptibiliry to
mechanical stresses induced by muscle contraction, first
dernonstrated by Petrof and colleagues (1993).

NO is synthesized by NOS (Alderton et al. 2001), which
converts the substrate L-arginine to L-citrulline. NO, a free

radical, is rapidly oxidized to form nitrites and nitrates. NO
production is often measured as the total NO oxidation prod-
uct, using a modified Griess reaction (Marzinzig et al.

1997), although there are other and more recently developed

strategies for measuring and visualizing NO release (Kojima
et al. 1998).

Although satellite cells and satellite-derived myoblasts are

typically examined in cell cultures for properties of gene ex-

pression and proliferation related to lineage determination
and regulators of differentiation, direct evidence of satellite
cell activation from quiescence, upon muscle injury was re-
ported from this laboratory (Anderson 2000). Because acti-
vated satellite cells are rapidly mobilized due to HGF/c-met
binding (Tatsumi et al. 1998), activation was assayed 0-
30 min after injury as the yield of satellite cells loosened in
a singie whole muscle. Activation was calculated as a ratio
of satellite cell yield from an injured muscle/the yield from
the intact contralateral muscle. Without injury, the ratio is

theoretically equal to one. Experiments have shown that acti-
vation doubled immediately after injury and was mediated

by NO. This was an assay based on basic concepts in cell bi-
ology, but subsequent studies have been consistent in dem-
onstrating NO-dependent activation in vivo, as well as later
steps in muscle regeneration, which is outside the scope of
this review.

NO-mediated activation was demonstrated by blocking ac-

tivation with L-NAME, a NOS inhibitor. HGF/c-met colo-

calization and satellite cell enlargement were also delayed

by NOS inhibition. Consistent with inhibition studies, early

activation was completely absent in muscle without NOS-Ip
expression (mdx, NOS-IJ- transgenic mice); it would be in-
teåsting to leam whether NOS-I-A mice exhibit muscle
wasting that increases with age or exercise' Experiments
have demonstrated that the outcome of injury-induced repair
in normal and dystrophic muscle was poor after NOS inhibi-
tion (Anderson 2000; Anderson and Vargas 2003). That

work provided strong evidence that NO mediates satellite
cell activation and repair in vivo, and it has since been sup-

ported by other in vivo studies that showed that increased

NO in mdx mice reduced the severity of dystrophy and pro-

moted r¡uscle growth and repair (Wehling et al. 2001; An-
derson and Vargas 2003).

Satetlite cell act¡vation and ag¡ng muscle

In old age, muscle demonstrates atrophy (a loss of cross-

sectional fiber area calied sarcopenia) (Kamel 2003; Welle

2002) and significant, progressive weakness (Lynch et al.

2001; Fluckey et al. 2002). Satellite cells from aged muscle

show a long latent period between activation stimulus and

proliferation (Tatsumi et al. 1998; Yablonka-Reuveni et al.

tsle¡. fnis "mitotic nadir," when satellite cells are pro-
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foundly quiescent (Desplanches et al. 1987; Desplanches
1997), is a sensitive predictor of primary muscle atrophy in
aging (Darr and Schultz 1989). Micrograviry and hindlimb
suspension are used to model aging muscle (Norman et al.

2000; Jozsi et al. 2001; Fluckey et al. 2002:, Biolo et al.

2003). The functional indication ofthe status ofaged muscle
is the reduction in satellite cell quiescence that occurs with
intermittent reloading and exercise, although activation does

not attenuate atrophy or weakness (Evans 2002). The expla-
nation for persistent atrophy and quiescence, which resist

stimulation by exercise, are not apparent; however, it is well
est¿blished that loss of telomere length and restricted or
temporally altered activity of mitogen-activated protein
kinase are not limiting factors (Thornell et al.2003;
Yablonka-Reuveni et al. 1999). Indeed, satellite cells in aged

muscle activate normally in response to denervation
(Dedkov et al. 2003). Future studies of NO and HGF/c-met
signaling in aged normal muscle will reveal how profoundly
quiescent satellite cells in age-related atrophy can be acti-
vated to treat or prevent this disabling condition.

Satellite cells, muscular dystrophy and NO

Dystrophin protein is absent from muscle in human Du-
chenne and mdx mouse muscular dystrophy. As a result,

muscle-fiber membranes are susceptible to injury from nor-

mal activity (Petrof et al. 1993; Brussée et al. 1997).

Dystrophic muscles progressively weaken from repetitive fi-
ber damage, inflammation, and fiber loss, even though mus-

cle repair is initially effective in mdx mice, as has been

previously demonstrated (Anderson et al. 1987, 1988, 1998;

Zacharias and Anderson 1991). Weakness is lethal in

Duchenne muscular dystrophy and shortens lifespan in mdx
mice (Crawford et al. 2000). Relevant to this review,

dystrophin deficiency causes downregulation of NOS-Ip
g"n" èxpr"ssion and protein in the dystrophin-associated
protein complex (Cohn and Campbell 2000). In conse-
(uence, the time-course of satellite cell activation by NOS
inhibition after injury in mdx muscle is identical to that pro-
duced in normal muscle (Anderson 2000)' Dystrophic
cardiomyopathy also involves disruptions of NOS-I and in-
duction of NOSII (Bia et al. 1999). The persistent absence

of NO release from fibers in mdx muscle accompanies in-
creased satellite cell activation. For this reason' it has been

proposed that NO in normal muscle helps to maintain quies-

òence, in addition to stimulating activation (Anderson 2000).

Further study of satellite cell activation in mdx muscle is re-

quired to understand how dysregulated activation and NOS-l¡-t

gene expression could be used to treat muscular dystrophy
(Anderson and Vargas 2003).

Recent studies on satell¡te cell activation

Recent experiments have employed the single-fiber cul-

ture model to examine satellite cell activation in cell cul-
tures, and to integrate our in vivo model with new data on

activation via NO and HGF/c-met signals in stretch.
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Fig. t. A segment of a single muscle fiber isolated from the

flexor digitorum brevis muscle- A satellite cell is prominent, ad-

hered to the fiber and slightly elevated above the sarcolemma.

The nucleus is positivety stained for BrdU incorporation' The fi-
ber was cultured in controlled serum-replacement medium in the

presence of BrdU, subjected to 30 min of cyclical mechanical

stretciring, and maintained for a further 23.5 h before fixation

and staining. As reported (Wozniak et al. 2003), stretch-induced

activation from quiescence is rapid, and appears to be bimodal

over a 2 hour time-course. In the absence of stretch, a very low

level of activation demonstrated the baselinè quiescence in these

experiments.

Can. J. Physiol. Pharmacol. Vol. 82' 2004

specific inhibitor, consistent with earlier in vivo and cell cul-

ture data (Anderson 2000; Tatsumi et al' 2001; Sheehan et

al. 2000). This was the first study to report on early satellite

cell activation from a quiescent state measured on flrbers un-

der the control conditions'

Mechanical stretching rapidty activates sâtellite cells on

fibers
Our work was also the first to use the single-fiber model

to study stretch-activation (Wozniak et al. 2003). Fibers

were pláted in dishes with either a flexible or rigid (control)

substrate (FlexCell Inc.) and put in vacuum mats, which ap-

ply and release a vacuum, producing a cyclical l0% stretch
(Anderton et al. 1993) at 4 cycles per min (Tatsumi et al'

)OOt¡. eraU was added to the serum-replaced media (0 time)

and fibers were stretched (or not) for 0-3 h. Cultures were

maintained in BrdU for 24 h, so any cell entering S-phase

during that time could be identified from BrdU-positive

immunostaining. The number of BrdU* cells/fiber indicated

the level of satellite cell activation. Fibers were resilient to

stretch and retained satellite cells' Activation of satellite

cells in unstretched (control) fiber cultures was very low,

and it stayed low, indicating stable satellite cell quiescence-

in these óultures. We also found there were two peaks of
2-fold activation, one after 30 min of stretch, and a second

after 2 h of stretch. It was speculated that this time-course

profile of activation may be derived from th9 heterogeneity

ãf early and later responder satellite cells. Distinctive popu-

lations of satellite ceús may ultimately be identified by their
activation through different signaling pathways' Alterna-

tively, activation may be a sequential or gradual cascade of
events, rather than a binary or oË-on process.

In the same study (Wozniak et al. 2003), in situ hybridiza-

tion for c-met mRNA in satellite cells was used to examine

the whole population of satellite cells resident on a popula-

tion of fibiri. One deficiency of the fiber model is that

nonactivated satellite cells are not readily identified, so these

experiments were desigaed to quantify the population of sat-

ellìte cells resident on a normal fiber. However, a positive

aspect of the fiber model is that it allows many hundreds of
iniact fibers to be isolated from a single FDB muscle, pro-

viding a powerful sample of a population, useful in statisti-

cal aiatyåes. We found^ u ,n.un-of upproximately l'4 c-met+

satellite cells resident on a single fiber. According to identi-

fication with c-met mRNA expression, the satellite cell pop-

ulation ranged from 0-6 cells per fiber. Assessment of the

total satellite cell population, using fiber-by-fiber counting,

will allow future sh¡dies of the population response to

stretch. Earþ data þersonal communication, Wozniak and

Ànà"rron, ZóO+) sugìgest that the number of c-met+ satellite

cells may increase rapidly after a brief period of stretch,

which c-ould accouni for the second peak of stretch-

activation observed, and define the second subset of satellite

cells proposed in fiber experiments (Woqi$ et al' 2003)

and in vivo studies. Attemãtively, there could be a threshold

of stretch required to reinforce the activating signal in a sin-

gle population. Both possibilities would have a direct impact

ãn itt" int"tp.etation 
-of 

activation kinetics and signaling- via

HGF/c-metìnteraction. It is not known how the level of ex-

pression by other relevant genes, such as NOS-lp, c-fos,

pax7, myi5, and m-cadherin, might respond to stretch-
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NO and HGF activate satellite cells associated with
isolated single fibers

We used t=he single-fiber model to study activation by NO

and HGF (Anderson and Pilipowicz 2002). Fibers isolated

from flexor digitorum brevis muscles (FDB) were plated on

Vitrogen collagen. Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) was added to

the m-edia to l;bel DNA synthesis. Activated satellite cells in

these experiments were prominently elevated from the sar-

colemmá of fibers, and show BrdU-positive nuclei (Fig' l)'
In these fiber cultures, satellite cell quiescence was main-

tained by culturing in 20% serum-replacement media (CSR-

2, Sigma, St. Louis, Mo.) in DMEM (Anderson and

titipowlcz 2002:Wozúak et al. 2003), withoutthe high se-

rum concentrations that are typically used to stimulate pro-

liferation (Conboy and Rando 2002). Activated satellite cells

(BrdU* cells/fiber) were counted. Activation was demon-

itrated to be dependent on the levels of NO (related to level

of the substrate L-arginine) and HGF in the medium, and

was prevented by NOS inhibition using L-NAME, the non-
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actìvation, or whether tl'rey are differentially expressed by
norrnal, dystrophic, and aged fibers.

Mechanical stretch-activation is NO-dependent
Although the requisite level of signaling traffrc between a

hber and resident satellite cells during quiescence is un-
known, the presence of intact fibers is likely to be a critical
modiflrer of satellite cell activation by signals from NO,
HGF, and stretch. Early data support that notion, and show
that normal fibers play a role in maintaining quiescence and
initiating satellite cell activation (personal communication,
Wozniak and Anderson,2004). Stretch resulted in increased
activation by satellite cells in cultures of normal fibers, and
L-NAME prevented stretch-activation, in accordance with
earlier reports of NO-dependent HGF release and activation
in cell cultures (Tatsumi et al.2001,2002). However, NOS
inhibition actually increased activation in the absence of
stretch. Although counterintuitive, this suggests that NO
plays a role in maintaining quiescence, as predicted earlier
(Anderson 2000). On fibers, HGF increased activation with-
out stretch. Teleologically, it makes sense that a muscle fiber
would provide a regulatory mechanism to maintain quies-
cence that is distinct from that required to activate satellite
cells, even if it uses the similar "NO currency." Other mole-
cules are likely involved in regulating and restoring quies-
cence, and are not reviewed here. Interestingly, the
observation that NO contributed to maintaining quiescence
of satellite cells on fibers was made in the same set of exper-
iments and at the same time as we observed that stretch also

increased c-met expression. These experiments used a model
of whole muscle cultures that we recently developed to en-
able more comprehensive assays of gene expression during
satellite cell activation (see below). Understanding the diÊ
ferences befween satellite cell activation on fibers and in cell
cultures, and the roles of adhesion and reversible satellite
cell arrest (Milasincic et al. 1996) is essential to understand-
ing the nature of activation events in vivo.

The theoretical time course of NO concentration acting on
satellite cells, and the corresponding level of activation in
normal and dystrophic muscle, is presented in Fig. 2, which
was generated using the original model of NO-mediated ac-

tivation and recent data. Mdx fibers lack NOS-lp because

dystrophin is absent and a dystrophin-associated protein
complex is deficient. It has been proposed that continuous
absence of NO may permit a "hair-trigger" or overactivation
of satellite cells on mdx fibers. This was suggested after hy-
pertrophic satellite cells were observed in mdx muscles, a

feature common to activation in the absence of injury (An-
derson 1998). With this new schematic comparing levels of
activation and NO concentration in normal and mdx muscle,
we suggest that satellite cells in mdx muscle are hyper-
activated in the absence of injury and respond to injury
somewhat later than in normal muscle (Anderson 2000).
This latter notion is attributed to the finding that the NOS-Ip
gene is expressed and active in producing NO in activated
satellite cells, as well as in normal muscle fibers (Anderson
and Vargas 2003). The steps in regeneration that follow in-
jury and activation include proliferation and amplification of
satellite cells, where NOS-Ip and c-met are both expressed.

Subsequently, muscle precursors fuse into multinucleated
myotubes; this interval is accompanied by a rapid down-

ô^ÃJUJ

Fig. 2. A hypothetical time-course of NO levels at the satellite
cell, as released from NOS-lp (top panel), and the extent of sat-

ellite cell activation (lower panel) extant in normal (solid black
lines) and dystrophin-deficient, dystrophic muscle (dashed grey

lines) muscle, based on the proposed model of activation (Ander-

son 2000). Quiescent satellite cells in intact muscle are subject
to pulses of NO, which are thought to help maintain quiescence.

At the time of injury a large NO-transient appears (a large bolus
of NO followed by absence of NO), which initiates satellite cell
activation. Levels of activation continue to rise as satellite cells
are exposed to cytokines, growth factors, and other molecules.
As satellite cells proliferate, NO levels increase (produced by
myoblasts (Tatsumi et al. 2001)) and then become pulsatile as

new myotubes and regenerated fiber segments are formed. In
dystrophic muscle, the level of NO in the region of satellite cells

is low because of the absence of dystrophin and NOS-I¡r down-
regulation. In this condition, satellite cells are hyperactivated,
compared with those in uninjured normal muscle. At the time of
injury and in the absence of an N0-transient, activation in-
creases further in response to fiber damage. Activated satellite
cells proliferate and the level of NO rises in that environment,

because NOS-l¡r is expressed by satellite cells and myoblasts in

the absence of dystrophin. Once new myotubes and regenerated

segments of dystrophic fibers are formed, the NO level drops

and activation returns to the typical hyperactivation state (e.9.,

hypertrophy (Anderson 1998)) observed in dystrophic muscles.
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regulation of c-met gene expression, while NOS-Ip is di-
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Fig' 3. A histogram showing results of a recent experiment that examined c-met gene expression in normal and dystrophic mdx EDLs.
EDLs were maintained in culture overnight in controlled serum-replacement medium, and exposed to one of 4 treatments: control con-
dition, unstretched, untreated (US-UnRx,), mechanical stretch alone for 30 min (Stretch-UnRx), stretch + the NOS inhibitor L-NAME
(Stretch L-NAME), and L-NAME alone (US L-NAME). RNA was isolated from muscles immediately after the 3O-min trearment pe-
riod, and relative expression was quantified by RNAse protection assay (Anderson and Vargas 2003). The level of c-met gene expìes-
sion was higher in mdx than normal muscle, and was increased by stretch and by L-NAME in both types of muscle. Results show that
the stretch-induced increase in c-met expression was NO-dependent; c-met levels were reduced by stretching in the presence of L-
NAME.
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ma. We propose that this process of repair in normal and
dystrophic muscles may gradually restore the characteristic
levels of NO and either quiescence in normal muscle or fypi-
cal levels of hyperactivation in dystrophic muscle.

The mechanism by which the satellite cell population is
renewed by some selective or stochasitic sequestration, pre-
sumably derived from cells that were previously satellite
cells or, alternatively, are stem cells, is not known. The stem
cell literature is reviewed elsewhere, with much discussion
of the putative functional markers of this small population in
muscle (Beauchamp et al. 1999; Zammit and Beauchamp
2001; Seale et al. 2001; Hawke and Garry 2001; Blau et al.
2001; Deasy and Huard 2002; O'Bien et al. 2002; Goldring
et al. 2002; Morgan and Parfridge 2003; Asakura 2003;
Chen and Goldhamer 2003). An increasing amount of evi-
dence suggests that stem cell therapies will eventually find
clinical applications (Tamaki et al. 2003; Brazelton et al.
2003; Cossu and Bianco 2003; Ikezawa et al. 2003; Cooper
et al. 2003). However, it is not known what signals are used
to mediate activation and quiescence by the putative stem
cells that may lie resident in skeletal muscle (either within
and (or) external to the extemal lamina around fibers). In
part, this is likely related to the rarity of the stemlike cells
that are not yet reproducibly defined by marker genes and
that are just beginning to be identified in situ in muscle, and
during regeneration.

Whole muscle cultures scale-up stretch-activation
studies

Although the detailed pathways regulating satellite cell
activation on fibers are still under investigation, we have de-
veloped a model whereby whole intact muscles, most easily
isolated when they display two anatomically discrete ten-
dons, were cultured under the same conditions as the fiber
model to maintain satellite cell quiescence over at least 48 h.

nrdx

Evidence from experiments on noûnal and dystrophic (mdx)
muscle cultures was consistent with the idea that NO medi-
ates quiescence. Figure 3 shows that, without stretching the
muscle cultures, c-met expression by satellite cells (Wozniak
et al. 2003) was higher in mdx muscle than in normal mus-
cle. Since mdx muscle lacks NOS-Ip, these data agree with
the idea that quiescence is maintained in normal muscle by a
pulsatile NO release.

Recent studies on stretch-activation have used such cul-
tures of whole FDB or extensor digitorum longus (EDL)
fast-twitch muscles, pinned in FlexCell plates, to scale up
studies of gene expression and stretch. After stretch, normal
muscles showed a 2.5-fold increase in BrdU uptake, as-
sessed using Southwestem blots of DNA extracts, immuno-
probed for BrdU. The level of stretch-activation was similar
to that observed for stretched normal fibers (Wozniak et al.
2003). Histology was normal after 36 h in culture muscles,
and BrdU-positive satellite cell nuclei were found deep in
the muscles. Figure 3 shows that stretch induced a rapid in-
crease in expression of c-met gene transcripts in muscle cul-
tures from nonnal and mdx mice. That increase was
NO-dependent (it was prevented by L-NAME), indicating
that NO plays a role in satellite cell quiescence. As well, a

role for fibers and NO in maintaining norrnal quiescence
was evidenced by data showing that in the absence of
stretch, a decrease in NO provided by exposure to L-NAME
induced an increase in c-met gene expression. The potential
for NO to provide a fulcrum or balance setpoint in regulat-
ing the transition from quiescence to activation, and possibly
back to quiescence, is inhiguing, and currently under inves-
tigation.

Summary

Satellite cell activation is essential to muscle for growth
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and regeneration after damage caused by trauma, ischemia,
infection, or acquired or genetic neuromuscular disease.
Without activation in aged muscle, strength declines, mus-
cles atrophy, and disabitity ensues. In dystrophy, where sat-
ellite cell activation is dysregulated by a loss of NOS-Ip,
such as occurs in Duchenne's muscular dyshophy, progres-
sive loss of regenerative capacify, which parallels decreased
replicative potential of satellite cells (Decary et al. 1996,
1997; Heslop et al. 2000; Renault et al.2002; Cooper et al.
2003), muscle weakness progresses to lethality. Satellite cell
activation is, therefore, an essential step in muscle repair and
adaptative functions.

By studying satellite cell activation on fibers and in mus-
cles, we determined that single fibers and whole muscles in
culture can be used effectively to study early activation
events. We found that a mechanical stretch stimulus activates
satellite cells on fibers (and in single cell cultures) in 2 dis-
tinct peaks over 2 h, suggesting a heterogeneous satellite cell
population. As well, expression of the c-met gene appeared
to be rapidly increased by shetching, and that increase was
NO-dependent. Therefore, NO appears to be important in
enabling stretch-induced satellite cell activation and also in
maintaining satellite cell quiescence on skeletal muscle fi-
bers. The latter observation witl require studies of single fi-
bers and muscles to determine in vivo differences befween
control and cell culture activation and quiescence, and also
to determine the distinctive features regulating the switch
from quiescence to activation (and potentially back to quies-
cence) of satellite cells in norrnal and dystrophic muscle.

Ultimately, studies of the fundamentals of quiescence and
activation in skeletal muscle satellite cells, and the features
that distinguish the mechanisms regulating those events in
normal and dystrophic muscle, will direct research toward
finding new ways to treat neuromuscular disease and to in-
crease repair and growth of skeletal muscle. A thorough un-
derstanding of the NO signals that transduce mechanical
stretching into satellite cell activation will allow us to design
drugs that specifrcally promote muscle growth and repair in
neuromuscular disease and aged muscle, with other potential,
applications in agriculture, rehabilitation, and exercise or
sports medicine.

Contraction and stretch are defining functions in normal
muscle. The shrdy of stretch effects on satellite cell activa-
tion on single fibers and in muscle cultures will enhance our
understanding of the role of NO signaling in activation. The
best possible models, to date, for studying activation in vivo,
are those in which satellite cells can be maintained in a qui-
escent state on fibers until stimulated to activate. On fibers
and in muscles in culture, satellite cells maintain the ability
to participate in the transmembrane signaling cascades con-
tributed by proteins in the ECM, membrane, and muscle
cytoskeleton (Geiger et al. 2001).

Interestingly, the idea that NO release from fibers by
shear, stretch, or other stimuli, has a significant impact on
normal satellite cell activation (Anderson 2000) clearly does
not rule out NOS-independent pathways for activation and
regeneration. This is well demonstrated by the capacity for
regeneration in muscles of mdx and NOSIJ- mice. How-
ever, those altemative and potentially parallel pathways have
not yet been identified. It is also not known whether condi-
tions such as age-related atrophy reflect a change in the ex-
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pression or activity of NOS-Ip or c-met genes. In aged ani-
mals, there is an increased resistence ofsatellite cells to acti-
vating stimuli in muscle. The same resistence has been noted
in persistent atrophy after reloading exercise paradigms, fol-
lowing experimental limb suspension in aged animals. Both
are broadly similar to the muscle atrophy observed after a
period of microgravity. However, the mechanisms underly-
ing the common feature, and a progressive functional deficit
in muscle strength that accompanies that resistence to acti-
vation, and remain open for discovery.

Gonclusion

Future research will extend our understanding of mechani-
cal activity and stretch as a stimulus that activates satellite
cells, and explore the role signals play in NO release and c-
met gene expression and activity during activation and qui-
escence. Cultures of fibers and muscles with quiescent satel-
lite cells can be used very effectively to model activation in
vivo. In the future, they will be used to address the earliest
events that signal activation, which wili provide new infor-
mation on activation in dystrophin-deficient neuromuscular
disease and in age-related atrophy.
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